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PREFACE

The Finnish-English Contrastive Project was started at the University

of JyvaskyU in the spring of 1974. The project has been carried out in

two parts: the Department of Phonetics and General Linguistics is respon-

sible for the work on oronunciation problems, and the Department of

English is concerned with other aspects of the research. Several reports

have omen published previously on phonetically orientated topics (eg.

Moisio and Valenta 1976; Suomi 1976; Lehtonen and Koponen 1977; Sajavaara

and Lehtonen 1978a; Lehtonen 1978) and the results have also been applied

to language teaching purposes in a textbook of spoken English (Lehtonen,

Sajavaara and May 1977). The methodology and problems of contrastive

phonetics have been discussed by eg. Lehtonen (1977; 1979). In co-

operation with the Error Analysis Project at Abo Akademi, the Contrastive

Project has also carried out some tests; the results have been summarized

in Palmberg (1979). In addition, the problems concerning the influence

of English language and culture on present-day Finnish have been studied

in co-operation with the Anglicism Project at the University of 4yvaskyla

(see eg. Sajavaara et al- 1978).

In traditional contrastive analysis an analysis of the similarities

and differences of two sound systems it was supposed that the difficult-

ies of foreign language students could be described and predicted. The

'strong hypothesis' of contrastive analysis has been much criticized (see

eg. Sajavaara 1977). It obviously failed to recognize the importance

of actual problems in learning situations which is exactly the kind of

knowledge that the FL teacher needs in his classroom practice. Moreover,

the focus was on foreign language production: the role of the listener,

which is equally important, was grossly underestimated. The listener's

impressions of speech derive from internalized categories of rules and

structures usually called phonology. Thus, he does not hear the actual

physical utterance but a chain of segments corresponding to the expec-

tations about the utterance. This is typical of human perceptual mechan-

isms in general: we observe structures of whose existence 1.-m have

discovered and which we choose to observe. For a speaker-hearer, language

is an earphone through which he can hear only language, not speech. Thus,

many of the acoustic cues which actually carry the information necessary
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for speech perception are subconscious '(eg., formant: patterns of vowels.

consonantal loci and transitions, temporal patterns, of utterance, etc.).

Although a speaker can pay conscious attention to certain postures and

movements of his speech, organs, both the way in which they actually

operate during speech and the resulting acoustic message are beyond

the scope of conscious observation.

All this has important consequences: the contrastive analyst and the

foreign language teacher must realize that the. way in which they 'hear'

a certain pattern may be totally different to the way in which the

student perceives the same thing.. The problems of the foreign language

student can be under -:nly if we knave how he 'feels', what he attempts

to hear, what he ac- -eers, what the structures are that ;')e actually

perceives, and how 2iffer from the target, ie. the way the native

speaker's perception works in similar situations.

Therefore, the focus of studies should not be on 'pronunciation'

only but on a complex of problems which extend far beyond the area of

what is traditionally called pronunciation teaching. This ccmol.ex

includes the differences in the learner's Ll and L2 communication chains

as a whole, as well as the problems and confusions arising from the

fact that the learner unconsciously resorts to Li phenomena not only when

producing L2 but also when trying to understand L2.

The majority of the contrastive phonetic studies carried out within

the Project were, however, limited to specific phonetic phenomena: the

fortis/lenis distinction, vowel reduction, word and sentence stress,

consonant clusters, word boundaries, fluency, pauses, the acceptability

of the Finnish variety of pronunciation, the reliabYity of the marking

of pronunciation errors etc. (for closer discussion, see eg. Sajavaara

and Lehtonen 1978b)- The present volume is a final report on the strictly

phonetic part of the project. Some of the topics included in the origtnal

research programme cannot be reported here, either because they have been

delayed or the methods applied have proved to he inadequate and the results

are therefore unreliable. That is why studies on such important topics as

word and sentence stress or rhythm and intonation are not found in this

volume. In addition, some of the later studies have a wider scope: they

deal with various aspects of discourse and not with specific pronunciation

problems. The reports of these studies, which also include non-verbal

communication analysis, are not included here, since a separate issue



,sated to discourse dnalysis will be bublished in this series.

Two of the present papers are concerned with the fortis/lenis

stinction. The paper by Suomi is a version of a paper read at the

h Meeting of Finnish Phoneticians at Jyvaskyld in 1978. It is a

survey of the recent worx on the phonetic parameters of the fortis/

lenis distinction and a discussion of the theoretical problems involved

In his discussion of the problems of labelling the distinction the

euthor prefers the terms "voiced-voiceless" to 'fortis-lenis", which

were recommended for pedanogical purposes by eq. Lehtonen (1971', and
Gimson (1960. In a related study, Hanninen has analysed the learning

difficulties encountered by Finns in three different contextual environments:

in isolated words, in words included in word lists and in words embedded

in meaningful sentences. The duratioral pattern of words embedded in

meaningful sentences appeared to be clearly different from the other

environment. Acoustical data on the fricatives and affricates also

turned out to be different from that of the plosives. The learning

difficulties of Finns vary a great deal according to the context. In

identification tests, Finnish students failed to identify most of the

tested oppositions. English listeners had considerable difficulty in

identifying the opposition as produced by Finnish speakers. Reduction of

the final vowel in English VCV-structures is discussed by Heikkinen.
As regards the learning problems of Finnish students, she discovered

that the duration used by Finns was either influenced by the mother

tongue (ie. it varied according to tne quantity of the first syllable)

or it was generally too short. The quality of /a/ used by Finnish speakers

was usually influenced by lip rounding, which reflects the influence of
Finnish /6/. Heikkinen also includes a short discussion of co-articulation

and some tentative results concerning the co-articulation between the
initial and final vowels. Lamminmdki deals with certain problems of

language testing as related to identification problems. The identification

cues used by Finns turned out to be dramatically differeat from those of
native speakers. Lamminmdki also considers the adequacy of the tests

available in interlanguage research. Their effectiveness in revealing

the "critical" points in the interlanguage channel is rather limited.

The inadequacy of present tests of 11 skills is partly due to the

fact that we lack an integrated picture of the mechanisms functioning

in native-language communication. Indirectly, however, foreign-language



speech perception may be approached through ar analysis of the learner's
production. If the features of production that important in syntactic

and semantic processing deviate from those of a native speaker, it can

be predicted that the learner also has difficulties in his perception.

Similarly, if native-like features are found in the production of the

learner, it can be expected that he is more or less capable of using the

Same cues as a native speaker in his perception. However, quite unexpected

elements may be confused with each other. For example, a Finn may fail
to perceive or produce the fortis/lenis distinction as a result of the

long/short distinction of Finnish vowels. Differences in signalling

higher-level information, such as morphological and syntactic patterns,
lexical units, or textual features can also result in interference in

speech communication. For instance, the process of lexical word detection
in English may be somewhat different

from that of Finnish, due to the

typological differences (isolating vs. agglutinating) between the two
languages (see eg, Karlsson 1976; Lehtonen and Koponen 1977; Ringhom 1979).

The crucial question in contrastive `i id -work is what is it that we
want to test? Do we want to test the student's knowledge of linguistic
structures, or his capacity to communicate in a foreign language? The

static view of language emphasizes the importance of linguistic structures

as such, whereas the dynamic view of language stresses the communicative
situation itself: what goes On in the mind and environment of the speaker-

hearer. The phoneticians' attention has traditionally bean focused on the
linguistic code.I The assumption, however, that linguistic categories

as such could be transferred to the analysis of speech communication is not

legitimate.Phonemes, morphemes, or junctures, for example, are not necess-

arily relevant units in either speech processing or language acquisition

(Sajavaara and Lehtonen 1979, Lehtonen and Hurme 1979), As a matter of fact,
it is far from self-evident that these

units have any connection with the

processing of information in communicative tasks. It was therefore rather

unfortunate that items of a structuralist phonological analysis were also

regarded as basic elements in language teaching: phonetic differences, for

example, were divided into phonological and allophonic ones. Phonological

errors were dangerous, while allophonic ones were unimportant. Distinctive
prosodic features were taught with special care, eg. English stress oppositions

1

The narrowness of the traditional phonetic point of view has been
emphasized by eg. Ladefoged (1977:410).



like 'import/in'oort, or distinctive intonation patterns like Tune
1 and

Tune 2, whereas non-distinctive features were niven little attention in

teaching materials and textbooks. In short, teaching based on struc-

turalist view of language regarded the various levels of grammar as if

they existed in isolation. In pronunciation teaching, it was not seen

as necessary to Pay any attention to levels other than that of phonol-

ogy.

The dynamic , or communicative view of language emphasizes the

communicative behaviour of the language learner. It is acknowledged

that the success or failure of a communicative act does not depend

solely on the linguistic structures internalized by the speaker: we

have to consider various psycho- and sociolinguistic aspects in addition

to all levels of grammar. One aim of future studies on contrastive

phonetics will be to throw light on the speech behaviour of the foreign

language student: a more proper term for such analysis may be cross-

language communication analysis. After all, more interesting than

knowing what linguistic structures the speaker uses in his interlan-

guage grammar is knowing why, how, and when he uses them.

J.L. & K.5.
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VOWEL REDUCTION IN THE ENGLISH OF FINNISH LEARNERS

Hanmele Heikkinen

Univet4ity 06 Aweisktied

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the present study is to discuss some theoretical aspects

of English vowel reduction and their possible implications for Finnish

learners of English. The question of vowel reduction is both linguisti-

cally and phonetically complex. Its status in a grammar is vague. It is

particularly difficult to draw a line between competence and performance

where vowel reduction with all its phonetic parameters is concerned, as

Chomsky and Halle (1968:110) note. There have been various interpretations

of the grammatical status of the reduced vowels in English (see eg. Chomsky,

Halle and Lukoff 1956) according to which /a/ is the only reduced vowel in

English. According to an alternative interpretation English vowels are

divided int9 two systems: c full vowel system and a reduced vowel system.

The concept of reduced vowel system was introduced by Trubetzkoy (1969).

This kind of solution has been suggested by eg. Hultz6n (1961), Lehiste

(1970), Nyquist Go ds (1974) and Wiik (1965).

In the present study the term vowel reduction is used to imply the

fact that in unstressed positions the number of English vowels is reduced

to two: /a/ and /I/. The study is mainly concerned with segmental factors

and such factors as speech rate or rhythm are thus excluded. These factors

would necessarily demand a different kind of analysis, probably requiring

consideration of syntactic and semantic factors. Jakobson and Halle have

noted (1968:413-414) that the Sound structure of speech may be astonish-

ingly elliptic, depending on the situation, speech rate etc. but if the

necessity arises, the speaker can immediately translate his utterance

into the explicit form, which the listener can readily understand. The

framework of the present study is the explicit form cited by Jakobson and

Halle, rather than the form used when "a variety of other factors (speed,

casualness, frequency of the item, predictability etc.)" (Chomsky

Halle 1968:111) is involved. The phonetic analysis occurs thus on the

level of word rather than on the level of sentence or discourse.
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Phonetic discussions of vowel reduction are as various as phonological
ones. Generally, shortening has been seen as one of the factors determining
vowel reduction. Thus for example Lindblom

(1963) argues that reduction
is caused by the fact that neural commands to the articulatory mechanism
follow each other too rapidly and the mechanism is not able to reach the
vowel target, thus resulting in "undershoot".

Lindblom thus uses the term
'vowel reduction' to cover phenomena caused by timing and speech rate.
Another phonetic parameter of vowel reduction is centralization. It is
usually stated in textbooks

that reduced vowels are shorter, and more
centralized than stressed ones. This implies that the formant values
of a reduced vowel glide

towards those of a neutral vowel: 500 Hz, 1500 Hz
and 2500 Hz. A third parameter of vowel reduc-- , not usually mentioned

11in textbooks, is greater contextual assimilati h
0.

or coarticulation with
environment. Thus for example Ohde and Sharf (1975) use the term 'vowel
reduction' to imply the influence of the consonant

upon the vowel. Vocalic
influence and influence of the position have also been discussed in phoneticliterature. These three factors will be considered in this study and term
'reduction', as a phonetic term, is used here to refer to the changes in
duration and quality that

characterize members of the English system of
reduced vowels.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

The methodological
approach of this study is based on contrastive

phonetics. There has been general
suspicion of the results of contrastive

studies (see eg. Sajavaara
1977:14), sifiLe, according to the critics, the

results seem too abstract, or too trivial, for any applications to languageteaching. Criticism has also been made of the static point of view ex-pressed in contrastive
studies: communicative competence and pragmatic

problems have been badly
neglected (for a closer

discussion, see eg.
Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1977:20-22).

There is no need, however, toreject the approach because of various
obvious shortcomings in its early

applications. Thus, for example, the
contrastive approach does seem natu-ral in considering the phonetic difficulties of foreign language learners.The phonetic process of speech production

is, after all, the only levelof analysis, which offers empirical evidence for the equivalence between
the sound segments in

languages, as Lehtonen (1977:31) remarks.
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Foreign accent can be defined as acoustical deviations from the norm

he native speaker (Jonasson and McAllister 1972:11). The factors

contributing foreign accent can thus be measured.

It has to be noted, however, that pronunciation errors are not alway(

regular, or predictable. But some predictions can be made. Errors can b(

caused by the influence of the mother tongue, or they may be due to the

incorrect interpretation of the rules of the foreign language. Generally,

phonetic errors attributable to the influence of the mother tongue may be

said to reflect a rather low level of competence in the foreign language

(cf. Lehtonen 1977:32). Certain errors, however, seem to "fossilize"

(cf. Selinker 1972) and remain in the pronunciation, being typical for

speakers of a specific language. On the other hind, a speaker may himself

Construct an accent component "which has no reference in either of the

languages he has been exposed to'' (Jonasson and McAllister 1972:23).

These incorrect pronunciation rules are typical for more advanced students

Such IS the informants of the present study, This accent component can,

naturally, change, and the student can eliminate certain rules and form
new ones. But it seems that a foreign accent cannot be totally eliminated

if the learner is an adult (cf. Lenneberg 1967:181) although it can be

greatly improved. It has to be noted, too, that all errors are not equall

serious from the communicative point of view, and some accents can be

tolerated better than others. These, and other related problems should be

given serious attention in teaching (for a closer discussion of pronunci-

ation errors, see Sajavaara, Lehtonen and May 1977:9-22). One problem,

which had to be neglected in the present study, is the role of the hearer

in the communicative situation, ie. the perceptual aspects of vowel re-
duction. According to Lehtonen (1977:36),negative transfer in language

learning is to a great extent due to different cue patterns in mother

tongue and target language. This implies that the incorrect pronunciation

is often only a reflection of "incorrect" hearing, Although the various

acoustic cues involved in the perception of a reduced vowel have been

analyzed, the relative importance of them for the hearer has not yet been
tested.
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THE PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

Disyllabic English words with the structure CVCV were selected as
test material. The final unstressed syllable was thus available for study.

The initial consonant (C1), was, when possible, a labial, while the inter-

vocalic consonant (C2) was alveolar. The consonants were plosives, if
possible. The final vowel (V2) was /a/ or /X/. All the English vowels,

and the diphthongs as well, occurred in the position of V1, the initial
vowel. The principal aim was to determine the vocalic influence of the

stressed vowel upon the unstressed one. The durational factors, mainly

the influence of the preceding syllable upon the final vowel, were also
considered.

The informants (Ns15) read the test words (Ns45) embedded in a sen-

tence frame and their productions were recorded on tape in the Phonetics

Laboratory at the University of Jyvaskyla. The tape recorder was Revox A77

and the microphone AKG D-202. The informants were grouped according to

their level of competence in English. There were 5 native speakers of

English (E). 5 students of English who had acquired a ewn &rade -level

in their English studies (Si), and 5 students of other subjects (52).

The language skills of the Si group can be assumed to be typical of

English language teachers in Finland, whereas the S2 group represents

fairly well the language skills that are received in secondary school.

All informants were male because of the spectrographic analysis.

Spectrograms were made from all test words using the Kay Elemetrics
Sona-Graph 6061B of the Phonetics Laboratory. The nominal bandwidth was

150 Hz, resulting in a practical bandwidth of 300 Hz when the double
recording speed was used. The upper limit of the frequency scale was
4000 Hz. The duration of Vlt V2, and C2 was measured from the spectro-
grams with a 5 msec accuracy. The duration was determined according to

the beginning and the end of the second formant. The formant frequencies
of the first three formants were measured for both VI and V2 with an

accuracy of 50 Hz (See Appendix).

The statistical analysis required was carried out at the Computer

Ctintre of the University of JyvaskylS. A t-test was used to indicate

the differences in means between the informant groups. The results include
means (i) of various phonetic parameters, their standard deviation (SD);

and the statistical significance of the differences in means between three
informant groups. Significance is indicated as follows: + =almost sign.,'

P 5% ; ++ =Significant, p 2% ; svery sign., p 1% ; and + + ++ =strongly
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sign., p 0.5%; non = no statistical significance. differences of

means have been compared for the most part between informant groups,

but occasionally also between word groups etc.). Some additional calcu-

lations were made using the Compucorp calculator of the Phonetics Depart-
ment.

PHONOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF VOWEL REDUCTION

It is a fairly common tendency among t e world's languages that there
are fewer vowels in unstressed positions. According to Trubetzkoy (1969:

236) this phenomenon is called reductive neutralization (a subprocess to

vowel neutralization; cf. Doneems Miller 1972). and it means that the

phonological oppositions are neutralized in it pr.iminent positions.

Reductive neutralization is a process Common to several languages,

but the specific rules vary - as Trubetzkuy states (1969:228) - from

language to language, and from dialect to dialect. To name but a few

examples: in Swedish (Sigurd 1965:142), the number of vowels is reduced

to two in certain positions; in Italian (Tagliavini Mioni 1975:64)
the oppositions /e/ = /c/ and /0/ - /3/ are neutralized in unstressed

position; in Modern Greek (Heiman 1972:368) the process is similar to

that of Italian; and in Russian (Trubetzkoy 1969:236) only three vowels

are capable of occurring in unstressed position. It can also be suggested
that there is a reduced vowel system in English consisting of the vowels
/a/ and tr/. 1 /14 has also been proposed as part of the system, but
it seems to be generally agreed that it is rather marginal (Gimson

1966:142; Wiik 1965:135). There is also a certain amount of free variation

between /a/ and iI/, but the opposition is always present word-finally
as in city .54tte4 (Wilk 1965:135).

In Estonian, too, there is a subset of four vowels that occurs only

in unstressed positions (Lehiste 1970:141); but there do not seem to be

such restrictions in Finnish. It can be suggested, however, that the

Finnish vowel harmony rule serves a similar purpose, since it restricts

the possible choice of unstressed vowel. Trubetzkoy (1969:236) classified

vowel harmony as a case of reductive neutralization, as vowel harmony

1

Sometimes a full vowel quality occurs in unstressed position. This can
be attributed to the preseno of secondary stress (see eg. Gimson 1966:
141-143).
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means that certain vowel oppositions are fully relevant in word-initiil

syllables only. In Finnish every vowel is capable of occurring in un-

stressed position. Nevertheless, the distribution of vowels is limited

by vowel harmony. The initial vowel of the word, which also always

carries the primary stress, determines the quality of the following vowel

according to the word-internal vowel harmony principle. The appearance

of a back vowel /a o u/ in an initial syllable presupposes a back vowel

in the following syllable, and a front vowel /a b y/ presupposes a front

vowel. The phonetically front vowels /i/ and /e/ are neutral to vowel

harmony, and can occur with either front or back vowels. 1 To show the

common function of vowel reduction and vowel harmony, Trubetzkoy sugges-

ted a concept of 'prominence' that would phonologically manifest itself

by stress or length, and morphologically (as in Finnish) by a 'weight'

on the initial syllable.

Accordingly, there is a general tendency to strengthen prominent

syllables, or to make them perceptually as distinct as possible. This

manifests itself in morphological, phonological and phonetic features,

such as lengthening, diphthongization, stress etc. (cf. Schane 1973:58;

Hyman 1975:208). A complementary tendency is towards weakening of the

unprominent syllables, which manifests itself in various ways, too:

reduction, elision, etc. The differentiation of these two kinds of

syllables is of course a perceptual aid for the listener. The actual

process is different in different languages. In English, the reduced

number of vowels is used to create a greater perceptual distance between

them. The listener can "concentrate" more on the stressed syllables,

when he knows he has to distinguish only between two vowels in unstressed

positions. In Finnish, the listener can make predictions about the

quality of the final vowel only after he has heard the initial syllable.

The process creates a closer perceptual unity within the word, and it is

one of the factors that creates word-internal cohesion typical of a

synthetic language like Finnish (for a discussion of word-internal co-

hesion, see Karlsson 1977).

1

The above discussion on Finnish vowel harmony is by no means complete.
Vowel harmony has been discussed in detail by eg. Wilk 1975 and Karlsson
1971.
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PHONETIC ASPECTS OF VOWEL REDUCTION

DURATION

It has been often claimed that duration is the primary factor of

vowel reduction (cf. Lindblom 1963). In English, as well as in various

other languages, stress and duration seem to be positively correlated.

The actual phonetic manifestations of stress are various. Lieberman

(1970:314) mentions changes in fundamental frequency, sound pressure

level, duration and coarticulation. A stressed syllable has greater

duration, higher fundamental frequency and lower degree of coarticul-

ation. 1

In English, it is argued, a stressed syllable is habitually longer

in duration. This seems to have been established by several studies

(eg. Parmenter A Trevino 1935; House 1961; Klatt 1975). Usually, the

duration of secondary stressed vowels is slightly shorter than that

of the primary stressed ones (Wiik 1965:134; Klatt 1975:31). The

positive correlation between stress and duration has been reported to

exist in several languages: in Swedish (Hadding-Koch 1961), in Polish

(Jassem 1959), in Russian (Jones & Ward 1969:206) etc. However, the

rule that lengthens stressed vowels is not strictly speaking universal.

There are languages in which the increase of duration In stressed

syllables is minimal, or non-existent, and stress manifests itself in

other ways. According to Lehiste (1970:36) these languages include

Czech, Estonian and Finnish. It is obvious that duration in these

languages is used primarily as a cue for linguistic quantity. UnstreSsed

syllables can also be longer than the stressed ones (they are regularly

longer in Estonian, as Lehiste 1970:138 notes).

What is the relative importance of duration as a cue for stress and

thus as a cue for reduction? It has been claimed that duration univer-

sally is the primary cue for stress (cf. Thelin 1971:145). The tests

of Fry (1965) and Lieberman (1967:30) show that English listeners do

rely heavily on duration when judging whether the syllable is stressed

or not. According to Bolinger (1958:111) the primary cue for stress

1

For a closer examination of parameters of stress, see eg. Lehiste
1970.

8
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is piJvided by pitch, It can be argued (cf. Ladefoged 1967:46) that there
is no single acoustic event that is characteristic of all stressed syllables
in English. It seems probable that different cues are in close interaction,
and that their importance depends on the prevailing situation.

According to Lindblom (1963:1760) timing is the primary variable in
vowel reduction, and articulatory, imprecision or laxness is the consequence
of the shortened duration, and can thus be neglected in considering the
causes of reduction. Naturally vowels lose their original colour when they
become very short. According to Delattre (1959:298) there is a different

"duration-to-obscuration ratio" for each vowel. This means that when the
duration of a vowel segment is

decreased, there are less and less correct
identifications. The loss of /a/ -colour should occur at c. 1.5 msecs but
the loss of /i/ -colour not until c. 1.25 msecs.

The above view of vowel reduction
has been criticized by eg. Lehiste

(1970:140) and Nyquist Gas (1974:70). They base their criticism on the
fact that there are reduced vowel Systems in many languages. If reduction
is seen as a systematical phenomenon, it has to be acknowledged that the
vowel quality parameter cannot be ignored. Also, unstressed vowels can
be longer in duration than

stressed vowels, and still no de-reduction
occurs. It seems, though, that the term 'reduction' is again used with
slightly different meanings.

Lindblom's data consists of Swedish CVC
syllables, and vowel reduction is what occurs to the vowel when the speech
rate is increased.

Lehiste sees reduction as a phenomenon of language
system: variation of two vowel systems. While Lindblom's results are un-
doubtedly correct, it cannot be claimed that duration is the only factor that

causes reduction, if reduction is regarded in a wider linguistic sense.
As regards Finnish, it can be said that duration cannot be a decisive

cue for stress. Stress is fixed in Finnish: main stress falls always on
the initial syllable and

every other syllable receives a secondary stress.
The last syllable is unstressed.

Stress is thus predictable and serves
as a boundary signal.

The phonetic parameters of Finnish stress have not
been studied much: Flaimo (1972)1 showed with a synthetic stimulus listening
test that increase in intensity does not increase the identifications of

1

A paper read at the Second Conference
of Phonetics, Jyvasky14, Finland,6.-9,1,1972.
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stress, while a change in pitch seems to influence the impression of

stress. Wilk (1976)1 suggested in a study of word boundaries that

intensity, fundamental frequency, duration, and quality can all act as

cues for stress in Finnish. Sovijarvi (1954) connects stress to rhythm,

and argues that rhythm, and thus also stress, is manifested mainly

through variations of intensity. Lehtonen and Koponen (1977:75)

include also glottalization as a manifestation of (sentence) stress.

No systematic survey of the parameters of Finnish stress has been made,

and it seems realistic to presume that their relative importance depends

on the contextual factors, as in English.

Duration cannot be a primary cue for stress, since it is used mainly

to signal linguistic quantity. Phonologically single and double vowels

and consonants are distinguished mainly by their different duration

(eg. tati "fire" vs. tuab: "wind"; tut. "fire" vs. tiltU "Customs").

The doubling of a segment is not a sign of prominence in Finnish:

both single and double vowels can occur in stressed as well as in un-

stressed positions (eg. tutee "he comes", where the final vowel is un-

stressed (e:1). Finns do seem to use the duration cue primarily for

distinguishing single and double vowels, even if there is also a differ-

ence in their quality (Lehtonen 1970:86-88). The difference in quality

between shorter and longer vowels seems to be a kind of phonetic universal.

English uses this feature to distinguish between /tense/ and /lax/ vowels,

while Finnish does not use it to distinguish between /single/ and /double/

vowels. Finnish uses duration for distinguishing vowels, while English

uses it mainly to signal stress.

In Finnish the question of duration is, however, more complicated.

As it was stated, both single and double vowels can occur in the final

syllable. The actual physical duration of the final vowel is, however,

influenced by the preceding syllable, especially when the intervening

consonant is single. Thus both single and double vowels are shortened,

if the preceding syllable is long (ie, having a double vowel, a diphthong

or a vowel - consonant combination). Accordingly, the final vowel is

usually slightly longer in tutu "he comes" than in tuutee "the wind

blows", and considerably longer in blei "fire" than in tuuti " the wind".

1

A paper read at the Sixth Conference of Phonetics, Joensuu, Finland,
24.-25.6.1976.
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There are also four actual durations for the unstressed final syllable
of a disyllabic word, In English the duration does not depend on the
preceding syllable. This must cause certain problems for Finnish students;
they will probably overdifferentiate the English durations. Wilk (1965:138)
has noted, that students tend to use these different variants, short and
half-long, depending on the preceding syllable. The half-long variant is
used in words like tlitte/t and the short in eg. beate.t. Wiik suggests that
students should get rid of the half-long variant. The results gained in
the present study seem to indicate, however, that the half-long variant

would in fact be the more correct one. The results concerning duration

are summarized in Tables I and 2.

Table 1. The average durations (m
in certain word groups

V1 .

tense

V2 g

/0/

E

Si

S2

E - S1
E - 52
51 - 52

R

,

' S SO - 2

168
171

153

53

50
35

103
89

100

30
33

71

71

74

32
39
36

non
non
non

non
non
non

non
non
non

VI =

lax

V2 m
/a/

E

Si

52

E - SI
E - S2

51 - 52

76

83

24

18

16

131

121

118

20
25 84

84

25
39

32

non
non
non

non
non
non

non
non

non

VI =
diphthong

V2 a
/a/

E

S1

52

E - 51
E - 52
SI - S2

173
173
179

38
40
39

97
82

79

41

35
45

72
75

80

26
40
34

non
non
non

non
non
non

non
non
non

The table shows the average durations of all vowels in each informant
group, the standard deviations (Sn) and also the significance of the
differences of means (+ = almost significant, p<5%; ++ . significant,
p<2 %; +++ = very significant, p<1%., ++++ = strongly significant, p40.5%).
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When the final vowel is /oh (Table 1) there does fact seem to be

any great difference between the performances of English and Finnish

speakers. Finnish speakers do produce a shorter variant, if the preceding

vowel is tense - since Finns interpret the tense vowel as a double vowel

and thus the syllable as a long one - but so also do native English speak-

ers. Finnish speakers do not seem to be affected by the rules of their

mother tongue. There are various explanations for this seeming lack of

error. One is the fact that Finnish listeners can in fact hear the final

vowel as a lengthened one. In a listening test carried out by Wilk (1965:

136) 157, of the listeners (schoolchildren) designated the final vowel with

two vowel letters. This happened more often after a tense vowel. This

shows that a Finn may hear that English speakers use a longer variant than

he is accustomed to hearing in the respective position in his own mother

tongue. More probably the students were affected by the letter A that

occurred in the orthographic representation of the test words. Many

students were obviously unsure, whether to pronounce the /r/ or not.

They may also have been influenced by American English pronunciation.

However, the hesitation, or the production of some kind of [r] may obscure

the results with this group of words. Yet another factor that can influence

the results is the statistical method used. In a small sample like this

the opposing tendencies may create a misleading image. Thus it seemed

that some of the students regularly commit the expected errors, while

others do quite the opposite. As only the means oreach informant group

were compared, individual tendencies may have been ignored. Yet it can

not be claimed that the students had achieved an error-free pronunciation.

This can be seen more clearly in the results that concern words ending

with /t/, which have been presented in Table Z.

As it can be seen in Table 2, Finnish students produce regularly

a significantly (++++/+) shorter vowel than the English speakers, if the

preceding vowel is tense. This is just what was expected. The unexpected

thing is that the error seems to be committed systematically by the students

of English, not by the other students. Again, the error is seen only as

regards the position where the initial vowel is tense. This is explained

by the fact that the duration used after a lax vowel matches the "correct"

English duration. It seems, too, that the duration used by Finns for final
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Table 2. The average durations ( msecs) of ain word groups

V-
1

C

SD
V

R 2 SD

E 184 36 ir 34 88 26
V1 * Si 183 44 69 24 60 . 29

tense

V2 *
/I/

52

E - S1
E - S2

- S2

184 40 63 33 70 32

non
non

non

+
++

non

+44+
+

non

80 26 111 36 88 24
VI = 51 81 23 92 35 81 33
lax

V2 =
/Z/

52

E - 51
E - 52

SI - 52

86 25 101 42 68 36

non
non
non

+

non
non

non
++

non

/p/ is approximately correct, but the duration used for final /1/ gener-
ally too short. The average duration of /a/ and /t/ in the whole material
is .78 vs. 88 msecs respectively in Group E, 82 vs. 71 msecs in Group S1

and 85 vs. 69 msecs in Group 52. Thus Finns produce a shorter /I/0 in
accordance with the universal tendency for close vowels to be shorter,

while English speakers produce a clearly longer /z/. The longer duration
of final /r/ probably Serves the purpose of greater distinction between

the two vowels but many linguists
have also analyzed it as a tense vowel

(eg. Chomsky & Halle 1968).

2
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The influence of the preceding syllable upon the final vowel is

summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. A comparison of vowel durations in syllables following lax vs.
tense vowels of English

E Si 52

/tense/
/lax/

71

80
71

84

75

84
V
2

z /a/
/tense/-
/lax/

non non non

/tense/
/lax/

88
88

60
81

68
70

V
2

z /xi
/tense/-
/lax/

non + non

It can be seen that because of the various, partly conflicting

influences, the erroneous production due to the influence of the preceding

syllable manifests itself in certain positions only: in words ending with

/z/ and in only one informant group.

On the whole, there are two tendencies that can be detected in the

pronunciation of Finns. One is the influence of the preceding syllable.

The other is the tendency to use a duration that is too short. The

latter seems to be due to a wrong interpretation of the timing rules of

English. The vowels are usually shortened when unstressed. Some of

the Finnish students seem to have a rule that shortens all unstressed

vowels, regardless of their position. English speakers have a rule

that lengthens final vowels, 1 and this rule seems to overcome the

shortening rule (cf. Wilk 1965:134; Oelattre 1969:292). Thus for

example the average duration of a lax VI in words ending with /a/ was

82 msecs, while the duration of V2 was 80 msecs. The duration of the

unstressed vowel was thus practically equal to the duration of the

1

Final lengthening seems to be a universal phenomenon; see eg. Lindblom
1968; Hooteboom 1972.
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stressed vowel. It can be even longer, as the durations of vowels in words

ending with tz/ show: the average durations of a lax VI was 80 msecs while

the average duration of V2 was 88 msecs.

QUALITY

One of the factors of vowel reduction is said to be the centralized

quality of the reduced vowels, ie. the close association with acoustical
neutral vowel. In the following the reduced vowels of English are

considered from this poinf of view. The quality of the stressed vowel is
often called a full vowel quality. It cannot, however, represent a target
value of vowel since also stressed vowels are influenced by the environment.
Tense vowels represent more characteristically the Full vowel quality,
since lax vowels are inherently more reduced, or closer to neutral vowels
in both English and Finnish (cf. Stetson 1951:43; Wiik 1965:59). The
interrelation of tense and lax vowels is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of the foment frequencies of certain tense and laxvowels.

Fl F2 F3

/1:/ /r/ /1:/ /1/ /1:/ /I/
E 300 440 2340 1900 2850 260051 370 390 2220 2080 2700 266052 320 360 2160 2170 2880 2770

/u :/ / /u:/ Avi /u:/ /1J/
E 380 460 1140 980 2400 243051 370 430 830 980 2610 2465S2 410 415 820 840 2730 2550

/o:/ /0/ /o :/ /©/ /o:/ /o/
E 375 560 690 1010 2560 2550SI 470 520 890 1100 2475 246052 500 490 940 1090 2575 2600

/42:/ /A/ /4A:/ /A/ kis:/ /A/
E 650 700 1075 29 2560 2560S1 590 650 1130 1260 2360 245052 710 720 1240 1280 2500 2450
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On the whole, the effect of centralization seems to be greater in
Group E. The students in Group $2 seem to use nearly identical qualities
for tense and lax vowels. It seems that English speakers realize the

laxness of vowel mainly in terms of openness. Thus for high vowels Fl
is raised and F2 is lowered. For non-high vowels both Fl and F2 are
raised. Finnish speakers, on the other hand, seem to be affected by the

frontness of the vowel: they raise F2 for back vowels and lower F2 for
front vowels. It may be noted that lax vowels may not always be literally
closer to a neutral vowel. Thus, for example, all groups raised Fl when

producing a lax /A/', ie. the value of Fl was getting further from that
of the neutral vowel. The above results are also shown as formant charts
(Figure 1) for a better illustration of the processes discussed here.

Figure 1. The formant positions of certain tense (
) and lax (---)

vowels of English as produced by English speakers (E ), students of English
(51) and other students ($2).
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A crucial question in the discussion of the centralization is the

startino point, or the point of comparison. From what position are the

vowels centralized? For /1/ we can define a lax average value, but it

is more difficult for /a/. In the following the question is considered

in the light of some textbook examples. Usually /a/ has been described

as obscured, murmured, dark, etc. Articulatorily it has been described

as having a central tongue position and neutral lip rounding (see eg.

Gimson 1966:118-119; Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1977:117-118; Stubelius

1968:42). Acoustically, its formant values are near to those of a neutral

vowel. It could be suggested that in English /a/ is an independent,

Systematic vowel, not simply a variant for all unstressed or sloppily

pronounced sounds. It seems to be related to the stressed /3V since

they have arisen from similar contextual environments: the following In

has originally caused a centralization of certain vowels, and when In

has disappeared, the quality has persisted. Whether the phoneme /a/

includes vowels derived from other sources is somewhat unclear. The status

Of endings like -el, etc. seems to be slightly ambiguous, and there is

probably some variation due to presence vs. absence of secondary stress.

The phoneme /a/ has several allophones: Wiik (1965:136), for instance,

gives seven different variants and Jones (1967:92-93) three. Usually

it is agreed that the final variant is more open.

As regards the quality of English /a/, it can be presumed that Finnish

students either tend to use the vowel quality implied by orthography,

Or tend to use the nearest equivalent in the Finnish vowel paradigm,

viz. /d/. The influence of orthography is not considered here, but it

is undoubtedly considerable. Here all test words were chosen to be "easy",

SO that the students had to know only some obvious rules of pronunciation.

The substitution of /6/ for /0/ is, according to Enkvist (1963:47),

a typical error of a Finnish student of Engish. The English vowel is,

however, rather remarkably different from the Finnish one: /a/ is central,

while /d/ is front, /a/ is a little lower than /d/ and, above all, it has

a neutral lip position while /b/ is rounded. The average formant values

Of the vowel /a/ in this material are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. The average foment positions of V2 = /a/ of three word groups

Hz
Fl F2 F3

E 480 1480 2600
51 470 1510 2400
52 470 1460 2390

The tendency of Finns to have generally lower formant frequencies

is clearly reflected in the results. The F3, especially, is consistently

lower with Finish speakers (the lowering is attested by the statistical

significance: 44++). The behaviour of F3 probably reflects the fact

that Finns produce a rounded vowel. It could be suggested that students

might be told to use a more [a]-like quality in final position at least,

in order to avoid the lip rounding (cf. Er'ametse 1951).

As regards the quality of unstressed, final 4/, the comments in

textbooks are contradictory. Jones (1967:68) and Johansson (1972:21)

argue that final /7/ is particularly open, or closer to /e/. Wiik's

(1965:135-138) rE,it3 show that final /z/ is more closed, or closer to
/i:/. Gimson (1966:97) notes that there is a lot of variation in the

pronunciation of final /z/: it may be centralized, or it may be replaced

by /i:/. The results of the present study show that all English informants

preferred a quality that is more close than open. The resUltstare shown

in Table 6.

Table 6. The average formant positions of V2 = /z/ of two word groups

Vl = /tense/ V1 = /lax/

Fl F2 F3 Fl F2 F3

E 325 2120 2645 350 2155 2670
SI 385 1980 2565 385 2020 2600
S2 395 2070 2720 355 2060 2725

E - 51 ++++ + + ++ non ++++ non
E - S2 ++++ non non non non
Si - S2 non non +++ + non +

9
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In both groups students of English have a significantly lower F2

than native speakers, and also significantly higher Fl. The students of

English have been taught to use a different quality for tense and lax

vowels, and thus they use the lax quality they have learned in final

position as well. English speakers, however, use a quality nearer to

the tense vowel, as can be seen in Table 7.

Table 7. A comparison of formant positions of stressed /i stressed
/I/ s/and unstressed /and _

2.

/i:/ /I/
1

ii/I

E 300 440 340
51 370 390 -00 Fl

52 320 360 360

E 2340 1900 2140
51 2200 2080 2000 F2
S2 2160 2170 2070

E 2850 2600 2660
51 2700 2660 2590 F3
52 2880 2770 2720

English speakers use a quality for the final /I/ which lies between

the average values of stressed /i ' and stressed /1/. It seems that Finnish

students tend to produce a vowel that is too "tense" when stressed and too

"lax" when unstressed.

As we have seen, there is a tendency for /a/ to drift towards a more

open position, and for /r/ towards a more closed one, when they are in

final position. This is what one would expect precisely in final position,

since the strongest need for retaining the opposition occurs just there.

Since eg. -art and -q are both productive endings, it is natural that the

distinction between them is preserved.
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COARTICULAT1ON

It has been argued that one of the factors that causes reduction

is greater contextual influence, or coarticulation. On the level of

speech production, speech sounds are not the invariant entities that

they are on the level of perception. Speech flow cannot be segmentated

unambiguously into linguistic units of any kind, eg. phonemes (cf. Kent
and Minifie 1977:116). The sounds influence each other and a phonetic

feature may be expanded to several segments not originally having this

feature. Thus coarticulation can be defined as the influence of one

speech segment upon another; ... the influence of a phonetic context

upon a given segment" (Oaniloff and Hammarberg 1973:239).

The fact that coarticulation exists implies certain things about
the nature of the higher-level programming of speech, ie. the neural

events connected with speech processing. As the acoustic and articulatory

events seem to be of variant nature, while the perception of speech occurs
on the basis of invariant linguistic units, a model for speech processing

should be able to explain how the discrete linguistic units and the

physical speech continuum are made compatible within the speech programming
system.

Basically coarticulation can be either forward or backward. Forward

(anticipatory, regressive, right-to-left) coarticulation occurs, according
to Kent and Minifie (1977:117), when

articulatory adjustment for a segment
is started during an earlier segment, One example of forward coarticulation

is anticipatory lip rounding in French, studied by Benguerel and Cowan
(1974). They found that upper lip protrusion for a rounded segment can
start as much as six segments in advance, eg. already on the initial

consonant in the Combination /strstry/. An anticipatory nasalization

in English is discussed by Moll and Daniloff (1971), who argue that nasal

coarticulation can occur across the word boundary.

The other type of coarticulation is backward or retentive, progressive,

left-to-right coarticulation. Here an articulatory adjustment for one
segment is carried over to a later segment (Kent and Minifie 1977:117).

Retentive coarticulation can be attributed to inertial factors, ie.

to the mechanical slowness of the articulatory mechanism. Thus no hypoth-

eses about the higher-level programming need be made. Anticipatory

coarticulation is harder to explain if neural factors are not considered.

31



A physically later segment can not influence an earlier segment unless

the system somehow has information concerning several Segments simul-

taneously. This gives raise to the question of the size of the speech

programming unit. Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (1965) have explained

anticipatory coarticulation by determining that the basic speech programming

unit is a syllable. In their model the minimal unit is an open syllable

(C)9V. The articulatory events are organized in syllable -sized chunks.

The production process is discontinuous:there is a boundary after a vowel

sound. The vowel determines the preceding consonants, and thus explains

anticipatory events.

According to the binary model discussed by eg. Moll and Daniloff (1971)

speech is programmed in segment-sized units which are given a binary speci-

fication ( or unspecified). The anticipatory coarticulation is

explained by a scanning device, which looks upon the next specified segment

in the sequence, and gives the same specification to all preceding unspecifie(

segments. There seems to be evidence to show that neither the Kozhevnikov

and Chistovich theory nor the Moll and Daniloff model is able to explain

all coarticulatory phenomena. Thus, for example, coarticulation can occur

across syllable boundaries (Moll and Daniloff 1971; Kent, Carney and Severeid

1974; Malan 1966:151-152), which shows that the model proposed by Kozhevnikov

and Chistovich cannot account for all cases of coarticulation. lhe binary mod(

of Moll and Daniloff has been criticized eg. by Kent, Carney and Severeid
(1974). It will presumably be necessary to postulate more than one unit for

the speech programming model (far a closer discussion on the relevance

of coarticulation to speech programming models, see Kent and Mioifie

19771.

One of the most crucial quest m the point of view of the present

subject is the notion of target, on of coarticulation does not

make sense, unless some kinds of iront properties are postulated for the

segment. How can the inherent properties be defined: acoustically, articu-

latorily, or in some other way? Ohde and Sharf (1975:923) presume that a

target is an ideal articulatory position of the vowel produced in isolation.

Lindblom argues (1963:1778) that target represents "some physiological
invariance". For MacNeilage (1970:190) target is an invariant articulatory
(motor or spatial) goal. Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (1965) use the term motor

goal: these are stored in the brain, and actual motor commands issued depend

both on the motor goals and the state of the articulatory mechanism.
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Are targets related to phonemes or some other linguistic entities?

Most writers prefer phonemes, but eg. Wickelgren (1969) has proposed an

allophonic model. As all possible allophones are listed and stored in

the brain, his model would preSuppose a vast programming capacity. The

model ignores also the fact that many coarticulatory phenomena can be

best described by generalized rules, not as single unrelated events.

According to Hammarberg (1976), who thinks that coarticulation is a

totally linguistic process, governed by low-level phonological rules that

link phonology and phonetics together, a speaker actually hits the target

when producing a coarticulated form. Thus the speech mechanism does not

miss the target, but does what it is told to do by the brain. Perhaps

some justification for Hammarberg's views is offered by the fact that

coarticulatory rules are not universal: if coarticulation could be

accounted by the physiological factors, the rules would have to be of a
more universal nature. It seems to he probable, in fact, that coarticulation
rules are to some extent dialectal, or idiolectal (cf. eg. Oladan and

Al-Bamerni 1976; Kent, Carney an Severeid 1974).

what is the influence of coarticulation upon vowel reduction? It has
been argued that reduced vowels coarticulate more strongly with the

surroundings (Nord 1974:149; Tiffany 1959; Shearme and Holmes 1961;
Stevens and House 1963). The surrounding consonants do have a centralizing

effect upon vowels in general, as was confirmed by Joos (1948). The place
of articulation of a consonant affects the vowel, too, as was noticed

within the framework of locus theory (eg. Cooper et al. 1952; Delattre
et al. 1955). Locus theory has been criticized by eg. Phman (1965:155)

who argued that the transitional pattern of a vowel does not depend entirely

on the consonantal context, and that vowels, also, may influence other
vowels. The average consonantal effect is, however, according to Delattre

(1969:299-300) the shift of the F2 of the vowel towards the locus of the
adjoining consonant. As regards the direction and causes of consonantal
influence upon the vowel, Ohde and Sharf (1975:925) give three possible
models. The first is an anticipatory scanning model: the vowel is modified
to approach the place of articulation of the following consonant. The
second is a retentive mechano-inertial

model: the rapid shift from a

consonantal to a vocalic position is prevented by inertia. The third
model is a retentive compatibility

model: the vowel is modified to approach
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the place of articulation of the following consonant. According to Ohde

and Sharf vowel reduction (here: the consonantal influence upon vowels) is

caused mainly by the retentive models: a vowel in a CV syllable would be

more apt to reduce than a vowel in VC syllable. Data supporting this

hypothesis is offered by the study of MacNeilage and DeClerk (1969) which

showed that the coarticulation in CVC structures was stronger between the

segments in CV part of the item than in the VC part.

The quality of vowels can also be affected by their position: eg.

following or preceding rest position. According to Nord (1975:153-154)

final unstressed vowels coarticulate strongly with the rest position of

the vocal tract. Thelin (1971:149) notes that in Russian vowel reduction

can be caused by a following or preceding rest position, Uhman's (1986:

154) study of Swedish vowels shows that in some vowels the formant fre-

quencies are more central in final position than in initial position. The

final reduction can be explained either as the influence of the preceding

vowel (cf. Ohde and Sharf 1975) or as the influence of the following state

of the vocal tract (cf. Nord 1975), and the two-fold influence is probably

the reason why final vowels often tend to reduce.

The quality of vowels can also be influenced by other vowels. The

overall vocalic influence in VCV structures was studied by Ohman (1966)

whose results indicate that speech production is in fact a series of vowel

gestures with intervening consonants. In another study of VCV structures

Fant et al. (1970:10) argue that the course of F2 within the final vowel

seems to be depending on the quality of the initial vowel. According to

Daniloff and Hammarberg (1973:244) the effect of the preceding vowel upon

the final one is the adjustment of openness: an open V1 causes the V2 to

be more open. The vocalic coarticulation can thus reach across a syllable
boundary.

The final vowel can thus be influenced by the preceding vowel, the

preceding consonant, or by the following rest position. The aim of this

study was to study the vocalic influence. The Figures 2-3 show the formant

positions of certain tense and lax vowels and the formant positions of the

following vowel /a/. The numerical values of the formants are shown in
Table 8.
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Figure 2. Formant poiitions of initial tense vowels and the following
vowel /a/. Formant positions of the initial and final vowels are connected
with a dotted line. Informant groups E (English), Si (students of English),52 (other students).
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Figure 3. Formant positions of initial lax vowels and the following
vowel /a/. Formant positions of the initial and final vowels are
connected with a dotted line. Informant groups E (English), 51 (students
of English), 52 (other students).
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Table 8. Formant frequencies (Fl, F2, F3) of the final /a/ classified
according to the initial vowel

V2 = /a/

VI I E 1, A

480 480 520 480 490 470Si 490 480 500 460 460 50(1 FlS2 460 460 470 490 450 470

1500 1510 1500 1490 1420 143051 1640 1590 1610 1520 1520 1530 F252 1590 1570 1580 1390 1425 1500

E 2670 2640 2550 2660 2400 2640S1 2470 2450 2510 2430 2360 2490 F3S2 2450 2460 2460 2410 2350 2480
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V2 -=

.

E

Si
52

440
430
400

510
450
450

480
490
450

450
470
480

470
490
510

Fl

E 1560 1500 1470 1460 1460
51 1670 1530 1460 1490 1475 F252 1520 1570 1480 144C 1440

E 2680 2700 2660 2450 265051 2409 2600 2350 2390 2425 F3$2 2459 2390 2370 2340 2425
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It can be seen that there is a slight attraction towards the preceding

vowel quality in each informant group. The influence of the initial tense
vowel upon the final vowel is considerable in the group of other students
(52) There seem to be two areas of attraction: after a front vowel the
final vowel is more front and high, and after a back vowel the final vowel
is more retracted and low. The initial lax vowel seems to exert a slightly
different influence: the decisive factor seems to be the behaviour of F2,
while Fl is kept relatively constant.

Table 9 shows the effect of certain

vowel dimensions upon the final vowel.

Table 9. The ferment frequencies of the final /a/ classified according
to the nature of the initial vowel

V2 m /a/

Group

tens
E Si $2

high 445 450 440
mid 490 470 480 Fl
low 480 490 450

front
back -

475
470

440
485

425
485

Fl

front
back

1530
1465

1500
1475

1550
1455

F2

labial
illabial

2550
2680

2410
2450

2380
2400

F3

oup

Vi=lax E 51 52

high 480 495 465
mid 485 470 455 Fl
low 495 500 470

front
back

495
480

490
490

465
470

Fl

front
back

1505
1445

1615
1525

1580
1435

F2

labial
illabial

2530
2650

2395
2480

2380
2465

F3



The table shows that English speakers tend to raise Fl slightly,

if the preceding vowel is non-high. Finnish speakers tend to lower Fl if

the initial vowel is front. F2 displays more variation. if the initial

vowel is back, all informants lower F2. It also seems that F3 is affected

by the initial vowel: after a round vowel it seems to be lowered. For

Finnish speakers the effect is very slight. When the initial vowel is

lax, the results are slightly different. The effect of the initial vowel

On the Fl of the second vowel is sMall. F2 is, however, clearly raised

after front vowels. The average value of F2 of the final vowel is signi-

ficantly smaller (+++) when the preceding vowel is back in two informant
groups: English speakers and Students (52). As the behaviour of the

Second formant seemed to be of some significance, the correlation between

the second formantS of both VI and V2 were also calculated, The results
are seen in Figures 4-6. The correlation was calculated separately for

tense and lax vowels, as their influence seemed to be different.

Figure 4. The correlation between F2 of the initial vowel (V1) and F2
Of the final vowel (V2) shown as a diagram; native speakers of English (E).

lax

4
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Figure 5. The correlation between F2 of the initial vowel (V1) and F2
of the final vowel (V2 shown as a diagram; Finnish students of English (Si).
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Figure 6. The correlation between F2 of the initial vowel (V ) and F2
of the final vowel (V2) shown as a diagram; Finnish students (52).
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The data for English speakers shows that there seems to exist a posi-

tive correlation between the second formants of initial and final vowels.

The correlation is stronger when the preceding vowel is tense (r=0.57 with

tense initial vowel; r=0.46 with lax initial vowel). Students of English

(Si) appear to have the same tendency. There is a stronger correlation

when the initial vowel is tense (r=0.60 vs. rs0.46). Other Finnish students

have a, stronger correlation between the vowels when the initial vowel is

lax (rs0.58 vs. rs0.34). One important fact should be noticed. There

seemed to be a substantial amount of individual variation as regards the

2
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coarticulatory influence between the two vowels, although some facts

appeared to be characteristic for British speakers, some others for Finnish
speakers. Further, one has to be careful in drawing any conclusions from

the coarticulatory processes in Finnish, since the material consisted
only of English items. The differences in the productions of native

speakers and Finns may reflect only the fact that Finns are speaking a
foreign language. It is quite possible that the features of their

"interlanguage" are different from English and from Finnish. Also, the

material includes vowel combinations, which, if interpreted in terms of

Finnish phonology, are strictly ungrammatical: eg. potta = *poto. The
above results only apply to /a/. The influence of the initial vowel upon
W. however, proved to be rather similar. The summary of the influence
is given in Table 10.

Table 10. The formant frequencies of the final /X/ classified according
to the nature of the preceding vowel

roup
V1 E 51 S2

high
non-high

310
340

355
410

370
410 F1

front
back

2155
2100

2055

1920
2060
2080 F2

labial

illabial
2595
2680

2530
2590

2680
2750 F3

/1/ also seems to be influenced by the openness of the preceding vowel.

Fl is higher after a non-high vowel, and F2 is raised after a front vowel.

Finnish students do not have this tendency, however. If the initial vowel
is rounded, there is a slight lowering tendency. In general, the results

are in accordance with the data from /a/.

Summing up the results for coarticulation, it may be argued that
certain vocalic dimensions can be retained through the whole VCV structure.

43
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The initial vowel seems to determine the quality of the final vowel to
some extent. It is also possible that stressed vowels tend to determine

the quality of the unstressed ones. This could not, however, be studied

with this material.

CONCLUSION

The aim of the present study was to investigate the difficulties

met by Finnish students when producing unstressed vowels of English.

The scope of the study was limited to final vowels. Phonologically,
Finnish and English differ radically, It was noted, however, that there

is a tendency in many languages to neutralize the oppositions between

vowels in unprominent position. It was suggested that in English this

tendency is realized in terms of vowel reduction, and in Finnish, partly,
in terms of vowel harmony.

The phonetic investigation included the measurement of duration,

vowel quality, and the degree of coarticulation between the vowels. As

regards duration, it may be noted that students'tend to produce a final
vowel that is too short, or that they tend to use two different durations

depending on the length of the preceding syllable. The differences in

vowel quality were also considerable between English and Finnish speakers.

Generally, Finnish speakers tend to produce a rounded vowel for /a/ and

anlei-like, or too lax vowel for the unstressed /X/. The last error may
be due to the fact that Finnish students exaggerate the difference bet-

ween tense and lax vowel qualities. It may also be due to the fact that

they use the same quality for /i/ in every position, whereas the English

speakers had different qualities for final and non final variants. The

results from the measurement of coarticulation are necessarily very tenta-
tive. It would seem, however, that a positive correlation between the
initial and the final vowel can be established. Thus the initial, or

stressed vowel would seem to have an influence on the final one. The
existence of such influence is common to each informant group. The actual
manifestation may be different. It may be noted again, that though the

coarticulation between the stressed and unstressed vowels may be universal,
the rules may be language-specific, dialectal and idiolectal.

How can the results be applied in practice? It is difficult perhaps
impossible for an adult to achieve a native-like pronunciation of a new
language. That is why the adult teaching should emphasize the cognitive

44
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side of language learning. What cannot be achieved by imitation, can

perhaps be achieved by understanding theoretically a particular process:

eg. the variation in the duration of vowels, or the phonetic difference

between FinniSh /6/ and English /a/. This may not; however, apply to

coarticulatory rules. They may be learnt best by listening how a native

Speaker "sounds". It may also be unnecessary to learn them, or some of
them.

Finnish students seem to have difficulties even in fairly simple

structures of English. This concerns both the duration and the quality
of segments. The main function of vowel reduction seems to be the correct

adjustment of the prominent and unprominent elements in a sentence. If

this is ignored, the fluency of the whole utterance is jeopardized.
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Appendix. Sample spectrograms of the segmentations made.
E = English speaker, SI = Finnish student of English,
S2 p Finnish speaker.
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THE ENGLISH /p k bdg/ DISTINCTION: DATA AND DISCUSSION

Uit

1. Acoustic Correlates

Suomi

oS Otau

The major acoustic correlates of the English /ptk/-

/bdg/ distinction are well known and uncontroversial and

therefore we shall only briefly mention the characteristics

of the two sets in the word initial, word medial and word

final positions, without making explicit reference to

published data. We shall assume that the word initial and

final positions are at the same time also utterance initial

and final, respectively. The effects of stress, emphasis,

position in the sentence etc. will be excluded although,

admittedly, they interact with the more segmental de-

terminants of the opposition. Temporal differences between

the two sets will be dealt with separately in section 3.5.

below.

In the word initial position the distinction is main-

ly manifested by a presence of aspiration in /ptk/ vs.

its absence in /blig/, both sets normally having voiceless

occlusions, although in the latter the voicing of the

occlusion is optional. In addition to having aspiration

qua a lag in the onset of voicing /ptk/ are also charac-

terized by a stronger thomorganic) explosion noise than

/bdgt. The difference inths timing of the voice onset

causes also other concomitant acoustic effects, e.g. the

more marked rising of the first formant (F1) of the ad-

jacent vowel in the case of /bdg/ and the first ferment
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cutback in /ptk/, and the fact that in general a larger

portion of the formant transitions are voiceless and

masked by aspiration noise in /ptk/ and therefore perhaps

less useful as identification cues for the /place of ar-

ticulation/ feature than in /bdg/ in which the foment

transitions are voiced and more clearly audible (al-

though this is counterbalanced by the stronger homorganic

explosion burst in the former). It remains to be said

that the initial pitch of the following vowel is often

higher for /ptk/ than for /bdg/, Some of the differences

just mentioned accompany the distinction, with appropri-

ate modIfications, also in the other positions.

Medially, between vowels, /bdg/ Are usually voiced

throughout the occlusion and the explosion burst is weak.

In /ptk/ the occlusion is voiceless, followed by a strong-

er explosion burst, the duration of aspiration depending,

among other things, on the proximity of stress.

Word finally the two sets are mainly distinguished
by the duration of the preceding vowel: before /bdg/ the
vowel has a much longer duration then before /ptk/. The
voicing of the occlusion of /bdg/ in this position is

optional, ranging from no voicing to full voicing, al-

though excessive voicing in this position is rare. The
occlusion in /ptk/ is voiceless. If the stop is released,
the burst is again stronger in /ptk/.

2. Stop Production and the Mechanisms of Voice
Regulation and Aspiration

2.1. Voiced stops

According to the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory of
phonation (see e.g. van den Berg 1968, Ladefoged 1973,

1975, SOderberg 1976) two conditions must be fulfilled
for vocal fold vibration to occur: firstly, the vocal
folds must be appropriately positioned (in the slightly
adducted position, the so-called voice state, see e.g.

51
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Ladefoged _ 73), and secondly, a sufficient transglottal
flow of air must be provided. Given the fulfilment of
these two conditions, the application of the Bernoulli
effect will cause spontaneous vocal fold vibration. The
presence vs. absence of a relatively free passage of air
through the supraglottal cavities of the vocal tract is,
of course, the basis for the division of consonants into
resonants and obstruents, respectively. The aerodynamic
conditions prevailing in the vocal tract in obstruents
(and particularly during the occlusion of stops) being
antagonistic to the transglottal flow of air and thus to
voicing, how can the occurrence of glottal vibrations
during the occlusion of /bdg/ be explained, assuming the
correctness of the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory?

The problem, of course, consists of finding the
mechanisms that are used to maintain a sufficient trans-
glottal pressure drop while the vocal tract, from the
lungs to the constriction, forms a closed system with
essentially two cavities, the subglottal and the supra-
glottal one, connected by a valve, the glottis. Rothen-
berg (1968: 91) has calculated that, without any sPecidi
adjustments affecting the volumes of the two cavities,
the equalization of the initial pressure difference would
occur in about 4 msec and that, allowing for a passive
expansion of the pharyngeal walls, a prolongation of
voicing up to 20-30 msec after the beginning of the
occlusion could be accounted for. However, more powerful
mechanisms must be looked for to explain the often longer
voiced closure durations of /bdg/.

Perkell (1965) conducted X-ray motion picture
studies that indicated a greater pharyngeal cavity width
during the articulation of /d/ as compared to /t/ in
English. This finding was interpreted by Perkell (and
later by Chemsky and Halle 1968: 325) to imply that in
the production of /t/ the walls of the vocal tract are
rigid as a result of muscular

tension whereas during /d/
the walls are lax and able to expand to permit the
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increase of volume necessary for a prolongation of voice
during the occlusion. Thus, according to Perkell, the
expansion of the pharynx in /d/ would occur passively, as
a result of the vocal tract being compliant.

Kent and Moll (1969: 15521, using cinefluorographic
films, found out that /bdg/ (in English) are character-
ized by a lower hyoid bone position and a greater tongue-

. pharynx width than /ptk/. It was further discovered that
there was an actual increase in the volume of the supra-
glottal cavities during /bdg /, whereas there were smaller
increases, no increases at all or a slight reduction in
cavity size during /ptk/. However, the authors prefer the
explanation that pharyngeal expansion during the voiced
stops could occur as a result of an active mechanism
(p. 1554). They point out that the changes in vocal tract
compliance proposed by Perkell are not very likely in
view of the fact that the intraoral pressure is every-
where reported to be higher for /ptk/ than for /bdg/,
at least for the initial portions of the occlusion (for
a discussion of intraoral air pressure data see section
3.2. below). With regard to the intraoral pressure alone,
then, one would rather expect the pharynx walls to be
wider apart and the oropharyngeal cavity volume to be
larger in /ptk/ and not in /bdg/. Similarly, it can be
argued that the tensing of the cavity walls during the
occlusion of /ptk/ (which, as the data discussed below
indicate, is a claim not very strongly supported by ex-
perimental evidence) resulting in a smaller volume of the
oropharyngeal cavity would have to be so strong as to
overcome the expansive influence of the higher intraoral
Pressure,

Electromyographic investigations of the muscles in-
volved in pharyngeal cavity expansion (Bell-Berti 1975,
Bell-Berti and Hirose 1975) reinforce in general the al
ready'familiar pattern, i.e. /bdg/ are characterized by a
pharyngeal cavity expansion while their voiceless cognates
are not More specifically, the authors try to assess
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whether a passive or an active expansion takes place in

the voiced stops. However, their interpretation Of the

terms 'active' and 'passive' differs, it seems to me, from

the use of these terms by Rothenberg. In Rothenberg (1968)

a passiva expansion is one that occurs as a result of the

influence of the steadily growing intraoral air pressure

on the compliant structures of the oropharyngeal cavity,

without the interaction of any muscular activity of the

structures themselves, In Bell-Berti (1975), on the other

hand,a passive expansion is one that results from the re-

laxation of the activity of certain pharyngeal wall mus-

cles, while an active expansion is one that results from

an increase in the activity of certain other muscles. Thus,

in this framework, the possible influence of the intraoral

pressure does not come to play at all. Bell-Berti found

out that, within the framework used, it is not possible to

predict whether a given subject will exercise active or

passive control, or a combination of these, for variations

in the volume of the supraglottal cavity for voicing dis-

tinctions in English. This finding Bell-Bcrti iniexpreis

to show that the fcaLure tense] , propounded by Chomsky

and Halle (1968), is inadequate for describing the phar-

yngeal volume changes concomitant with voicing distinc-

tions. The electromyographic investigations of Minifie

et al. (1974) showed an apparent inhibition of pharyngeal

constrictor muscles in /b/ and considerably less reduction

for /p/. The authors mention the possibility to interpret

this finding to support the position that the transglottal

pressure differential is actively controlled via changes

in the oropharyngeal volume, these changes contributing

to the maintenance of vocal cord vibration during the

occlusion of voiced stops. But the authors are cautious to

point out that to document an active enlargement of the

pharynx one would have to observe reciprocal activity in

the muscles antagonistic to the pharyngeal constrictors.

However, if we reinterpret the findings of Bell-Berti and

Minifie et al., defining, in accordance
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(1968), passive expansion as one caused by intraoral

pressure alone and active expansion as one involving ad-

ditional muscular activity of any kind, whether a relaxa-

tion or inhibition of some muscles or an increased activi-

ty of some other muscles, we can conclude that these re-

sults give further support to the hypothesis of an active

expansion of the supraglottal cavity in /bdg/ although,

as the result obtained by Bell-Berti indicate, the actual

mode of muscle activity is complex and may vary from per-

son to person.

On a priori theoretical grounds, too, the hypothesis

of a passive expansion (i.e. one caused by intraoral

pressure alone) seems less attractive as it implies yet

another obstruction to the transglottal flow of air while

the problem, as was stated at the outset of the present

section, is to find the mechanisms that facilitate the

prolongation of the transglottal pressure differential.

At any rate, the relative volumes of the subglottal and

supraglottal cavities put a limit to the effectiveness of

even an active use of this mechanism if not accompanied by

additional, or concomitant, mechanisms.

Another possibility of prolonging the transglottal

air flow is to lower the entire larynx. It may be pointed

out that this mechanism, in contrast to the ones discussed

so far, could ensure sustained phonation even if the sub-

glottal and intraoral air pressures were equal at the be-

ginning of the occlusion. The larynx at large can act as

a piston, decreasing the volume of the subglottal cavity

and increasing that of the supraglottal one, thus creating

a transglottal pressure drop. This mechanism is in fact

similar to the one used in implosive stops although these,

in contrast to the English stops, involve a glottalic

ingressive airstream mechanism.

We have already mentioned the finding of Kent and

Moll (1969) that the hyoid bone is lowered during the

occlusion of English /bdg/. The authors interpret the

finding to support the view that the larynx is drawn
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downward in these stops and that, in view of the large

masses involved, the depression must occur as a result of

an active mechanism. More specifically, the authors sug-

gest (p. 1554) that the hyoid bone is depressed by an ac-

tivation of the extrinsic musculature of the larynx and

that the depression usually co-occurs with pharyngeal ex-

pansion which, as was discussed above, is at least in part

controlled by the constrictor muscles of the pharyngeal

walls. Thus pharyngeal expansion and the enlargement

caused by a depression of the larynx are perhaps not in-

dependently controllable gestures. From a functional point

of view, at least, both serve the same purpose in this

particular context.

Further indirect evidence for larynx lowering in Eng-

lish voiced stops is provided by Netsell (1969) who, on

tho l of the essentially invariant subglottal pressure

contour observed in the occlusion phase of /d/ suggests

that the observed continuous transglottal pressure drop is

the sole result of a volume increase in the supraglottal

cavity. More directly, the larynx movement measurements

using the thyroumbrometer by Ewan and Krones (1974) indi-

cate, among other things, that voiceless stops (in English,

Thai, French and Hindi) generally have a higher larynx

position than corresponding voiced stops, with this dif-

ference in position being greater at or near the end of

the stops. The last observation, it may be pointed out,

answers well the demand for a prolonged transglottal pres-

sure drop.

The remaining mechanism is incomplete velopharyngeal

closure, i.e. a leakage through the nasal cavities, men-

tioned by Rothenberg (1968: 99-106). The only information

concerning the possible use of this mechanism in English

available Co the present writer is the observation of

Kent and Moll (1969: 1555) that one of their subjects gave

evidence that velopharyngeal opening is more common during

voiced than voiceless stops.
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So far only mechanisms enhancing the transglottal
flow of air during the occlusion have been discussed, no
attention having been paid to the role of the vocal folds
themselves. For example, Chomsky and Halle (1968: 301)
have argued, on purely theoretical grounds, that voicing
in obstruents involves quite different adjustments of the
vocal cords than does voicing in resonants. Referring to
the theoretical investigations by Halle and Stevens (1967)
they claim that in obstruents periodic vocal cord vibra-
tions can be maintained only if the open phase during each
glottal vibration is lengthened over that normally found
in vowels and that "the increased glottal opening would
also help to maintain the vibration in the face of the
reduced pressure drop across the glottis resulting from
the buildup of pressure behind the consonantal constric-
tion in the supraglottal cavity" (Chomsky and Halle 1968:
301). As evidence they state "certain well-known observa-
tions", for example that the (transglottal?) air flow in
voiced obstruents is noticeably faster than that in reso-
nants.

The above theoretical argumentation, however, besides
lacking experimental confirmation, is untenable also on
theoretical grounds. How, in the presence of the aerody-
namic constraints discussed above, could a larger open
phase of the glottal vibrations and the resulting faster
transglottal air flow help to prolong voicing during stop
occlusion? One would rather wish to postulate a shorter
open phase and slower transglottal flow to delay the
equalization of the transglottal pressure drop. As for
experimental data Ladefoged (1973: 78-79), on the basis of
his own quantitative data on the relation between sub-
glottal pressure, airflow, and frequency of vibration of
the vocal cords (Ladefoged 1967), claims that there is in
fact a decrease in transglottal flow in voiced obstruents.
Moreover, he claims that the lowering of pitch observed
during and after voiced stops (see e.g. House and Fair-
banks 1953) is sufficiently accounted for by this decrease
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in transglo_ al flow, without a need to presume any ad-
justments of the positions of the laryngeal structures. On
the other hand, Stevens (1977: 270-272) argues that larynx
lowering and raising in voiced and voiceless stops, re-
spectively, are mere concomitants of the more primary
gestures of vocal cord slackening and stiffening. However,
as adMitted by Stevens (p. 278), the feature system con-
taining, among other features, vocal cord slackening and
stiffening is only speculative in nature.

In sum, then, we conclude that, to the best of our
knowledge. the mechanisms facilitating the prolongation of
the transglottal pressure difference through an expansion
of the oropharyngeal cavity seem to be the - both theoret-
ically and experimentally - best motivated explanations
for the occurrence of voicing during stop occlusion. In
addition, adjustments of the vocal cords themselves may
have an effect. Experimental evidence for such adjustments
is not available, however, and theoretical considerations
do not suggest them either, given the sufficiency of the
aerodynamic measures.

2.2. Voiceless Aspirated Stops

Aspiration is the voiceless interval from the release
of a voiceless stop to the onset of voicing during the
following vowel or resonant (preaspiration being the in-
terval from the offset of voicing in the preceding vowel or
resonant to the implosion of a stop; this rather special
case will not be discussed below). Acoustically, the re-
lease of aspirated stops usually consists of a short period
of strong turbulent noise similar to the homorganic frica-
tive, followed by [hJ -like frictional noise of less inten-
sity and containing spectral information about the transi-
tion of the articulatory configuration appropriate for the
occlusion toward that appropriate for the next articulatory
target. Although it may be difficult, in an acoustic
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analysis, to segment the whole of the release into these
components they should, nevertheless, be regarded as

separate phenomena on the basis of their (at least semi-)

independent controllability. The homorganic fricative
noise is generated at the place of the occlusion and its
strength and duration are, roughly, the function of the
intraoral pressure at the moment of release and the rate
at which the constrictory articulators move apart after
the release, respectively. The Higher the intraoral pres-
sure at the critical moment, the stronger the homorganic
fricative noise, ceteris aAEipi.41. Similarly, the slower
the movement apart of the constrictory articulators, the
longer the duration of this noise. In affricates, of
course, the fricative-iiIce constriction followin

release is maintained much longer than in stops and may,
indeed, be as long as the whole aspiration of a heavily
aspirated stop. The [ll] -like frictional noise following
the explosive burst, on the other hand, is generated at
the glottis and its duration is a function of the time
taken for the glottis to return, from an open nosition at
the release, to the position appropriate for voicing (see
below). Thus, as the existence of affricates (or affri-
cated stops) and aspirated stops indicates, the articula-
tory mechanism offers possibilities for an independent
control of the durations of the homorganic explosive noise
and of aspiration. Yet, as we shall see in discussing the
English stops in more detail, the former can be highly
dependent on the mechanisms responsible for aspiration.

Another question is whether, perceptually, it is the

lack of voicing during the release or the presence of the

concomitant noises that is the more important acoustic cue

the identification of an aspirated stop. The relative
:he of these cues can only be assessed through

perceptual experiments involving synthetic or distorted
speech: in normal h production the cues cannot be
independently eon, ed.
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The physiological mechanisms underlying aspiration

are well umented: aspiration is effected by a glottal

abduction gesture, causing the glottis to be open at the
time of the release of the oral closure. Linker at al.

(1969) and Sawashima et al. (1970) have found out, using

transillumination of the larynx in running speech by a

fiberoptics system, that the opening of the glottis char-

acterizing aspiration in English is effected by con-

trolling the arytenoid cartilages which are responsible
for the opening and closing movements of the glottis.

Similar olservations about voiceless, aspirated stops have

been made in a number of languages, see e.g. FrOkjaer-

Jensen et al. (1973) for Danish; Sawashima and Miyazaki

(1973), Sawashima and Niimi (1974), Hirose and Ushijima

(1976) for Japanese; Kim (1970), Kagaya (1971), Abberton
(1972) , Hirose et al. (1974) for Korean; and Lindqvist
(1972) and lAfqvist (1975) for Swedish.

According to Kim (1970), the duration of aspire

a function of the size of th glottal opening at the
time of the release of the oral closure: the wider the

glottis at the release, the longer the aspiration. More
specifically, Kim's view (p. 112) is that the instructions

to close the glottis (towards the position appropriate for
voicing) after the release are simultaneous (relative to

the moment of release) for all voiceless aspirated stops

regardless of the differences in the durations of their

aspiration, these different durations being the result of
differences in the size of the glottal opening at the

moment of release. Linker and Abramson (e.g. 1971), on the

other hand, maintain that the timing of the instructions

to close the glottis is responsible for the differences

in the duration of aspiration, emphasizing thus the impor-
tance of the tuning lonce as an independent physiolo-

gical mechanism.

Confirmation of Luker and Abramson's view comes from
the electrornyographic (ENIG) studies of the intrinsic lar-

yngeal muscles in voicing control conducted by Hirose and
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Gay (1972). They studied the EMC activity of a number of
these muscles in the speech of two American English
speakers and observed that the posterior cricoarytenoid
(PCA) muscle, an abductor causing the arytenoid cartilages
(and consequently the vocal folds) to be separated, ac-
tively participates in laryngeal adjustments, particularly
for the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction (for similar results in
Japanese see Hirose and (lshijima 1968). There was a con-
sistent increase in PCA activity for /ptk/ regardless of
phoneme environment, and no such activity for /bdg/. In
sum, the authors state that their data "would suggest the
ubiquit of an independent timing control mechanism" (p.
161). To this may be added that the existence of preaspi-
rated stops also gives strong support for possibilities
to control the relative timing of glottal and supraglottal

articulations (preaspirated stops involving a glottal
abduction gesture in advance of the beginning of the oral
constriction).

As a result of the glottal abduction gesture vocal
fold vibration is inhibited until the glottis again returns
to the adducted position. The voicelessness of the
occlusion is thus extended over to the next segment.

3. Physiological Correlates

There is great variation in the acoustic manifesta-
tions of the English /ptk/-/Ipdg/ distinction in different
environments. One aim of the physiological investigations
has been an attempt to find, at some level of speech pro-
duction prior to the acoustic one, context -independent,
invariant correlates of the linguistic opposition in
question. The context-dependent acoustic output variations
in the realizations of this distinction could then be
explained to result from automatic, universal peripheral
constraints, anatomical, inertial, aerodynamic or other-
wise. The use of such pairs of terms as "voiceless"-
"voiced", "fortis"-'Ienis", or "tense"-"lax" often implies
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an acknowledgement _ existence of such a level. The

discovery of such a level must await future research; in

the meantime, we shall see that some of the suggested

terms seem, in the light the experimental evidence

available today, more felicitous than some others. Next,
data on the most important physiological parameters of the

English /ptk./-bdg/ distinction will be surveyed.

3.1. Subglottal Air Pressure

The feature 'heightened subglottal pressure' was in-

voked by Chomsky and Halle (1968: 326) to explain the

aspiration in /prk /. The relevant parts of their feature

system have been extensively criticised elsewhere (see e.g.

Lisker and Abramson 1971, Ladefoged 1973); here it is

sufficient to point out that experimental investigations

have failed to assess significant differences in sub-

glottal pressure in the production of /ptk/ and /bdg/ in

English. Thus Netsell (1969), for example. ,,_sing three

speakers of American English as subjects, made simulta-
neous recordings of subglottal and supraglottal air pres-

sures and came to the conclusion that the respii:_ltory

system generates an essentially invariant driving pressure
with regard to the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction. Similar re-

sults have been obtained by Ladefoged (1967; 41-44),

Lieberman (1967: 97) and Shipp (1973). Thus we can con-

clude that the lungs do not actively participate in the
distinction.

Supraglottal (intraoral) Air Pressure

Peak intraoral air pressure measurements generally

show higher values for members of the set /ptk/ than for

/bdg/ (Mal6cot 1966a, Arkebauer et al. 1967; Netsell 1969;

Lubker and Parris 1970; Tatham and Morton 1973; Warren
and Hall 1973: Shipp 1973). However, the peak pressures
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reached in the two sets are often similar, and what
really distinguishes them is that in /ptk/ the intraoral
pressure reaches its maximum (i.e. the level of the sub-
glottal pressure) almost immediately after the beginning
of the occlusion, while in /bdg/ there is a gradual in-
crease with the maximum pressure occurring at the end of
the occlusion and often not reaching the level of the sub-
glottal pressure (see especially Linker 1970 and Shipp
1973). The explanation for this difference is in the
activity of the glottis: in /ptk/ the glottis, as a result
of the abduction gesture, is wide open soon after the
implosion, enabling the almost instantaneous equalization
of the subqlottal and intraoral pressures, whereas in
/bdg/ the glottis acts as a kind of valve, letting only
small quantities of air at a time to escape through the
larynx. Moreover, the task of the active mechanisms of
oropharyngeal cavity expansion discussed above is to delay
the equalization of the transglottal pressure drop.

Thus, although a reliable index of the /ptk/-/bdg/
distinction, the intreoral air pressure is not an inde-
pendent parameter nor does it reflect differences in sub-
glottal air pressure, Differences in intraoral air pres-
sure are simply caused by differences in the valvular cc-

the glottis, they are concomitants of glottal
adjustments effected by the intrinsic laryngeal muscles.

33. Muscular Tension

Malacot (1966b) studied the mechanical pressures
exerted during stop occlusion in American English. Accord-
ing to his measurements there are no significant differ-
ences between the two sets of stops in this respect. Kent
and Moll (1969: 1555) conclude that homorganic stop and
nasal consonants are produced with a common gesture of the
constrictory articulator. Similarly, according to Lubker
and Parris (1970: 625) who measured intraoral air pressure,
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and /b/, the labial gesture for the two stops is essen-

tially monotypic, requiring no more forceful labial con-
tact for one than for the other. Further EMG studies by
Harris et al. (1965), Fromkin (1966) and Tatham and Morton

(1969) indicate no consistent difference in EMG peak ac-

tivity between /p/ and /b/. The simultaneous recordings
of upper lip, lower lip and jaw movements concomitant

with intramuscular EMG during /p/, /b/ and /m/ by Sussman
et al. (1973) indicate that, depending on context and the

particular articulator displacement or velocity parameter

or muscle activity investigated, any of the three conso-
nants can involve the greatest displacement, the greatest

velocity or have the highest level of EMG activity. Thus,

although in the preparatory activity in anticipation of

the stop closure /p/ had the fastest jaw elevation speed,

the greatest amount of upper lip lowering and the fastest

upper lip lowering as a result of complementary contribu-

tion of aerodynamic and neuromuscular forces, /p/ showed,

on the explosion side of the stop, "the slowest mean lower

lip depression speeds, the slowest jaw depression speeds
across all vowel contexts, the slowest net jaw lower

lip depression velocity, and the smallest jaw and lower

lip displacement following the release. The voiced stop

/b/ was faster than /p/, but slower than /m/ in all these

measures. However, the upper lip does not follow this

hierarchy and, in fact, is opposite, with the net effect
being the cancellation or minimization of any differences

between the postocciusion maneuvres for the three stop

cognates" (p. 416). However, the authors state (p. 415)

that "where meaningful phonetic comparisons could be made,

we often found small differences between the threestops/p/,

/b/, and /m/ in terms these three form of data [ artic-

ulatory displacement, articulator velocity, and averaged
EMG activity, R.S. . We have made some statistical ana-

lyses of these differences, and though many of the fer-

ences are not statistically significant, the trends are
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often consistent across the three dependent variables and
subjects ", and further (t) 402) that "we found that in

terms of which muscles were operating and the approximate
timing of their operation, the three bilabial consonants
were basically equivalent".

We have already touched upon the features 'tense' and
'lax' in connection with mechanisms of oropharyngeal cavi-
ty expansion. If 'tenseness' is interpreted to involve
activity of the pharyngeal musculature we should rather
have to label /bdg/ 'tense' as they and not /ptk/ were
seen to involve such activity. In fact Mal6cot (1970)
claims that the /ptk/-/bdg/ (or 'fortis'-'1enisl) distinc-
Lien has little or nothing to do with articulatory energy
but is a synesthetic interpretation by native speakers of
the intracral air pressure differences accompanying these
two sets.

On the basis of the above discussion we venture the
following conclusion: due to the variable aerodynamic
conditions prevailing in the mouth as a result of differ
ent glottal adjustments in /ptk/ as against /bdg/ there
are some minor differences between the two sets in the
organization of the supraglottal constrictory articula-
tions, but by and large the supraglottal constrictory
gestures are similar for the cognate pairs and the ex-
isting evidence overwhelmingly points towards a different

source for the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction, the features

'tense'-'lax. thus lacking experimental confirmation as
characterizers of the English stops.

3.4. Laryngeal Mechanisms

The aspiration characterizing the English /ptk/ is
effected by a glottal abduction gesture (for data see
section 2.2, above), causing an active devoicing of the
occlusion and part of the folio- Ang vowel. The maintenance
of a sufficient pressure drop across the glottis requisite
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for sustained phonation in /bdg/, on the other hand, is

effected by an enlargement of the oropharyngeal cavity
(for data see section 2.1. above). The oropharyngeal
cavity expansion takes place as a result of pharyngeal
cavity expansion or larynx lowering, or a combination of
these. The interrelations between the muscles controlling
these two types of expansion are not well known; Kent and
Moll (1969: 1554) suggest that the hyoid bone depression
and the co-occurring larynx lowering observed in /bdg/
are effected by an activation of the extrinsic musculature
of the larynx and that this depression usually co-occurs
with pharyngeal expansion which is caused, at least in
part, by the constrictor muscles of the pharyngeal walls
(Bell-Berti 1975).

In sum, then, we can conclude that the mechanism
responsible for aspiration and for an active devoicing
of the occlusion in /ptk/ is located in the glottis, in
the activity of the intrinsic laryngeal musculature.
The oropharyngeal cavity expansion operating in /bdg/ is
controlled by the extrinsic laryngeal muscles or by the
muscles of the pharyngeal walls, or both.

3.5. Durational Differences in the supraglottal
Articulations

In this section parameters of two types will be
discussed, viz. the duration of the occlusion in the two
sets of stops and the influence of the /ptk/-bdg/ dis-
tinction on the duration of the adjacent vowels.

on the whole, rather I -tie- informatiOn is available
about the relevant durational patterns, especially with
regard to the duration of the occlusion in the non-medial
positions and with regard to the effect on the adjacent

segments in the word initial and medial positions. More-
over, the data obtained for these positions are often
conflicting. As for the word initial position, Lisker (1972)
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concludes that it appears that a difference in closure
duration is far from being a regular feature of the
contrast between English /ptk/ and /bdq/" (p. 342). flow-
ever, this conclusion is based on the measurement of the
productions of a single speaker only Mutanen (1973. 41)
reports an equal duration of the occlusion for the labial
cognates but shorter durations for /tk/ than for /dg/

In an assessment of the possible effect of the word
initial /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction on the duration of the
following vowel the placement of the boundary between the
stop and the vowel is of crucial importance since the

usion of the release phenomena in either the stop or
the vowel makes a big difference. Thus Peterson and Le-
histe (1960)# for example, conclude that the average
duration of a syllable nucleus was shorter after a voice-
less consonant than after a voiced consonant if aspiration
was excluded from this measure. If, on the other hand,
aspiration was considered part of the syllable nucleus
the latter was longer after a voiceless consonant- In
conclusion, the authors state that the influence of an
initial consonant on the duration of the (following)
syllable nucleus followed no simple regular pattern, Al-
though the segmentation

conventions followed in Suomi
(1976) were somewhat inconsistent in this respect the same
conclusions can, after some computation, be made on the
basis of the results obtained

(pp. 20-22). That is, dis-
regarding differences due to /place of production/, vowels
following /ptk/ were longer if aspiration was considered
part of the vowel and, if aspiration was excluded, no
consistent differences between the two sets could be ob-
served.

The results obtained for the medial posit _

Similarly controversial. Thus GimSon (1970: 154), for
example, on the basis of an explicit reference to Lisker's
(1957) measurements, maintains that the closure duration
is longer medially in /ptk/ than in /bdq/. newever, a
closer examination of Liskeris paper reveals that the
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closure duration of the labial cognate pair was found to

be different only when preceded by a stressed syllabic

and followed by an unstressed one, there being no signif-

icant differences under the other conditions. Similar

results were later obtained by Lisker (1972) on the basis

of intraoral pressure recordings although, again, in the

speech of a single informant.

Kent and Moll (1969) found no differences in the

durations of the articulatory closures of the cognate

pairs in a VCV frame where equal stress was to be placed

on both of the syllables. Lubker and Parris (1970), on the

other hand, found out that, depending on the placement of

stress in the utterance, either /p/ or /b/ had a longer

duration of labial contact. The differences between the

cognates in each particular utterance type were, however,

at most 12 msec. Thus, while the duration of the occlusion

was greatly affected by variations in the placement of

stress, both cognates seemed, by and large, to follow

similar patterns. Similarly, the results obtained in Suomi

(1976: 28-37) indicate no consistent differences in the

duration of the occlusion (as assessed by acoustic meas-

urements) between cognate pairs (that is, although sig-

nificant differences were obtained between /p/, /k/ and

/b/, /g/, respectively, the differences in mean durations

were negligible and there was, moreover, an opposite trend

with regard to /t/ and /d/).

The conclusion to be drawn from the above discussion

is, then, that although the duration of the occlusion of

word medial stops is greatly influenced by e.g. stress

the two sets are similarly affected. The majority of the

available data suggests that the inten ,gnate differences

are at most unsystematic and small. This suggests that the

duration of the occlusion of word medial stops cannot be

effectively used as a cue for the iptk/-/bdg/ distinction

although investigations examining these sounds in as many

different environments as possible are clearly needed.



Experimental data on the effect of the word medial
/ptk / - /bdg/ distinction on the duration of the preceding
vowel are hard to find. A careful inspection of the
"classical" literature on vowel duration revealed that the
vowels examined preceded word final consonants in mono- or
disyllabic words (e.g. Belasco 1953, House and Fairbanks
1953, Zimmerman and Sapon 1956, Peterson and Lehiste 1960,
House 1961) and the data, therefore, are not relevant here.
The only data from this period that are directly relevant
to the present discussion are those by Sharf (1962) who
has measured the duration of vowels preceding word medial
consonants. According to Sharf (p. 29) the duration ratio
of vowels preceding word medial /p/ and /b/ is about 3:4
and that of vowels preceding /k/ and /g/ about 4:5 (the
single speaker used as an informant used an alveolar flap
for both /t/ and /d/ and, consequently, no corresponding
differences in the stops could be detected). However,
the results obtained must be viewed with some scepticism.
The measurements are based on a single speaker; the number
of occurrencies of the different structures is not given;
the segmentation conventions are not stated; and the words
were recorded directly on to the tape-loop of a Spectro-
graph (with little possibilities of checking the natural-
ness of the recordings afterwards). Wiik's (1965: 114-117)
data refer to vowels before word final consonants in
monosyllables. Small but unsystematic differences in vowel
duration before word medial /ptk/ and /bdg/, respectively,
were obtained in Suomi (1976: 28-37) on the basis of
acoustic measurements. The results indicate a slight re-
ciprocal tendency between the durations of the occlusion
of the medial stops and the durations of the preceding
vowels: in the case of labial and velar stops the /voice-
less/ cognate exhibited a longer closure duration and a
shorter duration of the preceding vowel but in the alve-
olar stops there was no difference in occlusion duration
and the preceding vowel showed an inverted pattern compared

69
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to the other places of production. On the whole, the

obtained differences were negligible and could be the

result of a systematic error in segmentation in the two

sets of stops. Scully (1974) has pointed out that the

duration of an articulatory occlusion cannot be directly

inferred from the duration of the resultant acoustic

occlusive segment, and this may have biassed the results

somewhat.

As for the influence of the word medial /ptk/-/bdg/

distinction on the duration of the following vowel, no

data whatsoever could be found.

We must draw the conclusion, then, that durational

differences in the supraglottal articulations do not seem

to differentiate word medial, intervocalic /ptk/ from
/bdg/.

Again it was difficult to find data on the duration

of the occlusion of word final /ptk/ and /bdg/. Suen and

Beddoes (1974) obtained longer closure durations for /ptk/

than for /bdg/, the average difference between the two

sets being of the order of 33 cosec. The measurements of

Suomi (1976: 48-53) indicate a statistically strongly

sigrhficant difference between the two sets to the effect

that /ptk/ had a longer closure duration, the differences

between the cognate pairs being 20 to 30 msec. Similar

differences between word final /p/ and /b/ were obtained

by Lubker and Parris (1970: 631) on the basis of intreoral

pressure recordings, both after stressed and unstressed

vowels. The limited but parallel information available

suggeSts, then, that in this position, in contradistinc-

tion to the others, a regular difference in the duration

of the occlusion accompanies the /ptk/-/bdg/ distinction.

That vowels and resonants have A longer duration

before word final /voiced/ obstruents than before /voice-

less/ ones in English is such an established piece of

knowledge that there is no need to repeat the mass of ref-
erences to published data here. Similar observations have
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been made with regard to a number of languages, and it is

possible that part of the durational variation is con-

trolled by some kind of a universal articulatory con-

straint (see, for example, Zimmerman and Sapon (1958) for

Spanish, Fintoft (1962) for Norwegian, Wiik (1965) for

Finnish (in Wiik's /voiced/ category only one obstruent

is included, viz. /d/), and Chen (1970) for French, Russian

and Korean). The prolongation of vowels and resonants

before a word final obstruent is, however, much more

drastic in English than in the other languages, and no

doubt the extra lengthening is a language spedific feature

of English (see especially Chen 1970).

Chomsky and Halle (1968: 301) have argued that the

lengthening before /voiced/ obstruents is caused by the

extra time needed by the glottis to shift from the con-

figuration appropriate for vowels to that appropriate for

obstruents. However, no evidence for such glottal readjust-

ments for /bdg/ is available. On the contrary, the results

obtained by Raphael (1975) seem to indicate that the dere-

tional variations are primarily controlled physiologically

by motor commands to the muscles governing the articulators

that are active in the formation of vowels. From a purely

functional perspective it could be argued that, given the

often voiceless occlusion of word final /bdg/, the dura-

tion of the preceding vowel has assumed (part of) the

function to signal the word final consonant distinction.

This contention is supported for example by Raphael's

conclusion (1972), based on a perceptual investigation,

that the duration of the preceding vowel is a sufficient

(and for the types of stimuli used in his experiments, a

necessary) cue to the perception of the /voiceless/-

/voiced/ character of a word final stop, fricative or

consonant cluster= Raphael further concludes that the

presence of voicing during the closure period does have

some cue value, although it is minor compared to that of

the preceding vowel duration.
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4. A Summary of the Phonetic Correlates

In this section an attempt will be made to relate to
each other the various phonetic parameters discussed
above. This will take place in terms of the three posi-
tions already referred to, viz. the word initial, medial
and final positions, and the references to relevant data
can be found in the appropriate places above.

Regardless of position, subglottal air pressure does
not vary as a function of the /ptk / -/bdg/ distinction. In

a similar way, the available data do not indicate, in any
meaningful way, systematic differences in muscular tension
or in the muscular energy expended. How, for example,
could we compare the energies needed to abduct the glottis
in /ptk/ on the one hand and to enlarge the oropharyngeal
cavity in /bdg/ on theother hand?

Let us discuss the word initial and medial positions

first, In /ptk/ there is a glottal abduction gesture
causing the vocal cords to be wide apart at and after the
release of the oral constriction. This physiological
mechanism has several concomitant phonetic consequences.
First of all, it causes a virtual equalization of sub-
glottal and intraoral air pressures at an early stage of
the occlusion, evidenced by the high intraoral pressure
values reported for these stops. Immediately after the

release, the glottis is still open, allowing air of high
pressure to escape not only from the oropharyngeal cavity

between the glottis and the constriction but from the sub-

glottal.cavities of much larger volume as well. This ex-

plainsthe strong explosive burst, with homorganic friction,

characterizing these stops. At the same time, the return
of the glottis from the open position to that appropriate
for voicing causes a delay in the onset of voicing for
the following vowel or resonant. The duration of the

resultant aspiration depends on the time taken by the
glottis to perform this maneuver.
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1t is a common observation that the duration of
aspiration varies also as a function of the place of pro-
duction of the stops so that, usually, labial stops have
the shortest and alveolar or velar stops the longest
aspiration. It would seem counter-intuitive to assume
that these differences originate in the glottis itself,
and in fact there are indications that the difference©
are the result of an interplay between invariant glottal
activity and variable supraglottal articulations. In Suomi
(1976 37-43) it was observed, for example, that there
was a compensatory relationship between the durations of
the occlusion and the duration of aspiration in word
medial /ptk/. These results (based on a mingographic

analysis) were interpreted (pp. 62-64) to show that
postulating a unimodal glottal abduction gesture for the
whole set the observed differences in the duration of
aspiration could be explained by the differences in the
durations of the supraglottal occlusions alone, the total
durations (occlusion 1- aspiration) being the same for each
place of production. More direct information of a similar
pattern was obtained and similar conclusions were drawn
for Swedish aspirated stops under various conditions by
Ldfqvist (1976) .

In the two positions mentioned above /bdg/ are
characterized by a glottal configuration similar to that
found during vowels and resonants, i.e. the vocal cords
are in the position appropriate for voicing. The aero-
dynamic consequence is that, whether there is actual vocal
cord vibration or not, the passage across the glottis is
relatively obstructed, preventing the instantaneous
equalization of subglottal and supraglottal (intraoral)

r pressures during the occlusion found in stops with a
glottal abduction gesture. Whether, at the end of the
occlusion, the intraoral pressure reaches the level of the
subglottal one or not (and it must not, if voicing is to
he maintained throughout the occlusion), the glottis is
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still relatively narrow at the moment of the release of

the oral constriction, holding back the air contained in

the lungs, and the explosion burst is necessarily weaker
in these stops than in aspirated ones, ceteris paribus.
At the same time, the state of the glottis at the release

enables an immediate application of the Bernoulli effect,

without any appreciable lag in the onset of voicing for

the following voiced sound or, indeed, without any break
in the glottal vibrations in the case of fully voiced
stops.

The extent of voicing during the occlusion depends

mainly on the effectiveness of the use of the mechanisms
facilitating the transglottal flow of air through an ex-

pansion of the oropharyngeal cavity at the expense of the
subglottal ones (which, in this context, can be _regarded

as a single cavity). It seems that in English, as already

discussed, relatively little use is made of these mecha-
nisms in the word initial and final positions, at least
in citation forms. In word medial /bdg/ the occlusion
is usually fully voiced in all kinds of speech. Now there
are at least two possible explanations for this dis-

crepancy with regard to voicing in the three positions.

On the one hand, it could be the case that because in

isolated words (citation forms) higher-order grammatical

boundaries co-occur with word boundaries the freqUent

complete voicelessness of the occlusion of /bdg/ in these
positions could be caused by allophonic devoicing rules
sensitive to such grammatical factors. The occurrence of
full voicing in word medial /bdg/ could then be explained

as a result of the lack of such boundaries in the neigh-

bourhood. On the other hand, it could be argued that the
weakly voiced word initial and final /bdg/ represent more

closely the canonical or target forms of these stops and

that the full voicing of /bdg/ word medially is caused
by the proximity of naturally voiced sounds (ideally when
the stop is between vowels) In this case we would be
dealing with (an at least theoretically simple case -of)
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partial assimilation. This assimilatory force could also
conceivably be used as an explanation for the frequent

occurrence of completely voiced occlusions in word initial
and final /bdg/ in rapid connected speech. The crucial
point, then, is whether the English /bdg/ are, in com-
parison to the equivalent stops of, say, the Romance or

Slavic languages, inherently less voiced or whether the

various grammatical junctures have a stronger tendency to
devoice /bdg/ in English. Considerations of the phonetic
manifestations of both sets /ptk/ and /bdg/ in the
languages in question, and especially their distribution
on the voicing continuum, would seem to favour the solu-

tion postulating differences in the inherent degree of

voicing, in the canonical or target values of these stops.
However, without extensive cross-language studies we are
in no position to answer this question.

It seems, then, that in the word initial and medial
positions the phonetic differences accompanying the /ptk/-
/bdg/ distinction can, by and large, be accounted for by
the differences in the glottal behaviour alone.

The word final position is unique for at least two
reasons. Firstly, the glottal mechanisms responsible for

differentiating the two sets in the other positions cannot
be effectively used since, in utterance -final position at
least, the timing of the voice onset for the following

vowel or resonant is necessarily inapplicable. One of the
acoustic concomitants of the difference in glottal be-
haviour, the strength of the explosive burst can, admitted-
ly, operate also here, but the use of this cue is somewhat
marginal since the English stops are often not released
audibly in this position. To this may be added that the
extent of voicing of the occlusion is also a weak cue as
even the occlusion of /bdg/ is often completely voiceless.
Secondly, the final position seems to be the only one in
which large and systematic differences in the supraglottal

articulations accompany the distinction, vowels having a

f.4
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longer duration before /bdg/ and the closure duration

being longer in /ptk/. It is these durational differences

that are the strongest acoustic exponents of the distinc-

tion in this position. Thus we cannot generalize by stating

that ultimately all the acoustic manifestations of the

/ptk/-/bdg/ distinction in the three major positions can
be traced back to a rather simple difference in glottal

behaviour in the two sets since the differences in the

supraglottal constrictory articulations in the word final

position cannot conceivably be attributed to direct glottal

control. Yet it is part of the native speakers' intuition

that /bdg/ remain "the same" and distinct from /ptk/,

irrespective of their position in the word or larger

entities. Similarly, it is part of the task of linguists

to try and capture this intuition in their descriptions.

Next, an attempt will be made to define the common denom-

inator uniting the phonetic manifestations of the /ptk/-

/bdg/ distinction in English in the three positions.

S. An Interpretation

Let us assume that, at some unspecified level of the

phonology of English, the decisive difference between

/ptk/ and /bdg/ consists of the former being associated

with less voicing or glottal vibrations than the latter,

either before, during or after the supraglottal con-

strietory articulation. The phonetic manifestations of

this difference can be described in terms of such para-

meters as voice offset time and voice onset time relative

to the occlusion, with their concomitant differences in

the extent of voicing during the occlusion, the strength

of the explosive burst, the duration of the aspiration

etc. Without repeating ourselves too much we can maintain

that, ceteris paribus, word initial and medial /bdg/ are

always characterized by more glottal vibrations in the

neighbourhood of the occlusion than /ptk/, no matter what

other differences may be detected. More specifically, it
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is the relative amount cf voicing during and after the

occlusion that is important in these positions.

In the word final stops, however, the same parameters
cannot be effectively used because the occlusion is (often)
voiceless in both sets and the acoustic manifestations of
the differences in glottal behaviour (strength of the
burst, aspiration) can be of marginal importance. The
prolongation of the vowel before /bdg/ and the lengthening
of the occlusion in /ptk/ can now be interpreted to be a

means of securing the conformity of the word final position
to the general principle, the former actually increasing
the number of glottal vibrations and the latter acting as

a reinforcement through a change in the vowel/consonant

ratio. Thus, given the inapplicability of the more usual

cues and the resultant danger of a neutralization of a

linguistic opposition, the two measures can be claimed to
form, although on a rather abstract level, a conApiracy
(Kisseberth 1970) with the purpose of preserving the
opposition. Despite the terminology used it is not here
claimed that a speaker of English acts according to the
above considerations; rather, the discussion is meant to
provide some possible reasons for the historical sound
changes that have lead to the present situation. In a

formal synchronic description it could be postulated that
the rules responsible for decreasing the differences
between the two sets (e.g. the rule devoicing the occlusion
in /bdg/) precede the vowel and consonant lengthening
rules, creating a situation where a neutralization might
arise although later rules (e.g, allegro rules, see
Dressler 1975) may again voice /bdg/ and, more generally,
make the application of the usual glottal mechanisms pos-
sible.

If the somewhat abstract argumentation above is
accepted, the following generalization can be stated: in
English /ptk/ are, ceteris paribus, associated with fewer
glottal pulses than /bdg/, counted forward (or "left-to-

right") from the beginning of the occlusion if a syllable



follows in the same word, and backwards ("right-to-left")

if not. This alciorithm is, of course, directly applicable
on the a=uustie level, and the eoncomitanr differences

can be disregarded (in the rarely occurring situation

where we have to decide which of two otherwise identical

utterances contains which cognate).

6. Terminological Considerations: How to Label the

Distinction?

From a purely formal point of view the choice of a

name for the classificatory feature distinguishing, inter

alio, /ptk/ from /bag/ is a matter of little importance
as long as the feature is consistently used. If, on the
other hand, it is considered desirable (as I do) that our

phonological descriptions be as firmly anchored in the

phonetic foundations as possible, it could be maintained

that the labels of the distinctive features should, as far
as possible, reflect the real processes responsible for

the conveyance of the distinction in speech. The obser-
vation of the substantive content of distinctive features
is also, as far as I see, one of the cornerstone= of the
theory of markedness (in the sense of e.g. Chomsky and
Halle 1968). Moreover, cross-language comparisons (his o

ical, typological, pedagogical etc.) presuppose an ob-
jective frame of reference, which is easily obscured if
too abstract labels arc ineptly used. It may be impossible
to find a perfectly telling and exhaustive label for a
given distinction but there is, I think, a difference

between clearly counterfactual labels and ones that capture
some aspect(s) of the phonetic exponents of the distinc-
tion. Thus, there seems to be some objective motivation
for an evaluation of the appropriateness of particular
labels. If the demands suggested above for distinctive
features are accepted, it follows that a certain group of
labels must be rejected, namely those that are false, too
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abstract _ too vaguely defined to be subjected to em-

pirical verification.

The labels suggested for the English /ptk / - /bdg/

distinction include "tense"-"lax", "fortis"-"lenis",

"aspirated"-"unaspirated", "t heightened subglottal pres-

sure", "voiceless"-"voiced", and their various para-
phrases. Let us consider each of these dichotomies in .

terms of the appropriateness defined above.

The data surveyed in section 3.3. above indicate
that the labels "tense"-"lax" are inappropriate because
they lack experimental validation; the various more or
less heuristically selected parameters, intended to cap-
ture the correlates of this distinction, were seen to
exhibit no systematic differences between the two sets.
The Chomsky and Halle (1968) feature "t heightened sub-
glottal pressure" was seen to be proven counterfactual
(see section 3:1.) and must be rejected. The terms

"fortis"-"lenis", which are defined by Gimson (1970: 151)

as involving different amounts of muscular energy and
different' degrees of breath effort, are likewise not sup-
ported by the experimental data available. If "muscular

energy" here refers to the total energy expended in the
production of the two sets of stops the claim must be
considered premature since, at present, it is not possible
t© measure that energy. "Breath effort" can have two

interpretations: if it refers to differenes in subglottal
air pressure the claim is counterfactual; and if it refers
to differences in intraoral air pressure the term is
superfluous since the differences are not an independent
variable but an automatic consequence of other, mainly
glottal, adjustments. The terms "aspirated"-"unaspirated",

although consistent with the facts in certain positions,
must be considered inadequate because of their inability
to characterize the two sets in all positions.

The remaining terms, "voiceless"-"voiced", are often

criticized on the grounds that the absence vs. presence

79
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of glottal- vibrations during the occlusion characterizes
the distinction only in certain environments (e.g. word
medially between vowels) while in the word initial posi-
tion, for example, the distinction is signalled by the
presence vs. absence of aspiration, while both sets are
in fact voiceless, etc. However, leaving the word final
position aside for a moment, it can be claimed that this
kind of argumentation is basically the result of viewing
speech as a sequence of static segmentsisegments that
either possess or do not possess a certain property, e.g.

voice. On the preceding pages, however, I have attempted
to show that a single mechanism, the timing of the offset
and onset of glottal vibrations relative to the supra-

glottal constrictory articulations is responsible for the
seemingly disconnected peripheral acoustic variation ac-
companying the /ptk/-/bdg/distinction (this is, of course,
what Abramson and Lisker have been maintaining for a

long time in their writings). Due to the nature of things,
the voicing continuum, ranging from full voicing to

maximal voicelessness in the form of extensive aspiration,
involves qualitatively discontinuous changes in the
acoustic output. Thus, given the subglottal at pressure
and the supraglottal articulations as constants, the timing
of the offset and onset of voicing (by the proper use of

oropharyngeal cavity expansion or the glottal abduCtion
gesture) relative to the supraglottal articulations will
create most of the peripheral acoustic variations quite

automatically. From the point of view of the acoustic
output the crucial question is whether or not the vocal
folds are ready to start vibrating immediately after the
release. Thus, a consideration of the voice controlling
mechanism together with the introduction of the time
dimension into the description brings order into an appar-
ent chaos.

Another argument sometimes put forth against differ-
ences in voicing as a systematic index of the /ptk/-/bdg/
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distinction is the fact that in whispered speech all

segments are voiceless and yet the distinction can be
maintained. However, this is a special case comparable,
for example, to the neutralization of tonal distinctions

in singing, and it cannot be used to falsify claims about
the nature of normal, phonated speech. Anyway, it seems
likely that the noise concomitants of the glottal adjust-
ments take on a special importance in whispered speech,
/ptk/ being differentiated from /bdg/ on the basis of the

stronger noises following the release in the word initial
and medial positions, while the word final distinction is

perhaps adequately manifested by the differences in the
duration of the (voiceless) vowel preceding the silent
occlusion, with the possible addition of noise differences
if the stops are released in this positions.

It was seen above that in acoustic terms, too, the
labels "voiceless" and "voiced" are to be regarded as the
most appropriate ones among those mentioned since the
number of glottal vibrations connected with /ptk/ and
/bdg/ is the most objective and reliable single acoustic
index of the distinction. What the terms cannot directly
cover is the word final position, but if we accept the
(admittedly somewhat stretched) definition presented at
the end of section 5. to include this special case we have
good grounds, I think, to designate /ptk/ and /bdg/ as
/voiceless/ and /voiced/, respectively, until a more appro-
priate pair of labels is found. I want to finish this

discussion by quoting Henderson who, in discussing the
related issue of 'register' languages, says that "there
is obviously great attraction in the theory of a single
feature that could plausibly account for such diversity

of associated phenomena, but in my view it is too early
to think in terms of 'phonological features'. The last
thing we need at the moment is a 'cover feature' to mask
our ignorance of the physical parameters involved. As
render mi himself says:'from a phonemic point of view, any

81
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set of terms may serve to designate that A # B.' What is
needed first is a thorough investigation - articulatory,

acoustic and perceptual - into what is actually happening.
Only when we are reasonably clear about that can we use-
fully set up 'phonological features' of me kind." (Hen-
derson 1977: 258-259).
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THE VOICELESS VOICED OPPOSITION OF ENGLISH CrINSONANTS: DIFFICULTIES OF

PRONUNCIATION AND PERCEPT:ON IN COMMUNICATION BE--EEN NATIVE AND FINNISH

SPEAKERS

Ri to Hanninen

th:(vo75

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Aspects of the English and Finnish Consonant Systems

The English consonants where sound pairs are distinguished by the so

called voiceless - voiced distinction, can be described as follows:

bilabia isbilabials
dentals

dents alveolars
palat-
alveolars

velars glottal

- b t - d k g stops

f -v s- z 1 3 h
frica-
tiveS

- dr) tj - d,
affri-
cater

The affricates /tr/ - /dr are bracketed because they are not unanimously

considered as affricates, but as sequences of two sounds. However, Gimson

(1966:168), for example, regards these as complex sound entities called

affricates.

English has complete ve cac.5 - voiced, 1ottL-s - Cenb pairs

in the sound categories stop, fricative and affricate. Finnish, on the

other hand, lacks such pairs almost completely. Only with the dental and

alveolar stops could the other member of the pair be included in the

paradigm, but even here only in brackets, because it can be maintained

that the distinction between Finnish /t/ and /d/ is primarily a distinction

of the place of articulation, and only secondarily of the presence or

absence of voice. As for the bilabial and velar stops, Finnish has only

/p/ and /k/, and lacks the voiced, or lenis; counterparts of the pairs.

With fricatives, Finnish has only the alveolar /s/; the Finnish /v/ is

regarded as a semivowel, not a fricative. English can present four

fortis - lenis pairs of fricatives at different places of articulation.
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the fortis sounds (also called voiceless sounds). It is a fact that no

vocal cord vibration is usually observed during fortis sounds, but vocal

cord vibration is not always present during lenis sounds. This has led

some phoneticians to reject the traditional terms yoicios6 and 1:N:cod

and to posit the terms 4o,,t-6 and 4,ous instead (see e.g. Gimson 1966,

32, Suomi 1976, 3-4), These terms lead us to think about the muscular

energy or force of articulation but, again, no empirical evidence for

greater muscular tension during the so-called fortis consonants can be

found. The terms q,:.iidoeoss and ycic,!ill, or iottLa and fo,:. are, however,

only kinds of abstract denominations for all the parameters that

distinguish the fortis and lenis consonants from each otner in different

contexts (see Lehtonen 1972, 33). The discovery of some of these

Parameters is one of the goals of this study; the writer will attempt to

answer the following questions: what is most relevant to the production

and perception of the fortis lenis distinction in English, and how do

Finnish students of English succeed in producing and perceiving this

distinction? A brief account is given below on how the problem was

defined and what restrictions were made for the study.

The following consonant pairs were included in the study: /P/ /b

/t/ /d/. /k/ /g/, /f/ /v/, /s/ /z/, /tf/ - /d3/ and /tr/ - /dr /.

The consonants were investigated in word initial, word medial and word

final positions, and the main part of the study is concentrated on the

word final position. The study concentrates mainly on single consonants,

consonant clusters being dealt with only in connection with the word

final position. The sounds were investigated only in stressed syllables

and sentence - stressed words. Here is a brief survey of the scope of

the study:

1) what factors are responsible for bearing the fortis lenis distinction

in different contexts for a native English speaker?

2) how can a Finnish-speaking student of English perceive this distinction?

what factors are responsible for bearing the fortis lenis distinction

in a Finnish-speaking student's speech? Are they different from those

of the native English speaker?

how can a native English speaker perceive the distinction as produced

by a Finnish student of English?



n 1s in fact a commnicative

situation where poe _ The speakers is Finnish and the other English,

and the language , fn_lisp. The final goal is to discover at least some

of the articulatory and oerceptual difficulties connected with the

fortis - lenis distinction.

1.3. Terminological Consider ions

Agreement has still not been reached on which terms would be best

to describe the so called fortis lenis distinction. From a strictly

phonological point of view the selection of the name fOr the distinctive

feature is not very important as long as the two sets are consistently

kept separate by the feature. From a pedagogical point of view, however,

it may be wise to choose some abstract name for such a feature; this

may help to prevent the language learner from regarding a certain nhonetic

feature as solely responsible for carrying the feature (see Suomi 1976;

In the present studV, therefore, the designations 4.-kt4 and t

will be uSed for consonants traditionally defined as v,.ipaca and v

respectively.

Another ter irologio .aspect must also be explained. In connection

with vowels, the terms !-c, d and eat will be used rather more loosely than
=sua:. This metnrc of treatment was decided upon for purely practical

reasons, In this report, the term -Ccgse will include all English vowels

traditionally defined as "lone, and all diphthongs; the term k'ax will

include all vowels traditionally defined as "short", including ix./ and /e/.

This decision is, of course. open to criticism, because it has already been

shown that the lax vowels m / do not always behave in the same way

see e.g. Suomi 1D76, -14).

1.4, Phonetic Analysis

1.4.1. Solection of Speakers for the Pronunciation Test

Twc orcups of informants were selected for the first part of the study,

the phonetic analysis. The first group consisted of three native (British)

speakers of English. lc, selecting the British informants, very strong

dialectal features were avoided, and the speech of these informants can

be regarded as fairly close to colloquial standard British English. This

croup will hereafter be referred to by the letter t.
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The other group consisted of three Students of English chosen on the

following criteria: male, Finnish as mother tongue and the completion of

the cum laude course in English philology. The Finnish group will be

designated by the letter S (abbreviated from Students).

1.4.2. Selection and Reading of Test Material

In the phonetic analysis, the investigation was restricted to certain

temporal relations obtaining in the fortis lenis distinction, i.e. the

phonetic measurements were only concerned with durations of phonetic

segments.

It was decided that the test material should consist of different

sound environments. So it was constituted of three kinds of elements:

single words, word groups where the word investigated was in the middle,

and whole sentences Appendix 1). All of these formed so-called

minimal pairs, i.e. pairs of words or sentences differing in one phoneme

only The test material was planned in this way for two reasons: firstly,

and mainly, to receive results from as many different environments as

possible, and secondly, to discover how the parameters carrying the

fortis = lenis distinction differ in single words, word groups and

sentences. The number of sentences in the test material is quite large.

This made it possible to investigate the fortis lenis distinction in

an environment as close as possible to natural speech.

The test words, word groups and sentences were written on cards so that

there was one word, word group or sentence on each card. The material

was read from these cards by the informants, and recorded in the studio

of the Phonetic Laboratory of the University of Jyv'dskyl, using an

AG 0 -202 dynamic microphone and a Revox A 77 tape recorder. The recording

speed was 19 cm per second.

1.4.3. Analysis Procedures

The test tapes were analysed by FrOkjwr-Jensen's Trans-Pitchmeter

and Intensity Meter to which a 3-channel ink-writer (Mingograph) was

attached. With this apparatus three curves were obtained, namely the

duplex-oscillogram, an intensity curve with high-pass filtering at 500 cps

for recording the segmental differences of higher frequency, and another

intensity curve with low-pass filtering at 500 cps, which clearly indi-

cates the presence or absence of fundamental frequency. The paper speed
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used e Ming ph was 100 per second, thus givinr 1 mm of Mingo-

graph paper = 1/100 sec. Measurements were made to the nearest 0,5 mm,

representing 5 cosec on the time scale. A few samples were also analysed

by a Kay Elemetrics 5051 8 sound spectrograph.

1.4.4. Test Parameters

On the basis of the three Curves described above, the following

parameters expresSing temporal relations between acoustic events were

measured.

tookd r, Cfat cor.sciianc.s. The release duration (RD) of o and

affricates, the friction duration (EP) of fricatives, and the extent of

voicing (EV) of stops, affricates and fricatives. And finally, the duration

Of the stressed vowel (VP) in the categories and far

zd mcdtai. rdoonailt). One silent interval (Si) 1, the release

duration (RD) and the total duration (TO) of stops and affricates, the

friction duration (F0) of fricatives, and the extent of voicing (EV) in

all the sound categories mentioned above. The duration of the preceding
vowel (VP).

G'Ctr quoit cmsouaiitS. The silent interval (5 of stops and

affricates, the release duration (PP) of affricates, the friction duration

(ED) of fricatives, the extent of voicing (EV) in the Sound categories

mentioned, the duration of the preceding vowel (VD) in the categories

tor.sc and tax ' lo,/, and the duration of the consonant preceding

a word final consonant (PCD).

1.4.5. Statistical Analysis

The results were analysed statistically in the following way. First,

the arithmetical means (X) and standard deviations (s) for the parameters

in the different word positions were calculated for each group from the

original data of each informant. This Means that all between-subject

differences have been neglected, and eaCh group is treated as homogeneous.

There are differences in the overall rate of speech between speakers,

1

In connection with voiced lehis consonants the silent interval is replaced
by closure duration (CD).

94
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It was noticed in this study that the average rate of speech of the

Finnish informants speaking English was somewhat slower than that of

the English ones. These random variations would have drastic effects

an the results of a study of temporal relations like the present one,

if straightforward statistical comparisons bctleail the groups were

made. Consequently, the statistical comparisons have been made witU.n

each group, i.e. how the parameters affecting the fortis lenis distinction

have been realized within each group. Accordingly, the durational differ-

ences due to different linguistic categories which affect the fortis

lenis distinction in different positions, have been tested for statistical

Significance by the t-test of independent means within the two groups.

The significance of the durational differences has been indicated in the

following way:

. almost significant

+4 . significant (P,',2)

(P<P,;)
strongly significant

0-11,5",

2. RESULTS OF THE PHONETIC ANALYSIS

2.1. Presentation of Data

In the tables below, the results of the phonetic analysis have

been pooled from the data received from single words, word groups and

sentences, and different places of articulation. So different places

of articulation are not treated separately, although in a later section

a brief survey will be given of the realization of the fortis lenis

distinction in the three different environments.

The tables below present the arithmetical means (g) of the test

parameters for each group of informants, the standard deviation (s),

the number of instances (N), the difference of the arithmetical means

(Xf-X1), and the statistical significance of the difference (p) as

Specified by the t -test.

2.2. Word Initial Position

Tables 1 - 2 present the data on the elements influenced by the

word initial fortis lenis distinction.
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Tables 1 2. rt 't,-I iii, t:M01:1:01L. Param -era elease duration (RD)
of stops and affricates, friction duratiOn (FD) of fricatives, the extent
of voicing (EV) of stops, affricates and fricatives, and the duration of
the stressed vowel (VD) in the categories /tense/ and /lax * .V, e/-
AbbreviWons: /affr/ , affricate, /fric/ .
lenis.

Table 1. The English informants (Group E)

elf
XI

RD /stop,/ 53 data lest

fricative, f .

st N1

data lost

fortis,

44

1 =

F

4++,v

EV /stop/ 0 98 -98 ++++

RD /affr/ 107 50 57

EV /4"r: 77 -77

FD /fric/ 155 37 79

EV /fric/ 0 77 -77 ++++

VD /tense 237 53 31 231 59 31 6 non

VD /lax + V t e/ 88 35 16 96 30 non

Table 2. The Finnish in F7flants (Group $)

f
s Nf s

1

-X
f

RD /stop/ 84 data lost 8 data lost 76

EV /step/ 18 .

106 Z8-

RD /a 105 70 35
EV /a r 0 49 -49

FD /fric/ 157
119 35 non

EV /fric/ 0
90 -90 ++++

VD /tense/ 263 58 28 273 30 28 -10 non
VD /lax + V 120 18 12 18 12 '21 non

1

Due to an accident, the data on the standard deviations and sorea instances
of the Parameters release duration, friction duration and extent o voicing
were lost and cannot be presented here.

t3



i=14t4ae - Both the rele?.se duration and the

extent of voicing show strongly significant differences between the

categories /fortis/ and /lenis/. The release duration of fortis stops

in the groups E and S is considerably longer than that of lenis stops.

The fortis stops of the English informants are completely voiceless,

whereas occasional voicing is present in the fortis stops of the Finnish

informants. Gimson (1966:148) advises foreign learners to pay particular

attention to aspiration in an initial position in accented syllables;

the English listener may interpret lack of aspiration in such position

as a mark of the lenis consonant. As in Suomi's study on English

stops, the Finnish students have "overshot" the model production of the

English speakers, and the difference in the release duration between

fortis and lenis stops is even more drastic with group S than with group

E. This clearly shows that Mazzarella (1971:19) tells only half the

truth in maintaining that failure to aspirate /ptk/ would be one of the

greatest difficulties fc Finnish learner. In Suomi 's study mentioned

above, the less advanced Finnish group (with no further studies in English

after school) failed to produce the difference of release duration between

fortis and lenis stops as markedly as the English speakers. On the other

hand, the more advanced Finnish group, (the same as group S in the present

study) exceeded the model given by the Enc..' 5h group (see Suomi 1976:18-19).

The present writer offers the following explanation to this phenomenon.

At comprehensive school and at high school the teaching of the required

grammar and vocabulary takes so much time that teaching of pronunciation

is very limited. So an individual with no studies of English after school

has therefore perhaps never been taught to produce the difference between

fortis and lenis stops with the help of aspiration. He also fails to

produce word initial stops with sufficient voice, as was made apparent in

Suomi's study. The more advanced Finnish group, on the other hand, has

received systematic teaching of pronunciation at the university. They have

been made aware of the phenomena copiAation and voice. Now they know that

/ptk/ are distinguished from /bdg/ through aspiration and voice, and they

apply these new concepts so strongly that they exceed the model given by

their English teachers. Mazzarella's point that Finnish learners fail to

produce aspirated /ptk/ is therefore correct only so far as a certain group

of learners is concerned.



Many textbooks maintain, and for the most part correctly, that initial

/bdg/ are often fully or partially devoiced (see e.g. Jones 19E9:140,

Gimson 1966:174). Although initial stops can be devoiced, the extent of

voicing shows a strongly significant difference in both groups. Again,

as in Suomi study, the Finnish group exceeded the model liven by the

English group. According to Jones (1969:44) foreign learners often tend

to substitute unaspirated fortis stops for the corresponding lenis ones-

It is clear that this statement Only holds good for a certain group

of learners (the less advanced, with no studies of English after school.

see Suomi 1976:18). iIlwever, group S showed a clear pronunciation mistake

at this point: occasioral voicing of fortis stops. This shows that lack of

aspiration can sometimes emerge even at university level. This mistake

should be eliminated: the data of the English group how that fortis

consonants in English are typically voiceless throughout.

(Old LL tiaf aiAtr.cate comsetuntA. In the word initial affricate

consonants also, both release duration and the extent of voicino show

strongly significant differences :n both informant groups between the

categories /fortis/ and /lenis/. In group S, the difference in release

duration is less marked, but still significant. Even in affricates, the

release duration (the duration of the fricative element) is significantly

shorter in the lenis consonants. This is probably due to the fact that

fortis consonants tend to be generally longer than the corresponding lenis

ones (see. e.g. Fintoft e. Seines 1971:33); duration may be used as a cue

for voicing. In fact, duration may be a very important cue at this point,

because it seems that initial affricates are not so strongly voiced as

e.g. initial stops. Especially in group 5, the extent of voicing is even

shorter than the release duration. It is possible that the notably small

amount of voicing in the lenis affricates may cause misunderstanding.

tie voicing difficulty mentioned by Jones may he even stronger here than

in connection with the initial stop consonants. The fortis lenis

distinction of word initial affricates is exemplified by oscillograms in

Figure 1. 1

loc iftitia itEcatEve con4pormts. The duration of the consonant

itself (Fp) seems to have some value as a perception cue; the fortis

fricatives aeg considerably longer than the lenis ones in group E. The

Finnish group, however, has failed to differentiate the duration between

1

Figuresgures 1 - 18 in Appendix 4.
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rtis cid lenis tives markedly enough for the difference to be

significant. Voi.; gems to be perhaps the most important perception

cue %erc: both q04s show clear and strongly significant differences.

the overel .:tinger duration of fortis consonants being a more or

inoortari: Aption cue in all positiOns may call for some special

atteri example, lenis fricatives have an overall lower intensity

than fricatives. This is connected with the force of articulation:

it force higher intensity longer duration, and less force

lovgtr intensity shorter duration. Malecot (1970: 1591 - 1592) maintains

;That the force of articulation is a case of synesthesia. It has been

proved that force of articulation has little or nothing to do with

a,ticalatory energy; it is the feeling that fortis consonants are produced

n greater articulatory force than lenis ones that makes the fortis

colants somewhat longer. The Finnish informants have failed to make

the difference if duration marked enough.

7nis might be explained by the tact that the duration of initial

fricatives has no distinctive role in Finnish. The distinction in actual

voicing. on the other hand, is clear because the Finnish students of

English are aware that fortis and lenis fricatives are distinguished by,
among other things, voice. The fortis lenis distinction of word initial

fricatives is further exemplified through oscillogramS in Figure 2.

As for vowel duration after word initial consonants, the duration

of the stressed vowel does not present significant differences in either

vowel category. This is the reason for vowel duration not being specified

for the three consonant classes, but, instead, for the results being pooled

from the different manners of articulation. Vowels do not even appear

to be systematically longer after fortis consonants, as was the case

in Suomi's study (cf. Suomi 1976:18). This is probably due to the fact

that Suomi's study was only on stops and the segmentation techniques

used in the case of,stop consonants: when the duration of the vowel is

measured from the instant that voicing begins after initial aspiration,

vowels will naturally be shortened after strongly aspirated fortis stops

(ibid: 23). When, however, other consonant classes are included, the

difference in vowel duration will become smaller and actually disappear
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2.3. Word Medial Position

The results of the present study for the word medial consonants are

presented in Tables 3 - 4.

waist mediat stop consonants. In LiSker's experiments (1957:42-49),

the average closure duration of /p/ was 120 msec and that of /b/ 75 mset.

When the closure duration was reduced from 130 to 65 msec, listeners

reported hearing /b/ instead of /2/. When the duration of the include

stop was varied in 10 msec steps over a 40 - 150 msec range, the closure

duration for which opinions were divided equally between /p/ and /b/ lay

between 70 and RO msec. Lisker maintains that closure duration is a major

cue for the fortis lenis distinction in intervocalic stops. He concludes

tbat closure durations shorter than 75 msec will always be heard as lenis,

and closure durations longer than 130 msec will always be heard as fortis.

The results obtained by the present writer do not agree with the

foregoing conclusion. Instead, they correspond very closely with the

results obtained by Suomi (1976:29); the difference in the silent

interval is nonsignificant, although the silent interval of fortis stops

is somewhat longer than the closure duration of lenis stops. On the basis

of the present study at least we must therefore reject the idea that closure

duration would be an important perception cue for the fortis lenis

distinction of word medial stops. As regards release duration, Slis and

Cohen (1969:85) report that the noise burst of lenis stops has a shorter

duration than that of fortis stops. This is proved by the results of the

present study: the release duration of fortis stops is longer. As for

the total duration, the difference between fortis and lenis stops is

strongly significant in group E, but only almost significant in group S.

Now the total duration is essentially a combination of the Closure and

release durations; the Finnish group has longer closure durations but

shorter release durations than the English group; when these two parameters

are combined, the difference in the combination becomes more marked in

group E. The most important perception cue to the fortis lenis distinction

of word medial stops seems to be voicing. This corresponds closely with

previous experiments and published sources on the subject; lenis stops tend

to be fully voiced in intervocalic position.

Woad mediae diPacate woo:ants. Contrary to the Case with stops,

the difference in the duration of the stop element (SI) between fortis and
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Tables 3 4. Wetd mecVA2 coo-so!rtt4. ParamRters silent interval 51),
release duration (RD) and the extent of voicing ,,ZV) of steps and
affricates, friction duration JO) and the cx t- of voicing of fricatives,
and the duration of th2 preceding vowel the categories /tense/ and
flax aa,e/ and the statistical cignifiear ce of the difference of means.

Tibia 3. Grotto E.

Cs lanes di ffererce t mean

p

51 /stop/ 73 23 12 64 12 12 non
RD /stop/ 44 21 12 11 9 12 +++
ID /stop/ 114 25 12 68 14 12 46 +4+

EV /stop/ 0 0 12 65 15 12 -65

SI /affr/ 80 10 6 a8 q 6 32
RD /affr/ 93 15 6 53 12 6 40
TD /affr/ 173 21 6 102 10 6 71 +++
EV /affr/ 0 0 4 43 69 6 -40

ED /fric/ 139 34 76 77 12 63
CV /fric/ 0 t 71 16 12 -71 ++++

CD /tense/ 32 5 148 17 15 -30
VD /lax 39 15 113 36 15 -30 non

Table 4. Group .S

R

fortes

s

lanes

s N

difference of means
X
f
-X

T
p

SI /step/ 98 41 12 79 28 12 19 non
RD /stop/ 28 11 12 0 0 12 23 ++++
TO /stop/ 127 41 12 79 28 12 48 +

EV /stop/ 0 0 12 79 28 12 -79 ++++

SI /affr/ 63 6 6 83 15 6 -20 non
RD /affr/ 125 13 6 75 22 6 SO
TO /affr/ 188 10 6 158 30 6 30 non
EV /affr/ 0 0 6 T58 30 6 -158

ED /fric/ 143 13 12 100 35 12 43
EV /fric/ 0 0 12 80 52 12 -80

VD /tense/ 194 45 15 177 39 15 17 non
VD /lax w,e/123 65 15 153 58 15 non
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strongly significant in group E. Group S has failed

articulation; the reason for this is difficult to

might be that affricates are strange sounds for

nnish lea - ley might not know hew to "cope with" these new

-Minds, and Dads to the difficulties, revealed here,

The ,Jration, i.e. the Kamorganic fricative element, of the

fortis al- is significantly longer in both groups. As for the

fortis affricates are considerably longer than their

_arts in group E. In the Finnish group the difference

ignificant. This is explained by the duration of the stop

,), which was, longer in the lenis affricates although the

should have been the case.

extent of voicing is again the most important perception cue:

are strongly significant differences in both groups. However,

innish group's lenis affricates are voiced throughout, but under

the total durations of the English group s lenis affricates are

.oiced. The fortis lenis distinction is still carried by a strongly

significant difference in voicing, because the fortis affricates are

:ompletely voiceless, but it is difficult to find an explanation to

the powerful devoicing in the English group.

This subject may be concluded by stating that all four parameters

;silent interval, release duration, total duration and the extent of

voicing) are important to the fortis lenis distinction of word medial

affricates; the most important of these is the voicing of lenis affricates.

(c -td mec..ot Stiegtcve cenzonanta. In intervocalic positiOn the total

durations of all consonants can be measured, we can also compare the

durations in different consonant classes (see Tables 5 - 6 below). The

lenis fricatives of the Finnish group are slightly longer than those

of the English group, but the difference is still significant. The

differences of voicing are strongly significant in both groups, and

fortis fricatives are completely voiceless. Although not even word medial

fricatives are fully voiced, this has no consequence as fas as correct

perception is concerned. Conclusion: both consonant duration and voicing

are important to the fortis a lenis distinction of word medial fricatives,

voicing being perhaps the most prominent of these. Slis and Cohen (1969:

881 report a mean difference of 50 msec in length between fortis and leni;

If
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fricatives in Dutch; here the difference is 63 cosec for English, and it

is strongly significant.

Vowels preceding word medial fortis consonants are somewhat shorter

than those preceding lenis consonants in the Same position. The difference

in duration is nonsignificant, however, and thus the conclusion can easily

be drawn that this difference in ve..4e1 duration has no value as a phonetic

cue.

Tables 5 - 6. c td med6d coNomants. Comparisons of the total durations
of intervocalic stops, fricatives and affricates in the categories /fortis/
and /lenis /.

Table 5. Group E.

ortes

S N X

lenes

s N

difference of meant

gf-X1 p

TO /stop/ 114 25 12 68 14 12 46
FO /frici 139 34 12 76 17 12 63
TO Jaffr! 173 21 6 102 10 6 71

Tcble 6. Group S.

fortes lenes difference of means

X is X .41

TO /stop/ 127 41 12 79 28 12 48
FD /fric/ 143 13 12 100 35 12 43
TO /affr/ 188 10 6 158 30 6 30 non

The ratios.of fortis and lenis consonants in the three manners of

articulation are very close to each other in group E: fortis stops are 40,4%

longer than lenis stops, fortis fricatives 45,3% longer than lenis fricatives,

and fortis affricates 41% longer than lenis affricates. As for the durations

of the different consonant classes, stops are the shortest and affricates the

longest, fricatives taking an intermediate position. The corresponding

percentages between the duration of fortis and lenis consonants in group S

are 37,8% for stops, 30,1% for fricatives and only 16% for affricates, where

the difference of duration has remained nonsignificant. Stops are also the

shortest in group S. fricatives intermediate and Wricates the longest in

both the categories /fortis/ and /lenis/. The absolute durations of all

intervocalic consonants invariably longer in group S than in group E.

I 3
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The fortis lens dist of word medial consonants

exemplified through oscillograms in Figures 3 - 5.

2.4. Word Final Position: Word Final Consonants Preceded by a Vowel

The results of the phonetic analysis, as regards word final consonants

oreceded by a vowel, are summarized in Tables 7 - 8. Here the duration

of the preceding vowel (VD) has been calculated separately for stop and

fricative consonants. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the test

material, it was not posOole to gather information on vowel duration

oefore affricate consonants. If the preceding vowel was preceded by

/r/, such a boundary did not, in fact, exist; /r/ is a glide, and its

boundaries cannot be determined.

There is no information on the duration of lax vowels before

fricatives, because no satisfactory test material was found.

Tables 7 8. II2otd iinaC couotrant puceded b, a edosa. Parameters
silent interval (SI) and the extend of voicing (EV) of stops, the duration
of the preceding vowel (VD) in the categories /tense/ and /laxtm, e/
defore stops; silent interval, release duration (RD), total duration (ID)
and the extent of voicing of affricates; friction duration (F0) and the
extent of voicing of fricatives, and the duration of the preceding
/tense/ vowel before fricatives; the duration of the preceding vowel
before word final consonants in general in the categories /trnsei and
/lax aa,e/,

Table 7. Group E.

R

fortes

s N X

lenes

s N

difference of means

gf-Xi P

51 /stop/ 124 33 57 86 31 57 38 + + ++

EV /stop/ 0 0 57 54 37 57 -54 +4++
/tense/ 167 34 21 268 37 21 -101 ++++

VD /lax 4- m, e/ 120 47 36 169 52 36 -49

SI /affr/ 117 35 12 100 42 12 17 non
RD /affr/ 209 64 12 188 52 12 21 non
TO /affr/ 286 65 12 266 65 12 20 non
EV /affr/ 0 0 l2 65 65 12 -65 ++++

FO /fric/ 213 94 36 127 49 36 86 +++
EV /fric/ 0 0 36 35 47 36 -36 ++++
VD /tense/ 157 37 30 296 58 30 -139 ++++

VD /tense/ 157 36 66 282 60 66 -125
VD /lax a?,e/ 108 38 69 162 55 69 -54
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Table S. Group S.

R

fortes

s N C

lenes

s N

difference of means

Xf --X- p
1

SI 113 31 57 96 30 57 17 +
EV /stop/ 0 0 57 71 42 57 -57
Vi) /tense/ 222 34 21 233 64 21 -11 non
VD /lax + aR,e/ 139 40 36 174 41 36 -35

Si /affr/ 83 21 12 116 28 12 -33 +
RD /affr/ 218 44 12 165 18 12 53
TO /affr/ 300 65 12 27I 21 12 29
EV /affr/ 0 0 12 229 74 12 -22g 1444-

FD /frir/ 148 71 36 124 45 36 24 non
EV /fric/ 0 0 36 62 78 36 -62
VD /tense/ 237 64 30 252 84 30 -15 non

VD /tense/ 734 54 66 247 75 66 -13 non
VD /lax + ae, e/123 38 69 165 64 69 -42 t.14

Wotd iiu f c:oa,Sonants. With one exception, all the parameters of

Stop consonants present more or less significant differences between fortis

and lenis stops in both groups. The difference in voicing also exists in

this position; this is mainly due to the fact that fortis stops are com-

pletely voiceless. The degree of voicing varies according to their-pos-

ition in the utterance: there is less voicing in utterance final position,

le preceding silence, or before a voiceless sound. More voicing can he

expected in the middle of an utterance, before a vowel or a voiced conson-

ant. As might be expected, vowels are considerably longer before lenis

Stops in both vowel categories in the English group. The Finnish group,

however, has succeeded in making this difference only with the lax vowels,

and even here to a lesser degree than the English speakers. The fortis

lenis distinction of word final stops is shown through osoillograms in

Figures 6 - 9.

We -td 6inae aiiticate cooclanta. Group E presents a significant

difference only in the voicing parameter of word final affricates. Group S,

On the other hand, has succeeded in making more or less significant differ-

ences in all parameters. However, the greatest difference in group S is

also in the voicing parameter. Another thing is the great degree of

devoicing in the lenis affricates of group E. Only 24% of the total

duration is covered by voicing; in the Finnish group, the corresponding

percentage is 85%.
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There is no information on the mean duration of vowels before

word final affricates, but on the basis of the oscillograms in Figure 10

with considerable certainty the conclusion can be drawn that vowels

are lengthened before word final lenis affricates, and the longer duration

of the preceding vowel is an important parametc, of the fortis lenis

distinction.

WoAd 6inaZ iticative consonants. Here again, the differences

between fortis and lenis consonants are strongly significant in all the

parameters in group E: fortis fricatives are considerably longer than

lenis ones, there is a clear distinction of voicing because fortis

fricatives are completely voiceless, and tense vowels are longer when

preceding lenis fricatives. Group S has failed to make sufficiently

sharp distinctions, except for the voicing parameter. As regards friction

duration and preceding vowel duration, the distinctions made by the

Finnish speakers are in the right direction, the differences are negligible

and not sufficiently marked.

The fortis lenis distinction of wo'd final fricatives is shown

through oscillograms in Figure 11.

Ceosea examinatthn of the woad 6inaf iv^ feria disti nct on,

and the pkonunciation di56icuPLiea o Finnish speakm There are two

parameters in the speech of the Engli3h informants that always present

significant differences between word final fortis and lenis consonants:

vowel duration and the extent of voicing. The degree of voicing of word

final lenis consonants depends on the position of the word in the

utterance: word final lenis consonants can be more or less voiced, or

even completely voiceless, The duration of the closure period is

compared to the extent of voicing, in affricates the total duration and

in fricatives the friction duration in Table 9 below.

In group E, the degree of voicing varies considerably between the

different manners of articulation; it is greatest in stops and smallest

in affricates, the fricatives taking an intermediate position. In

group S the degree of voicing is greatest in affricates and smallest

in fricatives, and stops are now in the intermediate position. The

differences between word final lenis consonant duration and the extent

of voicing are strongly significant in all consonant classes in group E;

the Finnish group tend to use more voice, so that the differences are

less marked, and at one point even nonsignificant.

196



Table 9. Word final consonants. Comparison of word fine' lenis consonant

duration and the extent of voicing in stops, affricates cid fricatives.

consonant duration extent of voice difference of means

stoo X s N Y s N Y---Y-
CD El P

group E 86 36 54 54 37 54 32 ++++

group S 96 3Q 54 71 42 54 25 ++

aiticate.6 X s N R s N 3_ -R_
JD EV

p

group E 266 65 12 65 65 12 201 ++++

group S 271 21 12 229 74 12 42 non

64tctt R s N s N
FD
__-R

EV
p

group E 127 49 36 35 47 36 92 +++4-

group S 124 45 36 62 78 35 62 +41-

The duration of the preceding vowel is the most important and most

consistent parameter of the word final fortis lenis distinction. This

is also confirmed by the general tendency that while the English group

has strongly significant differences in both vowel categories. the Finnish

group has succeeded in making the distinction sufficiently marked for th

lax vowels only.

In some experiments on the fricatives /s/ and /z/ Dunes (1955) dis-

covered that the effect of vowel duration is not independent of the dur-

ation of the following consonant, and vice-versa. The perception of voicg

in the final consonant segment increases as the ratio of the duration of the

final consonant to the Preceding vowel decreases: the longer the vowel and

shorter the consonant the more the perception of voicing. This indicates

that, although preceding vowel duration is perhaps the most important cue

to the word final fortis lenis distinction, the distinction is most

strongly carried by a combination of features, and one of these being tn,lt

the unvoiced lenis consonants still remain lenis e.g. are shorter in

duration than the corresponding_ fortis consonants. This is noticeable as

regards the English informants in the present study also; only affrica:,ps

form an exception. Raphael (1972:1296 - 1303) discovered that synthesized

words with cues for voicing in the final consonant segment were perceived

as voiced following vowels which were of shorter duration than those with

cues for voicelessness. Raphael concludes that preceding vowel duration

is a sufficient and necessary cue to the perception of the voicing of wort!

final lenis consonants. The presence of voicing in the consonant segm2nt

10
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does not have the same value, but it makes correct perception easier.

The question whether the lengthening of vowels before voiced conso-

nants is a phenomenon specific to the English language only, or whether

vowels are universally longer in this position was investigated by

Chen (1970:129 159). He examined the effect of the fortis lenis

distinction in English, French, Russian and Korean. In all four languages

a vowel was invariably longer before a lenis consonant than before a

fortis one. A certain cross-linguistic validity of the statement

that vowels generally tend to become longer before lenis consonants

seems to exist. However. in Chen's experiments the voicing of the

adjacent consonant influenced its preceding vowel to different degrees

in different languages: in English the ratio of vowel duration before

fortis consonants to that before lenis ones was 0,61, and in Spanish the

ratio was 0,87. Chen concludes that the variation of vowel duration as

a function of the voicing of the following consonant i presumably a

language-universal phenomenon. The extent, however, to which the

adjacent fortis or lenis consonant_affects the duration of its preceding

vowel is determined by a language-specific phonological structure. For

a more extensive review of recent work see Hanninen 1978.

From a linguistic point of view, the variation of vowel length in

inverse proportion to the closure time of the following consonant might

reflect the speaker's tendency to maximize the perceptual distance

between fortis and lenis consonants: the simultaneous reduction of

vowel duration and the prolongation of the following consonant would

heighten the perceptual effect of voicelessness. Conversely, the

simultaneous lengthening of vowel and shortening of consonant would

concur as acoustic cues for voicing. Finally, although it seems that

the lengthening of vowels before word final lenis consonants is at

least to some extent a language-universal phenomenon, the remarkable

durational differences in English vowels may be seen as a perceptual

device serving a distinctive function in the phonological system of

the English language.

The Finnish informants have systematically failed to make significant

the distinction of tense vowels preceding fortis and lenis consonants.

The differences of lax vowels in the same context, however, show some

statistical significance. According to many published sources, it is

the tense vowels that are most remarkably lengthened before word final
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RESULTS OF THE PERCEPTION TESTS

The second part of the present work consists of perception tests.

An account will be given below on the selection of material for the tests,

how they were recorded and how they were performed.

3.1. Selection of Perception Test Items

The test items were chosen on the basis that two kinds of perception

tests would be made up: one consisting of words and one of sentences (for

the items, see Appendices 2 and 3). Another criterion was that the per-

ception tests also should concentrate on the word final cases. Finally

14 words and 24 sentences were selected for the tests.

3.2. Recording of the Test Tapes

The test tapes were recorded at the Phonetics laboratory of the

University of JyvNskyla, from the recordings made for the phonetic analy-

sis. Each item was recorded three times, i.e. pronounced by each of the

three English and the three Finnish informants. In the word tests, words

were included both as single words and from wor groups; in the latter

case, the extra words were removed and only the test word 'vas included.

However, the perception of single words and words removed from a word group

was treated essentially in the same way. The items were recorded in

random order, and the word and sentence tests for Finnish and English

subjects were recorded on different tapes. Finally, therefore, there

were four tapes: two word tests containing 42 items each and two sentence

tests containing 72 items each.

3.3. Selection of Subjects

Three groups of subjects (listeners) were chosen. The first group

consisted of ten British subjects. This group will be called group E.

There were two Finnish groups: one consisting of ten students of different

subjects, with a 6- or 7 - year course in English at school, but no

language Studies after school. This group will be called group Sl. The

other Finnish group consisted of ten students of English who had completed

a cum laude course in English philology. This group will be called group

'S2.

123
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3.4. Test Performance

The tests were performed in the AA - language laboratory of the

University of Jyvaskyld. The subjects heard the stimulus words and

sentences through earphones. Six different tests were performed, as

follows:

test: word

test: sentence

Speakers Listeners

Si

52

52

51

E 52

52

The tests were planned as forced choice tests, where the subjects

had to choose between two given alternatives. For example, they heard

the word "cheap" from the tape. They were then supposed to answer whether

they heard "cheap" or "jeep". The answers were marked on optic reader

forms.

3.5. Analysis of the Results

The results were first transferred onto a magnetic tape by an optic

reader at the Centre for Educational Research in Jyvaskyld. The tape was

analysed by a computer at the Computer Centre of the University of Jyvds-

kyM Thus percentages of correct and incorrect identifications were

obtained, for each group of subjects in the sound categories and word

positions included in the tests.

In the following tables the results will be presented so that the

word and sentence tests are dealt with separately. However, a comparison

will be made between these two test types where possibie. The percentages

of correct identifications out of the total number of cases will be given

for each group of subjects and for fortis and lenis consonants in different

positions in a word. The following abbreviations are used: E English;

SI the less advanced Finnish group, with no studies in English after

school; S2 = the more advanced Finnish group, with a completed cum laude

course in English philology.
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3.6. Word Tests

iALLCLte consonalits. Two sound pairs were chosen for the word

initial position, viz. the stops /1/ /d/ and the affricates /ti/

/d3 /. In Table 24 below the results are presented so that first the

percentages of correct identifications are given for all word initial

consonants in the test, and then the separate results of stops and affri-

cates are specified.

Table 24. Percentages of correct identifications of word initial conson-
ants in word tests. 51 m the less advanced Finnish students, $2 m the
more advanced Finnish students of English.

Speakers Finnish 52 English English

Listeners English Finnish S1 Finnish 52

consonan
te5

fortis 95,8 95 100
lenis 83,3 90 98,3

Stops

/ t/ 95,8 100 100
/d/ 100 100 100

/tf/ 90
/dj/ 66,7 80 7

A first general glance at the table above reveals that the number

of correct identifications is fairly high: over 90", with some exceptions.

The first surprising feature is perhaps the English group's relatively

low amount of correct identifications of lenis consonants pronounced by
Finnish students. It is further proved that this is caused by the

pronunciation errors made in affricates, because the /d/:s have been

identified 100" right.

Fortis consonants appear to have been identified better than lenis

ones, as was expected; it more often happens that lenis consonants are

taken for fortis ones than vice-versa.

There is a clear difference between the two manners of articulation:

stops have been identified far better than affricates. In fact, an
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overall correct identification of 100% was expected for the stops, but for

some reason this expectation did not materialise. What is even more

surprising is that the errors were made by group E in identifying /t/.

The fewer correct identifications in affricates is probably caused by

the fact that affricates are completely Strange sounds for Finns; they

are unaccustomed to distinguish them both in pronunciation and perception.

If we compare the three listener groups, group S2 has done best.

Only in two cases out of six is the percentage of correct identifications

less than 100%, and even in these cases the amount of errors is very small.

Group tf comes second, while most misunderstanding is found in group E.

This is, of course, to be expected. From the results of the phonetis

analysis we know that the Finnish speakers do not always produce the

fortis -- lenis distinction in the same way as the English ones. This,

in turn, means that the English listeners do not always distinguish what

the Finnish speakers mean to say.

Wotd mecUaZ con4onants. Only one sound pair was included in the

word tests as an example of the perception of word medial consonants,

namely the affricates /tf/ - /dy. The word pair where the sounds appeared

was a subminimal btee_ahee - bti,dge.s. This pair was included because the

phonetic analysis revealed some interesting facts concerning the duration

of the stressed vowel in the words. The results of the perception test

are presented in Table 25 below.

Table 25. Percentages of correct identifications of word medial affricates
in word tests.

Speakers Finnish S2 English English

Listeners English Finnish S1 Finnish S2

/tf/ 75 40 70

/dy 95,8 100 100

Of special interest here is the considerable number of errors made in

identifying the word btecohe4 correctly. The less advanced Finnish group

(SI) has in fact made more incorrect than correct identifications. This

can be explained by the very slight difference in the duration of the

stressed vowel in bAulchc5 and Inidge.s.
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The voicing of the lenis affricate is also very weak, and the

ational difference fairly slight (only CO msec); so it is not surprising

that the word ii misinterpreted. The reason for group misinterpreting

25 of the /tf /:s is l'ore complicated; it is known that Finnish speakers

tend to make the vowel too long in this position. One possible expla-

nation is that the English listeners have misinterpreted the long vowel

duration as a cue for the lenis affricate /d5/, because the vowel is in

fact lengthened even here, in a medial position, when it is followed by

a lenis consonant.

The two 100- identificat'onS of groups SI and ti- in the affricate

/d3/ have a single explanation: orthography. When a Finnish speaker

hears a vowel that he would classify as "short" (about 70 - 90 msec

or so) in his mother tongue and simultaneously sees two words with one

vowel grapheme in one and two in the other, he will have no hesitation

in choosing the one with one vowel grapheme if he is asked which word

he heard.

The results of this mini-perception test clearly show that nothing

is self-evident in the correct perception of English words and sentences.

We would expect that perception would be easiest in word medial position,

where, for example, the voicing feature, which has hitherto been perhaps

the most prominent in the fortis lenis distinction, is most powerful;

but as was discovered, one must be very careful with such expectations

and generalizations.

told jirrnf coo600ae5. Most items of the word tests were concen-

trated on word final cases. The results of the test have been presented

in Table 26 as follows: firstly, the percentages of correct identifi-

cations of all word final fortis and lenis consonants have been calculated;

then the percentages of Stops, of which only one word pair, the subminimal

VaSt cased was included, are presented. Fricatives have again been

dealt with so that, firstly, the percentages for all fortis and lenis

fricatives have been calculated; then they have been divided into single

fricatives and fricatives preceded by /n/. The single fricatives have

first been treated as one group, and then divided into IS/ /z/ and

/f/ - /v/. As for the fricatives preceded by /n/, there is only one

word pair, sins.
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Table 26. Percentages of correct identifications of word final consonants
in word tests.

Speakers Finnish 52

Listeners English

Aref con.scoafita

te-sted

fortis
lenis

Stopi

/t/
/d/

69,8
60,4

100

50

English

Finnish Si

65,8
51,2

83,3
86,7

English

Finnish 52

92,5
74,2

100
100

FiicatiNe.s

fortis 59,5 60 90

lenis 63,8 46,7 68,9

&ingfc
S ,t4cafLvea

fortis 41,7

ienis 95,6

/s/ 4,2

/z/ 91,2

/f/ 75

/v/ 100

60 85

31,7 50

26,7 70

13.3 36.7
93,3 100

50 63,3

n

/S/ 95,8 60 100

/z/ 0 56,7 96,7

In general fortis consonants seem to have been identified better than

lenis ones. The more advanced Finnish group has again done best, the

reasons being clear: they have been listening to mistake-free utterances,

and they have also been taught, at least to some extent, to recognize the

differences from a native English speaker's speech. The less advanced

group has made far more errors; this points to -,elusion that the

teaching of pronunciation at university lever some effect, at

least as regards ability of perception. On the !okix hand, it seems to

have had less effect as regards ability of pronunciation: the number of

correct identifications of the English listener group is not very high,

this, of course, being due to pronunciation mistakes made by the Finnish

speakers.
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The stop consonants in this position were examined only in the

subminimal pair east .!ft,w1. The result from the English group is

somewhat contrary to expectation. As has been noticed above, the Finnish

Speakers tend to make the vowel in ectst too long, and the /s/ too short.

It was therefore expected that this longer vowel duration connected with

the shorter duration of the /s/ would have been mistaken for the word

6tscd, but the contrary took place: cased was mistaken for east in 507f,

Of the cases. The more advanced Finnish group has cleared this hurdle

without errors and the other Finnish group has also done fairly well.

What was said above does not apply to fricatives, however. The

figures of group E in single fricatives are as expected: over half of

the fortis fricatives have been identified incorrectlY, this being due

to the over-long vowels pronounced by the Finnish speakers in the words

eoos!, The vowel duration is approximately the same in Co-se, Gear',

and hero the results are much better. It is interesting that the /s/:s

have been identified almost completely incorrectly, whereas three quarters

of the /f/;s are correct. A possible explanation for this is that there

is usually more voice in the final segment of ('ease than in that of Coc,

especially with Finnish speakers. /z/ seems to be the consonant most

subject to devoicing in the final position. and it very easily becomes

completely voiceless, The less advanced Finnish listeners have failed

to interpret the differences of preceding vowel duration in the question

of /s/ - /z/: With /f/ - /v/ the results are better, although half of

the /v/:s are again wrong. Group S have also failed rather badly to

perceive that a longer vowel duration and shorter duration of the frica-

tive must be interpreted as the lenis /z/ - only a little over one third

of the identifications are correct. The /s/:s have been identified better.

and the /f/:s 10(L right in fact, but surprisingly many errors have been

made in /v/. This may be due to the fact that the English speakers did

not use as much voice in the word final /v /:s as the Finnish ones.

The last section of this test, word final /5/ and /z/ preceded by

/n/, offers a number of interesting points.. In identifying the word 6ince,

the mistakes made by the English listeners are very few. This is of

course explained by the fact that the Finnish speakers pronounced the In

sufficiently short. The word sire, on the other hand, has without

exception been id entified as nee, but this also has a simple explanation:
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the in/ in .4,45 was not sufficiently lengthened by the Finnish speakers.

The final /s/ was also made too short, and the /z/, in turn, too long.

The only possible consequence of these or-enunciation mistakes was that

all the words were interpreted as since, with the fortis /s/ in the end.

Group Si.' has succeeded very well in interpreting the different ration of

sonorant and obstruent durations (long sonorant short obstruent = /z/,

and vice-versa = /s/). The other Finnish group is in intermediate pos-

ition, this going to show that they have not really been aware of how

these two words should be distinguished.

To summarize the results of the word tests, the ward final position

is the one where incorrect perception most frequently arises. In this

position there are many points where Finnish speakers cannot even

satisfactorily make the fOrtis lenis distinction perceivable to an

English-speaking listener. For Finnish listeners the problem is made

easier, because they can listen to model pronunciations. Especially in

connection with the word final lenis consonants, however, Finnish listeners

often fail to make the right distinction. This Must be due to the fact

that the function of sound duration is here completely different from

what it is usually in Finnish, and Finns cannot interpret these vari-

ations of sound durations correctly. The less advanced Finnish group

especially is, in a way, out on a limb" here, because they have received

hardly any knowledge of these kinds of variations in vowel and consonant

durations.

3.7. Sentence Tests

The perception test consisting of sentences was almost completely

concentrated on consonants in the word final position: only two sentence

pairS were chosen for the word initial and medial positions.

Wand init4c.f comonanta. In the sentence pair Chosen to represent

the word initial position, the Sounds under investigation were the some-

what disputed affricates /tr/ /dr/, The percentages of correct identi-

fications are presented below in Table U.
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Table 27. Percentages of correct identifications of the word initial
affricates /tr/ and /dr/ in sentence tests.

Speakers Finnish S English English

Listeners English Finnish Si Finnish 52

/tr/ 79,2 70 73,3
/dr/ 95,8 66,7 73,3

The main feature carrying t distinction between /tr/ and /dr/ is

the devoicing of the In after /t/; the /r/ becomes a kind of voiceless

fricative element, and this originally gave rise to these sounds being

called affricates. Another distinctive feature is that /tr/ is usually

longer than /dr/. However, it sometimes appears that the In - element

is partially devoiced after the lenis step /d/ as well. If the difference

of duration is not especially marked, the percentages of correct identi-

ationS can even be as low as they are in the table above. A comparison

between the initial affricates /tf/ and /d)/ in word tests, and the

present sounds, shows that the results in the sentence test are a little

Poorer, especially in group S2. However, the results are not directly

comparable, because they are not exactly the same sounds in both tests.

But this test again shows that even where we suppose it self-evident

that the words will be identified correctly, our suppositions do not

always hold good. The word final position is the most difficult one,

but not the only one to cause problems.

The word medial consonants need not be dealt with here, because it

was discovered that the word pair docov.o .li)ea5r is primarily

distinguished by the duration of the stressed vowel, and thus it will

be covered in connection with the test results on word final consonants.

Wetd iinae consonants. The perception test with most material was

the sentence test on word final consonants. Two different sound groups

will be covered below separately: first the single consonants, and then

the consonant clusters restricted to sequences sonorant obstruent. The

results on single consonants are presented in Table 28.
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Table 28. Percentages of correct identifications of word final single

consonants in sentence tests.

Speakers

Listeners

CC nS O narVt.3

teated

Finnish 52

English

English

Finnish 51

English

Finnish 52

fortis 77,3 74,8 84,2

lenis 68,6 68,8 77,9

SO4tp
fortis 86,5 81,7 86,7

lenis 78,1 91,6 95,8

/p/ 70,8 80 70

/b/ 62,5 80 90

/t/ 91,7 81,7 95

/d/ 85,4 95 98,3

/k/ 87,5 83,3 86,7

/g/ 79,2 96,7 95,7

Flicativea

fortis 65,3 84,4 88,9

lenis 66,7 42,2 63,3

/S/ 52,1 78.3 85

/z/ 60,4 43,3 66,7

/f/ 79,2 40 56,7

A6pLcatea

/t1/ 87,5 73,3 96,7

/d3/ 100 86,7 73,3

The more advanced Finnish group has again obtained the best results,

while groups SI and E are fairly equal.

Fortis stops have been identified better than lenis ones by the

English group, whereas the opposite is true of the Finnish groups. In

the single pairs of stop consonants the same relation also obtains, with

the exception of the /p/ /b/ of group Si, where the percentages are

equal. With fricatives, the relation of correct identifications is again

opposite to that with stops: now the English subjects have identified lenis

fricatives better, Si cannot identify even half of the lenis fricatives

'?9
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Correctly, and even 2s correct identifications only reach two thirds

of the total at best. The results of the fortis fricatives are much

better. Explanations for the identification errors are easy to find,

and they are readily provided by the oscillogra75 in Fig. 17-18. The words

rtA-, and rt(:i! pronounced by the Finnish informant are in fact completely

equal; the only factor to distinguish these two words would be context of

utterance. The same also applies to the stressed vowels and final

consonants of the words docea-so and 4secoi!. As it seems that the most

frequent mistake of vowel duration made by Finnish speakers is that of

making terse vowels preceding fortis fricatives too long, the natural

consequence of this is that fortis fricatives are more often identified

as the corresponding lenis ones by English listeners, The difference in

the tense vowel duration before lenis fricatives was not as marked between

the groups. although the Finnish informants' vowels were here somewhat

too short. This explains the reason for a greater proportion of the lni

fricatives being identified correctly, as /z/ or /v/. However, the

correct identifications du not come to 100 because the vowels are not

lengthened sufficiently. Preceding fortis fricatives, the difference of

vowel duration between the informant groups 1$ greater, and more perception

errors are consequently made. We have already noticed that, in connection

with word final fricatives especially, the importance of the preceding

vowel duration as a to the fortis lenis distinction is very important;

the lenis fricatives ore often very strongly devoiced in word final pos-

ition, especially /7/.

what, then, explains the fact that both Finnish listener groups have

identified the fortis fricatives far better than the lenis ones? They have

Succeeded in recognizing the fairly short tense vowel duration as a cue for

the fortis fricative (though not in all cases), but they have failed to

pay attention to the considerably lengthened vowels preceding lenis frica-

tives, especially the less advanced group. Vowel length is known to be

a very important distinctive feature in Finnish, but Finnish speakers are

certainly not used to paying attention to vowel duration in this context

They do rot expect tense vowels (traditionally "long") to he subject to

considerable variation of length in different contexts, but expect them

to be always about twice as long as the lax (traditionally "short") vowels,

as in Finnish. Thus the "perception filter" of their mother tongue prevents

1 91
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them from realizing the most important feature carrying the distinction.

It is only natural that this perception filter is even stronger in group

Sl, which has not really received any systematic teaching of pronunciation.

This is also reflected in the results: S2 has identified lenis fricatives

better than the less advanced group.

There is little to say about the affricates. The only case of 100%

identification is found here; the Finnish informants have succeeded in

making the distinction f/ /d3/ well enough to be completely under-

standable. The majority of the Finnish informants have realized the dis-

tinction.

In connection with the fricatives, it was pointed out above that

all the listener groups had special difficulties in identifying fricatives

following tense vowels. Here, all the stressed vowels were tense ones.

An opportunity is provided to compare the percenta of correct identi-

fications when the preceding vowel is a diphthong in one category, and

a lax vowel in the other. The final consonant in this case is a stop.

The results are presented in the table below.

Table 29. Percentages of correct identifications of word final stops
preceded by a diphthong or a lax vowel.

Speakers

Listeners

DLO-it:hong

Finnish 52

English

English

Finnish SI

eiigldsti

Finnish S2

fortis 81,3 83,3 85

lenis 68,8 85 95

Lax vola

fortis 91,7 88 88,3
lenis 87,5 98,3

Contrary to expectation, the above figures tell us next to nothing.

About the only thing to be said is that stops preceded by a lax vowel

are in general identified better than those preceded by a diphthong. But

there is no reflection here of the difficulties in both production and

perception that were found in the fricative section of Table 280 and in

the phonetic analysis. It seems, after all, that one must still be very

careful about making diphthongs directly comparable to tense vowels.

I4
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Two different

types must be distinguished here, on the basis of the nature of the

preceding consonant. it can be an obstruent /z/) followed by

the stops ft/ or /d/, or a sonrrant (or/n:1, followed /t/ or /di,

and /5/ or fz/, respectively. In Table 30, where the results of this

test are shown, the consonants have been classified into two categorieS

on the basis of the final consonant, i.e. into stops and fricatives

It is also oossible, however, to make comparisons on how perception is

affected by the nature of the preceding consonant. It also turned

out that the most convenient way was to include the test words them-

selves in the table.

30. Percentages of correct identifications of word final consonants
Preceded by another consonant.

era

Li a tenor

fortis
lenis

Finnish 52

nolish

h6,7

English

Finnish 71

English

F=innish 52

70 66.7

56,' :T12,7 7)
30.3 b6,i 73,3

66,7 43,3 50
33,3 73,3 96,7

37,5 73,8 95.7
58,3 43,3 76,7

The identifications is her -e rather low; only

a couule of Percentages over 90- can be found, and the numbers of correct

identifications vary from one third to two thirds approximately. In a

comparison of the listener groups, 34 is again in first place, its lowest

figure being 50'. correct.

The correct identifications of stops vary from 48,3' to 66,7': in

fortis stops, and from 90, to 66,7. in lenis ones -- almost identical

figures. Ho-:.:ever, the vords ,rat rcso: on the one hand, and buitt
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bu.Ed on the other, are distinguished on completely different grounds.

In the pair post posed, both the duration of the diphthong and the

intervening obstruent are affected by the fortis lenis distinction: the

diphthong especially is lengthened in posed. The intervening fricative

element is longer in post; the difference was proved nonsignificant by

the t-test (see Tables 10-11), although the oscillograms (cf. Fig. 15)

clearly show that it iS fairly marked. In this distinction, there are tea-

tures that are among the most difficult for a.Finnish speaker: tense

vowel or diphthong preceding a fortis consonant, which is generally made

too long, and a fortis fricative, which is generally made too short.

In the pair built buiLdv however, it is the intervening sonorant

/1/ that is affected by the fortis-lenis distinction. It is considerably

longer in build, whereas the /I/ is almost equal in duration to the /1/

in bu.,U. This is a third great difficulty for a Finnish speaker: he

tends to make sonorant consonants before fortis obstruents too long.

The above difficulties in pronunciation are also reflected in

perception. Groups E and SI especially have had noticeable difficulties.

The English listeners have identified the fortis stops better, which is

a little surprising, knowing that Finnish speakers especially tend to

pronounce vowels and sonorant consonants before fortis obstruents in the

wrong way (i.e. too short). Both the Finnish groups have identified the

lenis stops better, though in SZ the difference between fortis and lenis

is very small in post posed, but larger in buat tntad.

Finally, the fricatives preceded by /n/. First of all, the results

of the test appear to be somewhat better than those of the stops. This

can be at least partly explained by the fact that the test word pair

gence Sena appeared in utterance final position, so that advantage

could be taken of perception cues involved both with the preceding sounds

and the consonants themselves. The stops appeared medially in the utter-

ances, in a position where the stops themselves were amalgamated with

the following sound, the fricative M, so that they had to be identified

almost solely on the basis of the preceding sounds.

The distinction of the pair genCe genus is in a way similar to

bu the intervening sonorant, in this case /n/, is considerably longer

in ienz, i.e. preceding /z/. To this is added the varial'-n of the dur-

ation of the final fricative: the /s/ in gence is consith,.Jbly longer



Figure 9. Word final stops.
VD = vowel duration (msec)
SI = silent interval (msec)

EV = extent of voicing (msec)
CD = consonant duration (msec)

bit bid beat
(English speaker) (English speaker) (Erglish speaker)

bit bid beat
(Finnish speaker) (Finnish speaker) (Finnish speaker)
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Figure 10. Word final affricates.
VP . vowel duration (msec)

SI = silent interval (cosec)

RD . release duration (msec)

TD = total duration (msec)

CD . consonant duration (msec)
EV = extent of voicing (msec)

tick
(English speaker)

Aidge
(English speaker)

ch
Finnish speaker)

Aidge
(Finnish speaker)
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Figure 11. Word final fricatives.
VD m vowel duration (mSec)

FD m friction duration (cosec)

E/c.5e

(Eng1 sh speaker)
Poo6e

(Finnish speaker)

CoSe
(English speaker)

tcSe
(Finnish speaker)

3
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Figure 12. Word final fricatives.
VD % vowel duration (msec)

PCD duration of the consonant preceding
a word final consonant (msec)

FD = friction duration (msec)

since
(English speake

sace
(Finnish speaker)

(English speaker)
sins

(Finnish speaker)
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Figure 13. Word final fricatives.
VD vowel duration (cosec)

PCD = duration of the consonant preceding
a word final consonant (msec)

FD friction duration (msec)

Sense
(English speaker)

Ace
(Finnish speaker)

Ken4

(English speaker)

Gene

(Finnish speaker)
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Figure 14. Word final Stops.
VD g vowel d -ition (msec)

FCD g duration cf the consonant preceding
a word final consonant (msec

SI g silent interval ((msee

ca4t
(English speaker)

ea.6.t

(Finnish speaker)

ca4ed
(English speaker)

1 5

wed
(Finnish speaker)
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Figure 15. Word final stops.
VD = vowel duration (msec)
PCD g duration of the consonant preceding

a word final consonant (msec)

post
(English speaker)

post
(Finnish speaker)

poaed
(English speaker)

posed
(Finnish speaker)
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Figure 16. Word final stops.

VO . vowel duration (cosec)

PCB a duration of the consonant preceding
a word final consonant (mSec)

6u.itt

(English speaker)

ho,ad
(English speaker)

buiZt
(Finnish speaker)

buitd
(Finnish speaker)
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Figure 17. Word final fricatives.
VD . vowel duration (msec)

FO friction duration (msec)

p14.-.cc

(English speaker) (Finnish speaker)

!
I

1

f I I

I
1

25

ritize

(English speaker)

a--a a
'a.a

ptize
(Finnish speaker)

153
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Figure 18. Word final fricatives.
VD = vowel duration (msec)

FD = friction duration (msec)
EV --- extent of voicing (msec)

deceoac
(English speaker)

diaut4e
(English speaker)

deccaso_
(Finnish speaker)

diaeaae.
(Finnish speaker)



THE DISCRIMINAIION AND IDENTIFICATION OF ENGLISH VOWELS, CONSONANTS.

JUNCTURES AND SENTENCE STRESS BY FINNISH COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL PUPILS

REIJO LAMMINMAKI

of ._=t3f:rtr

INTRODUCTION

Ihis study is an attempt to map the factors which influence the

perception of English vowels, consonants, junctures and sentence Stress

by Finnish comprehensive school pupils. It is a shortened version of a

report (a pro gradu thesis) which is part of the Finnish-English Con-

trastive Project at the English Department of the University of Jyvas-

kyla. The original report contains a more profound discussion of the

background and a more detailed presentation of the results. Many problemS

similar to those dealt with in this study have been examined before. For

example, many perceptual problems caused by English vowels and consonants

for Finns learning Lnotish have been traced back to the phonetic identi-

fication cues. The evidence has, however, mainly come from word level

studies. the present study attempts to map the relevance of these and

other cues at the sentence level.

IHE AIM OF THE STUDY

This study is concerned with the difficulties encountered by Finnish

comprehensive school pupils in learning English receptive pronunciation

Skills. Because of the many-sided nature of the receptive skills, the

study has been focused on the potential sources of difficulty caused by

certain phenomena belonging to English phonology such as they appear in

the network of understanding sentences. The material of the study consists

of minimal (phonological) oppositions (eg. /i/ /1/, /k/ - /g/) at both

segmental and suprasegmenEal level. The oppositions occur in sentences

like Hi 4 bid Ls too high/H.0 bed Ls too high, ie. the sentences form

pairs.

The reception difficulties of this kind of material are studied by

means of two different perceptual tests: the discrimination test and

the identification test. By means of the test results and by using cer-

tain background variables (like the mastering of the vocabulary of the

t
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identification test items and the school marks in different subjects) an

attempt is made to answer the following questions:

(1) How are the manifestations of the phonological distinctions used in

this study discriminated and identified?

(2) What factor's influence the particular discrimination and identifi-

cation results, ie. the receptive process dealt with in this study?

What are the causes of the difficulties in the reception of the

phonological oppositions tested?

(3) What do the discrimination and identification tests measure? Is the

mastering of the productive skills predictable by the discrimination

and/or identification test results?

THE METHOD OF THE STUDY

The mate.tioX pi the study. - From the point of view of studying the

perceptual process, natural speech (ie. conversation) would be ideal

material. The use of this kind of material is not, however, possible for

various reasons (see Lehtonen 1977: 39) and therefore minimal pair tech-

nique was adopted. Natural Speech was approximated by using complete sen-

tences instead of individual words. In order to be comprehensive enough

the material consists of both segmental (ie. vowels and consonants) and

suprasegmental (junctures and sentence stress) aspects of the English

phonological system. The study is based on the use of minimal phonological

oppositions that are mostly contrastively (Finnish - English) selected,

ie. oppositions found difficult for Finnish learners of English in previous

studies are included in the material.'lhis is especially true of the seg-

mental items whereas the choice of the suprasegmental material cannot be

made by such means because empirical contrastive knowledge of the supra-

segmental phenomena is scanty.

The occurrence of the minimal oppositions in sentences causes a cer-

tain amount of selectiveness and also places some restrictions on the

choice of the material. Firstly, the insertion of one opposition member

into an identical sentence frame with its counterpart eliminates the use

of certain oppositions completely; it is difficult to find any sentence

frame for many oppositions. For example, the insertion of the word pairs

eeai Zeave and white Ahoo, - why choose into an identical sentence

frame is impossible because the grammatical functions of the members of

both pairs are different. Secondly, the material should not be too dif-

ficult for Finnish comprehensive school pupils to cope with. Thirdly, the
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occurrence of he phonological items studied varies both in regard to

their position in a word and in an utterance. On the whole the choice of

the mater-iril is a compromise between suitable sentence frames and con-

trastive criteria of difficulty.

The selection of the votct1L was mainly based on Wi k's (1965) con-

trastive phonetic study of Finnish and English vowels. Wiik (1965: 59)

analysed the Formant structures of )11 the Finnish and English vowels

by sound wave analysis. By comparing the phonetic distribution areas of

Finnish and English vowels and by looking at the results of the substi-

tution tests administered by Wiik (1965: 64, 67, 77-73, 80) certain

English vowels could be specified as probable sources of difficulties of

of perception (identification and discrimination) for Finnish learners

of English. Perceptual difficulties can often be expected when the pho-

netic distribution area of an English vowel correlates with two differ-

ent Finnish vowels.

The present study concentrated on English tense-lax oppositions

because toe perception of these oppositions seems to be especially

troublesome for Finnish learners. However, the opposition A/ - /a/ has

been included and /r.,1 AI,/ has been disregarded. The vowel oppositions

which were selected are presented in table 1,

Table 1. Vowel oppositions and the number of times they ere tested in
this study

Opposition tested Times tested

4

4

3

4

3

18

The Finnish and Lnglish consonao1 ,5y,stons differ from each other in

at least two respects: (1) The number of tnglish consonant phOileMes'IS

nearly double the number of Finnish ones. (2) The English system has a

dIstinction not existing in Finnish, le. fortes-lenes. the number of

fricatives is also clearly greater in English (11) than in Finnish (2)

(Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1977: 128). the greatest number of learning
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problems seem to be centred round the Lnglish fricatives and fori:es-

leneS oppositions (Muisio and Valento 1976: 49-53). Accordingly, the con-

sonants selected for this study are fricatives and fortes -lenes opposi-

tions.- Table 2 presents the distinctions studied.

Table 2. Consonant oppositions and the number of times they are tested
in this study

Opposition tested Times- tested

/P / - /b /

/t / - /d / 4

/ k / - / 9 / 4

/0/ /d1/ 3

Itr/ /dr/ 2

/S / /0 / 2

/j / /td/ 2

/!1/ /dz/ 1

Total 21

Junctqle is not a discrete concept, as vowels and consonants are,

because it is connected with a larger part of an utterance. A common

definition f,r juncture is that it is a "non-phonemic modification of

sounds at certain grammatical boundaries" (Lehiste 1960: 9, Hoard 1966:

106), ie. the grammatical boundaries of language structures can modify

sounds; if modifiable sounds happen to occur at such boundaries, Junctures

are present and observable, but if no such sounds are present, junctures

are not phonetically perceptible. Thus junctures are bundles of identifi-

cation cues in phonetic surface representation and the cues are condi-

tioned by higher level language structures.

In some cases, the segmentation of the same sequence of phonemes

into units in two different ways changes the meaning of the sequence,

which means that juncture is responsible - at least on an abstract level

of phonology - for the phonological distinction in question. This dis-

tinction need not, however, be phonetically present. Ihe juncture material

consists of 13 pairs of sentences.

The function of the 4cittmce _ at csa is to make certain parts of an

utterance prominent and, in this way, to influence the semantic content
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According to Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May (1977: 139), the difficulties

encountered by Finns in learning the English affricates are similar to

those of the plosives; both members are difficult. From the point of view

of a Finnish learner, the situation derives from a physical difference

between the TL and the NL (Wit 1965: 17) because no affricates occur in

Finnish. The most important phonetic cues given by Gimson (1966: 173) are

the transition between the preceding vowel and the stop" together with

the explosive onset of friction". According to Strevens (1960: 41), there

is "a brief intervening ( s] or I z) -like friction beforeMandlole-

ments". In other words, the cues are based on various kinds of noise

bursts and frictions. lhis situation serves as a potential source of dif-

ficulty because "a Finn may have a tendency to underdiscrirninate the

various kinds of noise bursts which appear after the release of the initial

alveolar e'osive in English" (Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1977: 139).

Opp rtr - The means, standard deviations and mean

percentages for the identification of /tf/ and /d3/ are presented in

Table 11. The mean of the lenis member /d5/ is clearly higher than that

of the fart : member /4/ (20.7 and 5.3, resp.). The difference between

means is statistically very significant. Thus the contrastive expec-

tation is riot supported. This does not, however, mean that in a purely

linguistic sense the lenis member would be as difficult as the statistics

show. In all the three tests the lenis member was favoured by strong

pragmatic cues whereas the fortis member did not have this kind of ad-

vantage. The discrimination percentages were quite low, 56 (except in

P8 :). This may be connected with the "inherent" difficulty for

Finnish speakers of perceiving the distinction between /t)/ and /d /. For

example, Moisio and Valento (1976: 74-75) found this opposition to be one

of the most difficult among the English consonant oppositions for Finnish

learners to identif:,, (the identifica n test, however, differed from the

one used in this study). In two casc=, the discrimination test percentage

was 56 and in one case 88 (mean 66.7 This speaks in favour of the

"inherent" difficulty of this opposition. The high percentage is explained

by the "clear" idiolect of the sample in ouestiOn.

Table 11. The identification of the allophones of the opposition /ti
/d3/.

Consonant Times
tested tested

Mean Stdev T-value Significance

/07 3 5.3 2.082 21.3

/d3/ 3 20.7 2.517 82.7 23.572
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Othcl cun5onant otplb Oppos,Oicit tt/ /d-a. -The potential

difficulties of /tr/ - /dr/ are in the fortis - lenis character of this

opposition (ie. the distinction between /d/ and /t/ and in the release of

the initial stop). In addition, the linking of /t/ and /d/ with In may

cause perceptual problems due to the different shades of friction. Ihe

problems are similar to those of /0/ - /dy.

Far-reaching conclusions about the difficulty of the /tr/ /dr/

opposition are not possible. It seems that this opposition is problematic

for Finns. The disCrimination percentages are low (15 and 48 and the

identification is mainly based on pragmatic cues. An interesting detail

is also the Finnish learners' problems in perceiving the difference

between /6/ and /tr/. On the whole the results support Moisio and Valen-

to's (1976: 74-75) findings about the difficulty of the /tr/ - /dr/ op-

position, although the lowest discrimination percentage (15 "=;) sc ms to

be partly caused by the "mashing" effect of linking.

Oppo,saCon /6/ /0/. The opposition /s/ - /9/ is different from

the oppositions dealt with above in that the distinction between its

members is not that of fortis - lenis. Instead, the minimal difference

is maintained by the place of articulation, /S/ being alveolar and /0/

dental (see Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1977: 143-144). Both members

belong to the fortis series. A comparison of the Finnish and English

fricatives shows that in English five places of articulation (labiodental,

dental, alveolar, palato-alveolar and glottal) are distinguished whereas

the number of the places distinctive in Finnish is only twol (dental and

glottal). Therefore speakers of English must make subtler distinctions

between various kind of frictional noises than speakers of Finnish. Leh-

tonen, Sajavaara and May (1977: 145) point out that "a Finn has to learn

to hear the difference in quality between the 'sharp s' and'the 'hushing

s' as well as between the tense (voiceless) and lax (voiced) fricative".

According to Gimson (1966: 180), one of the cues for fricatives is the

extent and position of the noise component. the continuous noise ranges

from about 3600 to 8000 cps for /s/ and from about 1400 to 8000 cps for

/0/ (see also Strevens 1960: 41; Hughes and Halle 1956: 306-307). The

intensity of /s/ is also greater than that of /0/ (Gimson 1966: 180).

Perhaps the most important cue is, however, in the nature of the adjacent

1

The position of /f/ is marginal in the Finnish phonological system
because it occurs only in some loan words, often pronounced as /v/.
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vocalic glide (Gimson 1966: 180). As a whole both /s/ and /0/ are liable

to cause discrimination and identification problems. The opposition /s/ -

/0/ seems to be difficult both to identify (mean 65 ) and to discrimi-

nate (mean 66 ). However, most of the problems are caused by the prag-

matic cues, perhaps because linguistic ru,2,- are - for one reason or

another - very weak,

- The distinction between the palato-alveolar

/c/ and /tj/ is that /I/ is a fricative and /ti/ an affricate. The status

and cues of the affricates were discussed above. According to Gimson

(1966: 120), the acoustic cues of /j/ are the extent and position of the

noise component, a continuous noise in the spectrum ranging from about

2000 to 7000 cps, Similarly to /5/, 4/ has a relatively high intensity.

-innish has no corresponding sound, except in certain loan words, but

even there its realization is not usually if but rather[ s] , for example

in the word !,11,:8i ('chess'), The area of the variation of the Finnish /S/

is quite extensive. This is implied by Maziarella (1971: 21) when he

states that "Finnish speakers pronouncing English make the hiss of English

Isi too sharp so that an Englishman may hear it as ur. The difference

between rinnish and English i54 in Wilk's (1965: terms, physical both

in /t9/ and in /4/. The fact that in Swedish the sounds ( J1 and P11

mai be in free variation may be confusing because the informants have

studied Swedish for three years. In brief, both /tS/ and /p are liable

to cause identification and discrimination problems. In Moisio and Va-

lento's (1976: 74-7S study, this pair was found to be fairly easy. It

may be oav if certain conditions prevail but difficult under different

conditions, for example when connected with some other sounds or when

some pragmatic cues are present. A reflection of this is given by the fact

that the discrimination scores ranged from 92 , to 40 and the identifi-

cation ones from 92 to 40

Oppesi.t.ion /tf/ - /dd/. - the members of the opposition /tj/ /dz/

differ from each other in that /tj7 is a voiceless affricate and /dz/ a

voiced conSonant cluster. The phonemic status and the identification cues

of /4Z were discussed above. The distribution of /dz/ is mainly limited

to the word-final position (Gimson 1966: Ill), This is one reason for the

cluster interpretation of idz/. Since the documentation of the acoustic

cues of /dz/ is scanty, both /d/ and /z/ will be dealt with separately.

For the cues of /t/, see above. /z/ can be defined as a voiced alveolar

fricative. The continuous noise in its spectrum ranges from 3600 to 8000

Si
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cpS (Gimson 1966: 160), ie. the noise has a relatively high frequency.

The duration of /z/ is long and its intensity low. Thus the difference

between /t$/ and /dz/ may be both in voice and in friction. However, the

most important cue in the word-final position is the le,,,fh of the pre-

ceding segments, while a reduction takes place in front of the fortis

member of the opposition. The single /4/ /dz/ opposition included in

this study was discriminated by only 36 L of the informants probably

because none of the informants were able to use the length cue mentioned

above. The identification took place mainly by means of pragmatic cues

as the quite high percentages, 64 and BO show.

Consooant cpposatorL5: geneAai notes. Figure 2 illustrates the

identification and discrimination of the consonant oppositions included

in this study.

.1d,
Opposition tested

Figure 2. The discrimination and identification of the consonant oppositions;
the mean percentages of correct identification and discrimination
(y -axis) for the members of each opposition (x-axis). Each op-
position is presented as a group of three columns; the one with
oblique lines stands for the mean discrimination percentage and
the blank ones give the mean identification percentagcS for both
opposition members.

The mean percentages of both discrimination and identification in each

Opposition correspond to each other quite well. the oppositions that con-

tain only one or two items tested show greater internal variation. There-

fore it seems that when the number of items is increased, the solution

(mean) percentages become more uniform, ie. the effect of various fluc-

tuations is neutralized. In some pairs both members are difficult for
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Finnish learners, which tends to make solution percentages more unifrr,n,

The most difficult opposition included in this study was /tr/ -

/dr7, which supports the idea of its being a special case of the /t/

/d/ opposition. A striking phenomenon was the low identification per-

centage of /t,i/, which can largely be explained by pragmatic criteria.

The same trend is also seen in ltf/ - /dz/, where the discrimination

percentage is very low and the identification took place by means of

other than linguistic cues.

In general it is difficult to say which oppo,itions cause the

greatest difficulties for Finnish learners because the context (both

linguistic and pragmatic) greatly affects the degree of difficulty in

each case. For example, the falling of the sentence stress may complicate

or facilitate the processes of discrimination and/or identification. The

English consonants are not easy or difficult in themselves: difficulty

or ease is a function of the specific conditions in which the consonants

occur.

J:tt41*ti., orpoW. - JuNctcOxs in F4ou rif ii Foge_iLh. The

review of the concept of juncture revealed that the existence of various

Caries may be determined by grammatical criteria. For the comparison

of Finnish and English junctures the function of the linguistic unit

called word becomes essential. According to Karlsson (1977: 59), the word

carries more information in synthetic languages (like in Finnish) than in

analytic languages (like in English). Accordingly, the word in Finnish is

a more important unit both semantically, grammatically and perceptually

than the word in English. This is reflected, for example, in the diffi-

culty of defining the concept word in English. The importance of the word

means that there is a greater need in Finnish for word-internal cohesion

and also a greater need for boundary markers in Finnish than there is in

English (for more details, see Karlsson 1977: 59-63).

Certain phonOtactic rules signal word boundaries in both languages.

In Finnish, no consonant clusters are permitted in the initial position

of a word (except in lean words). The clusters /sr/ and /1r/ do not occur

in word-medial positions whereas /ps/ and /p1/ are found in these posi-

tions only (Wilk 1973: 47). Simple velars and labials are not permitted

in word-final positions (Karlsson 1977: 65). Consonant clutters are

negative boundary markers indicating that the word continues (see Trw-

betzkoy 1958: 277).
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In Finnish, vowel harmony requires that the front vowels

cannot coexist in the same word with the back vowels /u, o. a/ (se eg.

Wilk 1973: 47-, Irubetkoy 1958: 284-285; Lehtonen, Sajavaara and 'lay

1977: 152). For example, the string of sounds /ybjuoksu/ is perceived as

two words. Because the suffixial vowels of a Finnish word are determined

by the vowels of the root, vowel harmony also contributes to word-internal

cohesion (Karlsson 1977: 65). In addition, the morphophonemic alternations

create redundancy because, for example, the alternations in the suffixes

can be predicted by the alternations of the root. The redundancy on its

part facilitates decoding (see Karlsson 1977: 68).

No phenomenon equivalent to Finnish vowel harmony exists in English,

and certain other phonotactic rules signal word boundaries. 79/ does not

occur in word-initial positions and therefore no boundary is possible

before /9/. /r, j, w/ can occur in clusters as non-initial elements. In

word-final positions only /1/ may occur before non-syllabic /m, n/ (for

these and other examples, see eg. Gimson 1966: 239-256).

The phonotactic rules set up the possibilities of the occurrence of

ward boundaries, but, in the actual manifestation of the word level

Junctures, various phonetic cues are present. In Finnish wards, the pri-

mary stress is on the first syllable and it acts as a positive boundary

marker indicating where the word begins (Irubetgkoy 1958: 277). In English,

the main stress of a word is not necessarily on the first syllable (GImson

1966: 222). Therefore the English word stress is not such a uniform bound-

ary signal as the Finnish one.

According to Lehiste2 (1964: 174), in a Finnish vowel vowel sequence

the occurrence or non-occurrence of a word boundary between the two vowels

is signalled by the quality of the second vowel; a reduced vowel signals

the absence of a juncture and a non-reduced the presence of one. In English,

the quality of vowels may also serve as boundary signals in some cases, for

example the pair 1 - cc-cAvrim is differentiated, among other things,

by the long and reduced fax/ element (Gimon 1966: 375).

1

In the phonetic transcription Finnish letters have been used since they
refer to the corresponding phonemes in one -to -one relationship.

2
Lehiste compared same Finnish compounds whose first part ends in a vowel

and whose second part begins with a vowel with similar non-compound words,
eg. /lintuansa/ (abject form of 'his bird') /lintu-ansa/ ('bird trap').
The differences between the manifestations of the V + V sequence were in-
terpreted as signals of the presence or absence of a word boundary.
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lily duration of the second component in a Finnish \it'. sequence is

longer if the word boundary falls between the vowels than if there is no

boundary (Lehiste 1964: 175). A similar tendency is seen in English, where

Lehiste (1960: 42) found initial allophones to be considerably longer than

the medial or post-junctural ones, For example, the initial plosive /t/

was about five times as long as the medial /t/. Moreover, nazal ation

can De a juncture cue in Finnish (Lehiste 1964: 77).

Su, Daniloff and Hammarberg (1975: 254) tried to find out whether

nasal coarticulation can mark the presence of a juncture in English.

However, low level junctures were marked with little pause (= lack of

coarticulation) and only clause boundaries showec: consistent pauses.

The use of glottalization or a glottal stop as a juncture cue has

been reported in both Finnish (ed. Lehiste 1964: 175) and in English

(eg. Lehiste 1960: 45). According to Lehtonen and Koponen (1977: 7679),

the distribution and function of the glottal stop is, however, different

in these languages. In English, glottalization may occur in word-initial

and word-medial positions in front of a syllable beginning with a vowel.

In Finnish, it is possible only at a word boundary. Lehtonen and Koponen

/9; say "toe Qssential difference in the occurrence of

glottalization in English and in Finnish it, thus, the fct that English

glottalization is a phonetic means connected with syllable boundaries

and emphasis, and not an unambiguous marker at word boundaries. In Finnish,

glottalization can never be used word-medially to mark a syllable boundary

beginning with a vowel."

Because glottalization .ri occur only between words in Finnish,

Finnish speakers may also regard it as a word boundary cue in English.

This is supported by the study by Lehtonen and Koponen (1977: 75, 84). In

front of words beginning with a vowell, Finns used glottalization more

frequently than it was used in standard English pronuncia[ion. Glottaliza-

tion was also often used instead of linking (Lehtonen and Koponen 1977:

The aspiration of the English fortis plosives in the initial posi o

and the lack of aspiration in other positions may serve as a strong cue

for English speakers (Christie 1974: 819; Lehiste 1960: 4243). For

example, in the pair keep sticking - keeps acking the /t/ of the first

1

In Finnish, glottalization is used above all as a boundary signal in
connection with words beginning with a vowel.



member is unaspirated and that of the second member is aspirated. No

corresponding phenomenon can be found consistently in Finnish.

The comparison of juncture cues in English and Finnish shows that

their correspondence is not very great. It seems that Finnish speakers

use English cues only accidentally, for example, when a Glottal stop

happens to occur at a word boundary or when the primary stress happens

to fall on the first syllable of a word. The problem is also complicated

by the fact that the realization of phonetic cues is often speaker-depen-

dent (see, eg., Kent at aC 1974: 470; Moll and Daniloff 1968: 680) to

such an extent that they may become neutralized in connected speech (Gimson

1966: 301). This gives reason to suppose that pragmatic cues can be quite

strong in the perception of juncture oppositions.

,itt454.1atioa 6'6 fuaLtiale oppoaaion.s. The identification and

discrimination percentages (y-axis) of the juncture oppositions (x-axis)

are presented in Figure 5 below in the form of a diagram. The figure shows

that the identification of the juncture oppositions is inconsistent both

between and within the oppositions (solving percentages range from 4 % to

100 The same applies to the discrimination percentages (from 20 % to

95 .;,). In general, the linguistic cues that Finnish informants use in

perceiving juncture oppositions are the occurrence of the word stress on

the first syllable of an English word or a period of glottalization pre-

ceding a word beginning with a vowel. The highest percentage is elicited

by a glottal stop in front of a vowel in the initial position of a word,

ie. in the case of the pair That pImee S/ptince.s6 is eat Wend. Some

other similar pairs (the meat - them eat; guy fie - Wteat eye;

hoioe - at QUA house; a none an aim; Vanny - 6Aecd An e) which

did not have any glottal stop or had a very weak glottalization in this

position were clearly more poorly discriminated than oince S - paiaces.

So it seems that the glottal stop for Finns must be "clearly" perceptible.

Many other cues found to be responsible for the phonetic manifesta-

tion of junctures in some previous studies (eg. Lehiste 1960: 19, 30, 35;

Hoard 1966: 98=103; Gimson 1966: 300), such as the quality and length of

segmental sounds, provided they have been present in the samples of this

study, have not been prominent enough for Finnish informants to use. This

becomes understandable if we know that many of the durational and quality

cues were found to be inconsistent and even native speakers found it

difficult to perceive distinctions like these (see eg. Hoard 1966: 101).

According to Gimson (1966: 300), "the function of these cues depends on
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the speaker's consciousness of the word as an independent entity." In

other words, various linguistic cues are products of the particular

sect in question. the realization of the "theoretical" cues obviously

differs both interpersonally and within every speaker's pronunciation.

Some good examples of the pairs containing weak cues in this study are
tsaps - en c way - c and ne.tatr- oNiAt-':aN. In these

cases the linguistic cues ha',, been small and difficult to detect and the

identification has oeen based on pragmatic cues such as sentence meaning.

In fact, the number of pragmatic cues is quite great for many pairs. This

might mean that the abstracting of word boundaries is really a great

problem for Finns learning English.

scurenco stte,s6 Oppo-Sttcon4. - Sentence stress has two functions in

English (see eg. Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1971: 67 -69; Lehiste 1969:

150-151; Bolinger 1961: 83; Malmberg 1968: Ill). Firstly, every sentence

has a normal non-emphatic and unmarked sentence stress, which is predic-

table by means of the syntactic structure of the sentence. Second'iy, if
the purpose is to give more emphasis to a word or a morpheme, contras,tive

of emphatic stress is applied. For instance, in the example given by

Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May (1977: 68) Yestmlay I Im]itt o rmtl5 Lqctice,
the semantically and logically most important words are stressed, ie. the

words yotuLacla and Lqcyac_. But if this unmarked stress pattern is changed,

for example, by giving the word 604it a special emphasis, the underlying

structure and thus the meaning of the sentence changes (about the surface

and deep structure interpretation of contrastive stress see eg. Bresnan

1971: 269 and 1912: 326-327; Chomsky and Halle 1968: 15; Berman and Szamosi
1972: 319).

In Finnish sentence stress can express roughly similar phenomena as

in English. According to Wiik (1971: 45-46), it can signal the constituent

structure of an utterance, the theme-rheme relationship or contrast (see

also Nurmela 1934: 180; Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1977: 68).

The phonetic cues responsible in English for the realization of stress

are quite unanimously and amply documented; the pitch of the voice, the

quality of vowels, the duration of segments and the intensity of voice

(see eg, Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1977: 69 Lehiste 1969: 131; Morton
and Jassem 1965: 178; Fry 1965: 151; Lieberman 1960: 451; Brown and

McGlone 1974: 971: Adams and Munro 1978: 153). According to Lehtonen,

Sajavaara and May (1977: 68), the most effective cue both in Finnish and

English is the change in the pitch of voice, although the pitch variations
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in Finnish are much smaller than in Lnglish. Thus, Finnish learners of

English are not accustomed to such extensive ditch variations as exist

in Lnglish. Toe placement of stress is, however, largely determined by

t,e Treaning to be conveyed (eg. Cimson 1966: 258) and, accordingly, by

context and situation where the particular sentence occurs. There-

fore pragmatic cues may have a central role in the discrimination and

identification of sentence stress oppositions.

flr ,ii.sctonieaton Oisi (idootiiicatico ci scotc)!cc st=_cs. - The

discrimination and identification percentages (y-axis) of each sentence

stress opposition f.-axis) are presented in Figure 6. It shows that the

problems related to sentence stress are of two sorts. Firstly, all the

informants have not been able to perceive sentence stress distinctions.

With two exceptions, the discrimination percentages fall between 64

and 76 . Ihe fact that the solving percentages of the oppositions are

quite evenly distr=ibuted makes the difficulty consistent. he two de-

viating discrimination percentages (ie. 28 for 'Vhito Hotiolte114.to

and 06 for 'visiting v tcrw 06:ed5) seem to be re-

lated to tne idiolect of the test samples.

The second problem is related to the function of the sentence stress,

ie. the learner cwst understand the unerlying structure maintained by

the sentence stress. One probable explanation for that is that the

learners have not always known on which part of the utterance the sen-

tence stress should fall to give a particular shade of meaning. Often

this has to do with the understanding of gramgatical structures. The

situation is further complicated by a quantity of pragmatic cues directing

the identification process.

The effect of all these factors is reflected in the high deviations

among the identification scores (ranging from 8 .. to 88 .1. Iwo identi-

fication scores even exceed the corresponding discrimination result. he

results show that Finnish comprehensive school pupils may have difficulties

of the same degree with sentence stress as with segmental sounds or junc-

tures even though in principle the functions and the phonetic cues of

sentence stress both in Finnish and English are to a great extent similar.

IrEatvd to the identi44cati_on and dLictiJmination

the oppc5i_tilou3. - Ihe difficulties related to the identification and

discrimination of the oppositions tested are caused by a number of factors

in each particular case. The factors are quite heterogeneous. because

they vary greatly from context to context.

Is
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o/t//d/ ri/t1 rildr/ CUP/,/ Lf,

OPPOSITION TESTED

Figure 4. The discrimination and identification of the sentence stress
oppositions; the percentages of correct identification and
discrimination for the members of each sentence stress opposition.
Every opposition is presented by means of three columns; the one
with oblique lines (m D) stands for the discrimination percentage
and the blank ones stand for the identification percentages.
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The difficult the oppositions does not vary according to lin-

guistic categories (ie. vowels, consonants, Junctures and sentence

stress). Table 12 below shows the mecn scores, mean percentages ana

standard deviations for the discrimination and identification of the

items belonging to these categories separately and for the identifica-

tion and discrimination skills in general.

Table 12. The means, (;.), mean percentages ), and standard deviations
(d) of the discrimination and identification of the vowels, con-
sonants, junctures and sentence stress

Structure
tested

Number of
times

tested x

Discrimination identification

x Vx d d

Vowels

_.
IX 1/.0 68,U 4.49 11.9

._

4/.8 8,03

Consonants 21 14.9 59.4 5.26 14.0 56.0 6,77

Junctures 13 15.4 61.5 5.37 13,5 54.2 7.43

Sent, ties,

lotal 60

17.1

16.!

6d.5

b4.4

4:76

4.97

11.9 47.8

51.5

6,61

7.2112.8

The figures indicate that both in the case of discrimination and of

d.ntification the differences in difficulty between the categories are

very small indeed; in tar discrimination the greatest variation, which

between the sentence stress an 68.5 ) and the consonants (mean

is only 9 ; in the identification the greatest variation, about

ound between the consonants (mean 56.0 ) and the vowels/sen-

tence ,-.*_ress (mean for both 4/.8 ). mccordingly, the division of the

()epos. -.ions into suprasegmentals (= juncture + sentence stress) and seg-

ment. (. vowels + consonants) does not imply any clear difference in

difficulty. A lot of inconsistency is also found in the identification

and discrimination of the various sr'hclasses of the vowels and consonants

(eg. /A/ /a/ and /p/ - /b/).

Because the difficulties are not distributed according to the lin-

guistic categories mentioned above, it is to be concluded that the oppo-

sitions occurring in sentence pairs are not necessarily easy or diffi-

cult as such; instead, the difficulty is determined by the positions

they occupy in an utterance or expressiOn. Therefore the independence of

the sentence pair oppositions is more limited than that of the word pair

X91
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oppositions for example. This is reflected for instance in the fact that

contrastive predictions fall short in many cases in predicting the per-

ceptual problems of the sentence pairs; the power of contrastive predictions

varies because they are supposed to forecast the possible difficulties

between phonologically distinctive units in carefully controlled Circum-

stances. Ie. extracted from the context in which they are found in utter-

ances.

The importance of an opposition can be evaluated only if we know all

the linguistic and non-linguistic cues related to its perception. In each

case a bundle of cues is responsible for a particular identification or

discrimination result. The bundle of cues differs greatly from one situation

to another. This is clearly seen when the discrimination and identification

of the sentence pairs are compared. Though discrimination, in general,

seems to be an easier process than identification (mean solving percentages

54.4 r. and 51.1 respectively), the variation within identification and

discrimination and also between them is great. One and the same opposition

may obtain clearly different identification and discrimination percentages

in various positions. The identification score may in some cases be even

higher than the discrimination score (eg. Ted - dead). A common phenomenon

is that one member of an opposition is so much better identified than the

other that its percentage exceeds the discrimination score of the respective

pair. This seems to be especially the case when the discrimination score,

for one reason or another, has remained low. This means that when the in-

formants cannot perceive the linguistic cues properly they rely on other

cues. This may sometimes facilitate the identification of one member but

at the same time make the identification of its opposite member difficult.

This would mean that the role of the oppositions pel se for the understand-

ing of utterances would decrease ano the importance of the other cues would

Increase. The fact that the informants regarded the identification test

as easier than the discrimination test may indicate that the informants

have often used sentence cues and disregarded those belonging to phonology

because they might have been difficult to detect.

The reasons for the utterance dependence of the difficulties caused

by the various oppositions are to be found in the redundancy present in

speech. The native speaker needs to hear only a part of an utterance to

understand the message. He can make predictions about the cowing speech

and fill in the possible gaps in the code (see eg. Tommola 1977: 25;

Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1977: 18-19). The situation of the native
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speaker is different from that of a foreign language learner, because

the FL cannot always use redundancy to a similar extent. He must

perceive a nu;::iier of cues in order to understand the message; if he can-

not hear as many cues as are necessary for understanding, he must fill

in the gaps with some sort of meaningful cues. He may sometimes be able

to hear the purely linguistic cues but sometimes he must rely on pragma-

tics. Therefore the fundamental difficulty in the perception of the pho-

nological distinctions occurring in sentences is in the interpretation

cf all the cues that are available in the situation. It is impossible to

predict exhaustively what cues will be present; sometimes they are lin-

guistic, sometimes not, sometimes the linguistic cues are important, in

other cases not, etc.

Au examioat(:en ei the Inagmat NLea. - The important part that the

pragmatic cues play as independent variables explaining the discrimina-

tion and identification test results makes it necessary to examine these

cues in more detail. Pragmatics - though its definition may vary (see

eq. Gri- dijk and Stokhof 1978: 51) regarded as a part of communica-

tive competence, the other part of which is grammatical competence, Ie.

the interrelationship between form and meaning (see eq. Wales and Campbell

1971: 249; Hyiles 1971: 282; Corder 1973: 92; Sajavaara 1977: 21; Saja-

vaara and Lehtonen 19/7: 14; Kohonen and Saieva 1978: 13). According to

Sajavaara (197/: 14). atics is a set of rules for the mutual inter-

action of people in speech situations. Sajavaara (1977: 21-22) gives a

list of the possible parametres which may play a role in a communicative

act: "speaker, hearer, time and place, code (broken down to various com-

ponents), channel, various prerequisites of the speaker-hearer (knowledge

of the world, knowledge of the other parties of the speech event, social

relationships and roles including various rules of politeness and hier-

archies, norms, understanding of earlier messages, most of which is

normally covered by the concept of presupposition), intentions of the

speaker and hearer, affective states, non-verbal elements of the com-

municative act and problem solving capacity". the scope of the present

study does not, however, include any interactional speech events and

therefore the subjects act only as hearers and cannot use potential

situational cues proper. The pragmatics of the study mainly covers dif-

ferent factors which may intervene in the identification and discrimina-

tion of the phonological oppositions, other than the linguistic factors

proper. The bulk of the pragmatic cues are related to the impressions
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given by the meaning, syntax, words and social factors of tle test sen-

tences in the discrimination and identification "situations'. The a,rm

'linguistic cue' has been reserved for the cues tha' are deducible from

the phor.ological system and are in many cases explained by linguistic

contrastive means.

In the following list, the pragmatic cues are given :n the order in

which they will be dealt with below:

1. The mastering of the words containing the structures tested.

2. The probability of meeting the words containing the structures

tested.

3. The probability of meeting the test sentences.

4. The lcigth of the test sentences.

5. The difficulties of analysing the test sentences.

6. The informational value of the test sentences.

7. The referential appropriateness of the test senWnce's.

8. The concrete vs. abstract reference of the test sntences.

9. The general vs. situational truth reference of the test sentences.

10. The attitudes and presuppositions towards the messages the te=;i.

sentences.

11. the social messages of the test sentences.

12. The person-centred images in the test sentences.

13. Orthographical confusions.

lth Idiolectal variation.

15. The confusion of English and Swedish.

The mastering of the words containing the structures tested is the most

common pragmatic cue that affects the identification and perhaps also the

discrimination. Poor mastering of the words makes it difficult for the

informants to analyse the strings of sounds and to recognize the structures

that contain the most essential linguistic cues. This is especially true

of junctures because the recognition of words and the key words in par-

ticular) serves as a necessary prerequisite for the detection of the

juncture cues proper. Moreover, in the case of segmental phonemes it is

easier to pick up identification cues if the respective word is well-

mastered. The identification process may sometimes be based on the per-

ception of a word more than on that of an individual phoneme.

The elimination of the word effect is impossible; some words are

always better mastered than others. The informants of this study had
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studied English for six years and the word effect is clear. In at least

25 cies poor mastering of the key words has lowered the identification

perc-2ntage of the respective oppositiod member. Among the poorly mastered

wor .:!%. are, for example, itsdi, du.:, hut, bath, pat,

scoi and LL-cue, but it is not enough to catalogue these words because

difficulty is relative; the difficulty depends on the point of re-

The poor mastering of a word in one member of an opposition may

.-..come especially emphasized if the corresponding word in its opposite

membe is very well mastered. Thus the word effect is to a large extent

017;x=sition-specific.

The high probability of coming across certain words increases their

familiarity. Two words may be nearly equally well mastered but one or the

other is more popular because of its familiarity. For example, in the

pairs . ()J.-hacl: and i'ci4:ilds-Fdolch the first mem-

bers are better identified partly because their occurrence from the point

of view of the informants is more probable than that of the second mem-

ber, though both members are about equally well mastered.

The main reason for the familiarity of the words is their frequent

occurrence in school language, ie. in textbooks and classroom activity.

In addition, these words are usually among the first English words that

the pupils meet at school. Some examples of these words are: htfC, ftvc,

ship, Led, cat, bac, hap, coat, name, think: and edd. Again, the degree

of tamillarity depends on which other words they are compared with. When

A word is very familiar, its phonological and orthographical structure is

well mastered and the picking up of the linguistic cues related to it

becomes easier. But the word may also be too familiar, so that the in-

formants tend to hear it even in cases where it is not present.

The probability of the occurrence of the test sentences can direct

the discriminatioh and especially the identification process: certain

sentences occur more often P contexts in which the informants are in-

volved. A suitable context speeds up the recognition of the key words

(see eg. Tulving and Gold 1966: 326). For example, the first members of

the sentence pairs TI is Ls yaut wttCitectt, On't ft? My :s/:s ate not

hate, iit3 tuckitock is vem yood, The Ubbcsa t-S on the deg:410c, you Ace

and It ts a namelan rim are more probable than the Second members. All

the sentences are formally acceptable but the situations where they can

be met differ considerably. Those having to do with school language are

naturally favoured. But some expressions are more probable in the in-
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fOrmant's everyday lives, too. They are frequently net in Finnish,

which increases their familiarity.

The length of the test sentences also affects discrimination and

identification. For example, Hughes and 'lay (1974: 39) state that memory

effect is more clearly present in the discrimination between minimal

Sentence pairs than between minimal word pairs. According to Fry (1970:

49), short term memory capacity limits the information 'which people

can handle in a given time. This may be true for discrimination, but

not so much for identification. In the identification proceSS the

meaning has a central role, and people can remember meaningful sentences

as against unstructured strings (see eg, Slobin 1971: 21; Jauhiainen

1974: 13). As a whole the identification process seems to be based more

on the meaning than on the discrimination process. However, if a sentence

is very long (eg. The zooi.s Cack/Catb am a poputat taking point. (then

I torts s ttc:g in the boat 1 slatted to yi nk/think or It is the bigjest

a tt in the wot.ed! the picking up of the linguistic cues

becomes difficult. To see what the influence sentence length was, the

test material was divided into short and long sentences (five words or

less vs. more than five words). The mean scores and percentages for

both discrimination and identification are given in Table 14.

Table 14. the identification and discrimination of short and long
sentences.

Sentence
length

f

Discrimination Identification Total

x% ;%

short 61 17.3 69.4

Tong 59 14.4 57.8

122 14.0 55.9 15.7 62.6

118 12.0 48.1 13.2 52.8

The short sentences are identified (mean 55.9%) and discriminated

(mean 69.4%) somewhat better than the long sentences (the respective

percentages 57.8% and 48.1%). The difference between the short and the

long sentences is slightly greater in the discrimination test about 12%)

than in the identification test (8%). In general, the short sentences

(62,6%) are better identified and discriminated than the long sentences

(52,8%). The difficulties in the analysis of the structures of the long
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Sentences is a probable explanation for the nos...fits. However, the

differences between short and lend Oehtencus are smell because clabY

intervening factors blow the picture. For examole, the occurrence

Of trusses on the "critical sores and some idiolectal features distort

the result.

The problems in the analysis and recognition of the structure of

the sentences can raise identification and discrimination pToblems.

This is especially evident in juncture oppositions like I oweie fh ow'

tc cut it I hilv.v the e.Tetot cue it, 1 3ak: amot I a them 7:at

or Ttcr toc Uwru T,OM itcpc.! AtilCo. The structural relatiouship

between the members is complex in the sense that no oneto-onu fennel

correspondence exists between theri. Informants must he able re see

what possibilities there are of dividing the segmentally similar sentences

into two formally and semantically different units. The sentence stress

oppositions relate to underlying strctural dffferences. For eample,
3r, t,I5rtt lifl mien can b

arer oust realize that the sentence structures are

In other words, the sentences consisting of the same uhoneme string

can have at least those two underlying structures. The problem is

especially acute with such pairs as Kim .. t;ic mhite 'hui0c":

or

Vft, 1,.v!, a Lpcoi_af where it is difficuit to know the

function of the sentence- stress without earlier experience (ie. without

knowing, 7oe example, that the stres on A_tt-' Implies 'The Mite house

in Washington' and the stress on (truer refers to 'a house painted white'.

The fact that certain forms are preferred influences tne identi-

fication. For example, in the pair Tho / TI;i4/ air

ccajrcm 'ca.zds the informants tend to 'hear' the latter member more

readily because they associate these sentences with the present progressive.

This is due to the fact that the present progressive is introduced at the

beginning of the English studies and the pupils have a strong tendency

to use it even in cases -. where it Is not appropriate (see eg. Kohonen and

Saleva 1978: 14).

The informational value of the test sentences can be linked up with

the identification and discrimination problems. The informational value

is like the markedness theory in linguistics (see p. 179 above);

19
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be message carried by a sentence is 'unmarked" if it does not give any

-Jsual, new inforlation tut "marked' if smething new and perhaps unex-

:ted is presented. In Other words, for example, driving a car is not a

ce of new but driving a car in such a way that an accident takes place

new and informative. In the pair I pie:cd It up and it ';eaCey taco cod

the latter member is more 'popular' because it is more unexpected and

Aisual to pick up golden things than to come across something cold. The

uite high percentages of the third alternative It i!, i showel hotie in

the case of It wiz at ewt house 1 It v.v$ a tow/ heuze is obviously

related to the interest in something unusual, something that has not,

perhaps, even been met before. More or less similar is the popularity

of icx in the pair Have feu -seen the jo.-Jz) / icx the c? In principle,

however, the informational value of the sentences differs to a certain

extent according to the background of the informants, ie.the informational

value of the go,:d sentence is obviously quite small for a goldsmith, for

example. Therefore the central determiner of the informational value is

to be found the earlier experience of the world and in its influence

on the individuals concerned.

The referential appropriateness of the test sentences affects the

perception process. It is important for a language learner to master the

sense-relation rules (ie. the relation between form and meaning), but it

is also important to be acquainted with the reference-helatlon rules

(see eg. Corder 1973: 103 - 104). The hearer must always be aware of

how the sentence meaning relates to the surrounding world, and the concepts

about the surrounding world are to a large extent culturally based (Corder

1973: 104).

An example of what is not usually done in a culture is found in the

latter member of the pair They ate 'huntAing is is / hunting 'dog); it was

poorly identified because of it being unusual that dogs are hunted. The

knowledge of foreign cultures may also cause reference difficulties. The

pair Ehgeand Es iam0u) -t4 chips / sh4ps gathered a lot of skips

identifications, partly because the pupils know that England is island

and it is known for its great seafarers.

The abstract concrete dimension that the test sentences occupy

is in direct relation to the perceptual process. The concrete reference

of a sentence is apt to increase the probability that it is chosen in the

identification test, in spite of the fact that the thinking process of

the informants is no longer based on that of concrete operations (see eg.
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Heinonen 1972. 73 91- Carroll 1970: 135 - 1 The importance of

concreteness for school learning is emphasized for all age groups

(see eg. POPS 1 1970: 102; Koort 1973: 214 - 215; Ausubel and Robinson

1969: 183 - 190) in such a way that teaching should advance from concrete

to abstract because concrete reference is easier to grasp. For example,
in the pair Hio bLI I be is too high the second One is more concrete

and nearer to the informants' sphere of experience and therefore it
better identified. Some other examples in which the concreteness of

the first member has gathered more identifications are the following:

It is the b-post tea-pot i teapott 0: the :tv,iCd. They asked Tom to

erne / ctfm dottu, I ,Zo1-:ed t up and 4t .ttattu nts coed Deed, It was

at cut hansz / a towel_ house and HO 4:4,:c icath vAs net the same as
beitte. The concreteness abstractness is naturally not the only

pragmatic factor that influences the identification of these pairs;

for example, in cued / rdefcd the informational value of the sentences

Plays a role. In general we cannot divide! the concrete abstract
dimension into absolute categories. Instead we are concerned with degrees
of abstractness or concreteness.

The semantic content of a sentence can also vary according to the
truth dimension. Some sentences express general truths, ie. something

that is always true, whereas some others refer to occasional truths,

ie. a truth that holds only under certain limited conditions. For example,
in the pair The boys spored / spout tee much mono/ mlekends the first

member has to do with the general truth that the boys spend a lot of

money at certain intervals but the second member only refers to a past
period.

The expectancies and presuppositions about the coming message often

influence the identification and possibly also the discrimination process.

As Bruce (1968: 131) puts it, we hear what we expect to hear. The frame-

work for this kind of phenomenon is provided by the redundancy found in
speech. We do not hear the code in its entirety but sample it and make

predictions on the basis of our sampling (see eg. Sutherland 1966: 161).

Corder (1973: 120) calls this a heuristic model. According to Curney

(1973: 96), only 60-80 % of any communication is heard. Therefore know-

ledge of the context and of the syntactic regularities makes completion

and comprehension of a speech sequence possible. At the first stage of

language studies in particular the unprt4ictability of utterances is

a source of difficulties. Therefore the learner must attempt to use the

9
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sentence structure and the general setting to get a fair idea of what

is to come (See eg. Curney 1973: 98; Lehtonen, Sajavaara and stay 1977:

18). Quite often the expectancy errors are due to the extreme familia-

rity of the key words or of tne whole test sentences; the informants

identify only the most familiar alternatives, excluding the others. For

example, in the pair It ieaa juat a !,ma[[ cut / !..20 the third

alternative It waia Just a smal:e eat, tic :: sec was frequently chosen because

of its familiarity, le, the informants think they hear it despite its

clear linguistic difference from the other alternatives. Other pairs whose

first members are very familiar and which have been extended to the scope

of the other two alternatives are he ;1a.5 gat a bik2 / pat, Hav, ac,z

caea!-L7 toieat oi my new ah0=t7, and I Zel.t my he,Itt / hat 6:

F-...tuci=ac.,., The low discrimination percentages of the pairs mentioned

above (mean solution 43) may be an indication of the anticipatory

effect, ie, the informants tend to 'hear' only the most familiar alter-

native. Sometimes a centre of interest may lead to an expectancy effect;

in the pair s bitctestod cu apctts spts the arcts alternative

was popular because of its greater interest for the informants. Generally

speaking the expectancy effect is, to some extent, present in the identi-

fication of all the test items but in some cases its influence is more

marked.

The Social content of the sentences Is liable to direct the identi-

fication process. Certain alternatives may tu socially more acceptable

than others. The extent and quality of the Social explanations seem to be

dependent on the informants' age, because the susceptibility to environ-

mental influence is different in various age groups. 14-15-year-old

children (like our informants) are especially subject to environmental

influence (Heinonen 1972: 170 171). They have a tendency to become

members of peer groups and to accept its roles and norms. Thus the social

values of the peer group may conflict with the values set up by the

surrounding society. For example, the high identification percentages

of the first members of the pairs L'hetc LS youl gEccaa cCas. 1,5 you-,

gin / &in atteng enough and the frequent choice of the third alternative

She L4 Took ng Son het 6heaty in case of the pair She La Cooking cn her

chesty / Jetty reflect the intention to break the taboo connected with

the use of alcohol in Finland.
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The person-centred image given by the test sentences also

influences the identification process. Obviously a reference to

people is somehow experienced as more affective than that to various

impersonal objects. To some extent this phenomenon may be related

to the stage of the informants' social development favourable effect

of the person-centred images is seen in the greatly varying identifi-

cation percentages between the members of the pairs She is tociana iot

het chetty / Jetty and He TatLed about 44 chain / Jane. The occurrence

of the proper names quite obviously fortifies the person-centred image.

The high identification percentage of Ted (88 Z) in the pair The maw

i4 Ted / dead seems to belong to the same category.

A great number of discrimination and identification problems are

related to various idiolectal features in the test sample. As Lehtonen,

SAjavaara and May (1977: 24) put it, "many elements found in the 'ideal'

oho:,logical representation of the message are simplified or deleted,

it is this simplified phonetic chain of utterance that language

learners are faced with in a normal communicative situation. Though

the testing situation of this study does not correspond to a natural

communicative situation and therefore various pragmatic features like

gestures and facial expressions are not available, some other idiolectal

features ensure that the test sample is not an ideal representation of

speech as described in textbooks. Factors such as speaking rate, tempo,

rhythm, loudness, linking, assimilation and reduction make the linguistic

cues of each particular opposition prominent or less prominent (see eg.

Lehtonen. Sajavaara and May 1977: 24; Gimson 1966: 3 - 4). The juncture

cues in particular are subject to idiolectal variation to such an extent

that they may even become neutralized.

The most overt and frequent idiolectal factor in this study is the

placement of the sentence stress on the key words, ie. the words containing

the main linguistic identification and discrimination cues. (No predetermined

stress pattern was provided (except in the case of sentence stress oppo-

sitions) and no situational reference was presented to the speaker of

the test material.) When the sentence stress happened to fall on the

key words, the perceptual process was facilitated whereas the lack of

the sentence stress on the 'critical' words had a contrary effect. The

mean discrimination and identification percentages of the pairs that lacked

the 'critical' sentence Stress (ie. cat-cot, hut- heart, come-cam, peach-

beach, apent-spend, cofd-gold, ttZp4-dtir0 and way towattea) are 51.5 %

01
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and 41. 5 t whereas the respective figures for the entire tests are 64.41

and 51.5 t. Thus both discrimination and identification problems seem to

be related to the presence or absence of sentence stress on the key words.

The lack of sentence stress also causes various reduction phenomena, which

naturally weaken the linguistic cues in question. Another factor that

contributes to the picking up of linguistic cues is the overall "care-

fulness" of the pronunciation in the test samples. For example, in the

pair ptinccs_s txt.Znce. S the difference between the members was emphasized

and nearly all the informants (96 t) perceived this distinction. No such

effect was present in the pair _,J city and the perception of the difference

was very difficult (16 f).

The effect of Swedish on discrimination and identification is not very

extensive in this study but it is important as a potential cue, because the

informants had studied Swedish as their second foreign language for three

years. Firstly, Swedish influence is apparent in the perception of the

opposition /1/ - RI/. In Swedish the corresponding sounds [f] and [tfI

are in free variation (see eg. Stubelius 1969: 90). Secondly, in the

identification test the word eock was confused with the Swedish word eock,

which means 'shutter'. The identification has taken place on the basis of

the formal correspondence between these words, and therefore the hypothesis

that Finnish speakers use the spelling as a point of reference gets more

support.

The pragmatic cues can be divided into various categories, for example,

syntactic, semantic, orthographical, social. psychological, etc., but the

common denominator for all these factors is the degree of familiarity of

the different structures present in the test sentences. The familiarity

may be related to words, sentences, orthography, meaning or social context

of the test items. It is difficult to estimate the relative importance

of the linguistic and pragmatic cues because their importance varies from

context to context. The influence of the linguistic cues is strongly

related to the idiolect of the test sample. Even though the pragmatic

cues in one form or another are nearly always present, their effect is

emphasized if the linguistic cues are weak, which does not, of course, mean

that the test sample is badly pronounced. As a whole the pragmatic cues

reported in this study are only the tip of the "iceberg" that is found

in a natural speech situation.
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Discrimination and identification tests end pronunciation skills.

This section will deal with the applicabilli-y of the perceptual tests

used in this study to the measuring of the pronunciation skills.

The comparison of the discrimination and identification skills

is here carried out by means of the correlation matrix presented in

Figure 5. The discrimination and identificatiot test results have

been correlated with each other and with certain background 'inriables.

Among these background variables the mean of the marks in al the school

subjects indicates the general success at school. The school marks in

English show the English skills. The mark in music has been included,

because an aptitude for music may, to some extent, be cunrocted with

the discrimination and identification skills. The productil.: variable

(. P) consists of the results of the productioa test.

E

M

MN

0

1

V

P

1.00

0.27

0.75

0.22

0.57

0.52

0,65

1.00

0.29

0.15

0.39

0.52

0.44

MN

1.00

0.41

0.50

0.57

0.77

1.00

0.29

0.02

0.25

1.00

0.42

0.70

1.00

0.49 1,00

Figure 5. The intercorrelations computed between the tests used in this
study and certain background variables. The variables are
as follows: E . marks in English, M m marks in music, MN = mean
marks in all school subjects, 0 = scores in the discrimination
test, 1 scores in the identification test, V = scores in the
vocabulary test and P m scores in the production test.

The correlations are not high (all less than 0.80). this is partly

due to the fact that the tests were primarily designed for the study of

the discrimination and identification of certain phonological oppositions,

while the measuring of the pronunciation skills was only a secondary aim.

For instance no pretesting was carried out. Another factor lowering the

correlation coefficients is the quite small scatter of the scores within

both perceptual tests, the discrimination test scores ranging from 30 to

40 (maximum 50) and the identification scores from 52 to 97 with one
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expection (maximum 120). The corresponding figures for the vocabulary

test are 87 to 127 (maximum 131) (see Appendix 2). The small variations

tend to lower the correlation coefficients (see eg. Peltonen 1970: 44;

Koponen 1976: 28).

The correlation between the identification and discrimination test

is quite low, 0.29, which shows that there is no great correspondence

between them. Obviously they measure different skills. From a psycho-

linguistic point of view the situation can be illustrated by Corder's

model of the receptive skills (1973: 117 - 124), which is presented in

the form of a schema in Figure 6.

UNDERSTANDING

IDENTIFICATION

RECOGNITION

DISCRIMINATION

Figure 6. Receptive activities from a psycholingu _ 'c point of view
according to Corder (1973: 117 - 124).

All the skills (discrimination, recognition, identification and under-

standing) presented in Figure 8 are necessary for the understanding of an

FL message. The skills are hierarchically ordered in such a way that

identification activity, for example, presupposes recognition and discrimi-

nation skills.

The discrimination test used in this study can be seen as an equivalent

to the discrimination activity in Figure 8. It presupposes auditory skills

only, ie. the listener must be able to 'hear' certain sound phenomena (like

the degrees of intensity, pitch, duration and quality) as distinct from each

other. The discrimination process is therefore a passive activity because

'hearing is not doing anything it is just something that happens to you

(Corder 1973: 117). Naturally the making of a distinction between various

sound phenomena presupposes some concentration but no cognitive skills are

needed, The discriminatory skills are not specifically linguistic, because

they are needed in making sense of the 'world of sounds' in general.

The identification test in this study contains all the activities

mentioned in Corder's hierarchy. The starting point is the discriminatory
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skill. For addition, the listener must possess the recognition skills,

ie. he must be able to put the incoming data into the schema that he

has acquired by means of intuition and experience of language in general.

The listener has internalized certain hypotheses against which he tests

the incoming perceptions and locates the sensations he receives in the

abstract model called 'perceptual schemata' (see eg. Corder 1973: 118).

For example, the recognition of an FL segmental phoneme means that we

are able to classify it, ie. to match the input data with stored represen-

ions. Therefore recognition is an active cognitive process which

has at least something to do with problem solving ability (see eg.

Gregory 1970: 30).

At the word and word-group level the incoming data can be compared

with the stored schemata but at the sentence level this is not possible,

because all the sentences hear have no equivalents in the models we have

stored earlier. Instead we have stored a limited number of rules govern-

ing various sentence structures. Every sentence is analysed at the

identification phase. According to Corder (1973: 120), this is done

heuristically, ie by predicting the structure of the utterance concerned

by means of sampling.

Finally, the listener must be able to understand the message he

receives in its particular context and in this way realize the communi-

cative intent of the speaker. This skill. (not far from) pragmatics,

is called understanding in Corder's model. Because the identification

test in this study presupposes, not only the discrimination and recognition

of phonological structures, but also the identification and understanding

of the Lest sentences, it comprises roughly speaking all the skills in

the hierarchy above and is, contrary to the discrimination test, a Strongly

cognitive activity. This becomes evident in the way in which the

discrimination and identification tests correlate to the other variables

in this study (see Figure 7).

Firstly, the identification test correlates better to the apparently

cognitive English skills (0.69) than does the discrimination test (0.22).

The situation is the same with aptitude for music (0.39 for identification

and 0.15 for discrimination). In the light of Corder's model aptitude for

music presupposes at least some kind of recognition activity. General

school achievement correlates better with the identification test (0.66)

than with the discrimination test (0.14). The vocabulary test that
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presupposes some cognitive mastering of English does not correlate with the

discrimination test (0.02) at all but to some extent with the identification

test (0.42). Thus the mastering of the vocabulary of the structures tested

is not of great importance in the discrimination process, which supports

the view that the discrimination test measures hearing ability, even though

the detailed study of the test items showed that the familiarity of the key

words made it difficult to perceive certain distinctions. Some informants

may have used the 'probable' meaning of the words and sentences as their

perceptual strategy. In addition, the production test correlates better

with the identification test (0.70) than with the discrimination test (0.26).

The productive test is cognitive in the sense that the informants must

know the relationship between English orthography and its phonological and

phonetic representation.

The above results are supported by the findings of Moisio and Valento

(1976: 82). Because the discrimination test measured hearing ability only,

such variables as language skills and attitudes towards English did not

correlate as strongly with the discrimination test as with the analogy

tests. Further, Moisio and Valento (1976: 85) found that learners of

German got as equally high scores in the discrimination test as learners of

English and that the background variables which were not concerned with

language skills proper correlated better with the discrimination test

than with language-skill variables. In Hirvonen's study (1971: 34),

too, the correlations between the discrimination and the identification

tests were quite low. Lehtonen and Koponen (1977: 84) report a correlation

of 0.52 between the mark in English and the linking of words.

That the discrimination test is relatively easier (solving % 64.4)

than the identification test (solving % 51.5) probably reflects the

mechanical nature of the discrimination test and the cognitiveness of

the identification test (see Appendix 2). The same tendency was apparent

in Moisio and Valento's (1976: 86) study, where the solving percentage

for the discrimination test was 74.3 % and for the analogy tests 53.4

and 57.3.

The results show that the identification test presupposes more

complicated cognitive processes than the discrimination test, which

could perhaps be replaced by a test measuring the discrimination of

various sounds and noises which have nothing to do with linguistic

distinctions. Thus the identification test clearly measures language
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skills (= the mastering of the FL), whereas the discrimination test

measures hearing ability only. According to Lehtonen (1972a: 21),

a speaker with normal hearing can, at least after some exercise,

discriminate between various FL sounds in the same way as he discriminates

between various colours. But in FL learning this is not enough. The

learner must also be able to identify the FL sounds and to realize that

certain new phonetic cues may completely change the meaning of the

utterance in question. In other words, the discrimination test does

not necessarily measure the mastering of the foreign language sound

system (see eg. Lehtonen 1972b: 18).

The scope of the tests can also be looked at from a linguistic point

of view, ie. to find out what linguistic levels (phonology, syntax,

semantics) they have to do with. The discrimination test is related to

the phonological level only, but it does not even cover the phonology

as a whole. The identification test consists of phonological, syntactic

and semantic component. This is probably one reason for the claim that

a test based on minimal pair sentences measures syntactic and semantic

skills only (see eg. Tommola 1975: 13). However, the mastering of the

phonological system is integrally related to the mastering of the skills

presupposed by the other linguistic levels. For example, the linking

of words and the introduction of pauses in sentences presuppose the

mastering of syntax as well as the understanding of the functions of

junctures and sentence stress. The grouping of the sounds into phonemes

is based on semantic principles (see eg. Lehtonen 1972a: 51; Mackey

1971: 80). Further, the mastering of vocabulary may make the identifi-

cation of individual phonemes easier in the same way as the understanding

of phonological rules does. However, the identification result is not

fully predictable by means of the mastering of the key words because

the correlation between the identification test and the vocabulary test

is only 0.42. Some other factors like the redundancy with its expectancy

function, social preference, informative value, or familiarity interfere

with the mastering of the sound system. Therefore the linguistic levels

should also include pragmatics (Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May 1977: 180).

The mastering of the sound system is not a mere sum of the phonological

distinctions and identification cues; its connections with the skills at

the other levels of language are quite obvious. Thus, for example, the

importance of the individual phonemes in sentences or in natural speech is

237
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relatively small, becau4: they can be predicted by means of cues other

than specifically phonological (phonetic) ones.

The identification test contains a certain number of skills related

to communicative competence though it is not concerned with an interaction

process proper between the speaker and the hearer, wnile the discrimination

test has no strong connections with communicative compQtence. The discrimi-

nation test procedure can be described by means of Corder's (1973: 359) model

presented in Figure 7.

Input: Test materials Output

1. Linguistic dot

2. Test inst.'uctions ('programme').
-

Language
rnceasing
device

Figure 7. The discrimination test protedure.

Test responses

According to this model the input cons: t, of the linguistic data and

the test instructions that are handled by tt° language prOcessing device

of the learner and the result (= output) is the test responses. The data

in the discrimination ttr passes through the language processing device

without being influenced by other factors. The situation is different

in the identification test, which can be illustrated by Corder's (1973:

363) model of a test measuring communicative competence (Figure B).

Input

Linguistic data

Situational data

Test instructions

General cognitive
capacities etc.

Language processing device
formation rules: knowledge
of culture and society:
"speaking rules"

Figure The identification test procedure.

Output

Test responses

The input data consists of the linguistic data the phonological

oppositions) and the situational data (= in this case, various pragmatic

factors and the test instructions). The language processing device

29
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contains the learner's linguistic competence (m formation rules) and

performance (e speaking rules) together with the influence of the

general cognitive capacities, The result of the processing of the

input data is the test responses. Thus the identification test has

to do with cognitive skills and with communicative competence (although

the pragmatic cues cover only some of those present in natural speech).

It also has links with knowledge of society and culture in general. The

discrimination test, however, lacks these components.

The relationship between the discrimination and identification

tests and the productive skills is an interesting problem. There is

a consensus of opinion on the fact that the receptive and productive

processes are related to each other (see eg. Carroll 1970: 64; Wangler

and Weiss 1975: 196; Corder 1973: 125). For example, the auditory

feedback is needed in the production process for the control of the

articulatory movements. However, it is obvious that the receptive and

productive processes do not completely correspond to each other. According

to Lehtonen, Sajavaara and May (1977: 18 - 19), a complete correspondence

would mean that the "interpretation of the message takes place after the

hearer has received the acoustic cues contained in the surface form of

the message". The native speaker, however, uses his ability to predict,

and the perception takes place by means of all the available linguistic

and non-linguistic cues. Therefore, neither the receptive process nor

the productive one are based on the 'ideal' surface representation

of speech: many intervening factors complicate these processes (see.

eg. Corder 1973: 123).

The results of this study show that the connection between the

receptive and productive skills depends on what kind of processes these

skills presuppose. The identification test measuring integrative and

cognitive skills correlates better with the production test (0.70) than

with the discrimination test primarily measuring mechanical auditory

skills (0.25). Thus the ability to discriminate does not necessarily

imply any productive skills (see also van Teslaar 1965: 88; TommoIa

1975: 6). The strong correlation between the identification and pro-

duction tests may be due to the fact that both tests presuppose some

cognitive and integrative skills. An indication of the cognitive and

integrative nature of the productive skills is the high correlation

(0.65) between the identification test and the English marks. Further,

the correlations between the identification test and Swedish marks (0.77),

409
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music (0.43) and general school achievement (0.77) are quite high. The

high correlations between the productive and receptive skills obtained

by Munsell (1973: 46, 54, 103) and Kjellmer (1968: 138 - 139), 0.78 and

0.58 respectively, are obviously explainable by the same kind of reasoning

as lies behind the high correlations of this study.

The low correlations between the discrimination test and the production

skills are probably due to the fact that no parallel exists between reception

and production in regard to cognitive piocesses. Thus if we need a receptive

test capable of predicting the production skills through which the message in

the orthographical form will be translated into speech, we must construct

a test similar to the identification test used in this study; it must consist

of the various cues necessary in the interpretation of the message (cues

related to phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics) (see eg.

Kohonen 1976: 39; Tommola 1977: 25 - 26; Filliner 1977: 14; Kohonen and

Saleva 1978: 18). It is impostible to say if reception is a precondition

for production, or the other way round, or whether the relationship between

these skills is interactive. However, an awareness of all the factors

influencing the understanding and production of a message is necessary for

an FL learner.

The correlation between aptitude for music and the other variables

varies a lot; between it and the mark in English (0.27), general school

achievement (0.29) and the discrimination test (0.15) the correlations

are quite low. Between it and the identification test (0.39) production

test (0.44) and vocabulary test they are however somewhat higher (0.52).

Lehtonen and Koponen (1977: 84) got a correlation or 0.48 between aptitude

for music and the preference for linking. In Lehtovaara's (1974: 50)

Study, aptitude for music was better correlated with the linking of sounds

(0.32) and intonation (0.35) than with discrimination (0.06). So it

seems that aptitude for music is not very strongly related to discrimination

but somewhat better to the variables having to do with skills of a more

cognitive native. On the other hand, general cognitive capacities like

school achievement do not get very high correlations. Therefore we can

assume that aptitude for music is related to the same area of the

communicative process as the phonetic identification cues, ie. the use

of the phonetic cues has something to do with aptitude for music.
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CONCLUSIONS

The great number of factors influencing the receptive pronunciation

skills reflects the complex nature of these skills. We are mot only

concerned with interpreting the phonetic surface structure of an FL

utterance but we are supposed to have an ability to cope with all the

factors present in a particular reception situation.

It is, however, impossible to say which kinds of factors are more

important, phonetic or pragmatic. We may only assume that the use of

the phonetic identification cues is greatest at the beginning of FL

learning and that their importance decreases when the studies advance,

while the importance of pragmatic cues increases. It may also be that

when the speech situation becomes more natural, the use of pragmatic

cues increases. Therefore, tests that measure the mastering of phonetic

cues are not comprehensive enough, even though the phonetic factors

as such may constitute an important source of receptive difficulties.

The use of the pragmatic cues in the perceptual process presupposes

the learner's ability to operate on both the syntactic and the morpho-

logical level; operations with the phonetic surface structure should be

so far automatized that the learner need not consciously concentrate

on the picking up of the information it carries. The reception should

be based on sampling and on the use of the redundancy present in speech.

From the language teaching point of view what is essential is how

these receptive skills can be developed. All the factors playing a role

in the receptive process should be taken into account. The materials

should consist of many varieties of the FL, so that the interpretation Of

the phonetic cues would become unconscious and automatic. The inter-

pretation of the message should be based on morphological, syntactic,

semantic and pragmatic cues. Moreover, the cognitive and communicative

nature of language learning should be emphasized. The lack of attention

to cognitive skills can be seen, among other things, in the introduction

of the direct and audiolingual methods; for example, in a pilot study

by the present writer the number of cognitive techniques used in teaching

pronunciation and semantics amounted to only 28 % of all the methods used.

At present, the teaching of English pronunciation cannot be satis-

factorily carried out in Finnish comprehensive schools. During the first

three years, when the teaching of pronunciation could be appropriate

because of the pupils' good ability in sound perception and imitation,
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the groups to be taught are too big or, especially in the country,

composed of two groups at different levels (eg. the fifth and sixth

forms) are taught simultaneously. If the time available for efficient

teaching is about 20 minutes twice a week some grammar and vocabulary

should also be dealt with, the teaching of pronunciation remains minimal.

At the beginning of language studies, listening exercises would be

important, but the pupils cannot concentrate on mere listening, because

they want to express themselves in the foreign language. Thus, although

the language learning process would fa promoted by listening exercises,

various pedagogic reasons do not always favour this.

At the later stages of English studies the problems are related to

big teaching groups, to the small number of English lessons and to the

lack of teaching aids.
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APPENDIX 1= The material of he present study.

1. I feel it now.
I fill it now.

2. The heel is very high.
The hill is very high.

3. He wanted to leave.
He wanted to live.

4. I saw the sheep there.
I saw the ship there.

5. This is your will, isn't it?
This is your well, isn't it?

6. The rubber is on the disc, you see.
The rubber is on the desk, you see.

7, My pins are not here.
My pens are not here.

8. His bid is too high.
His bed is too high.

9. It is the biggest tea-pot in the world.
It is the biggest tea-port in the world.

10. He is interested in spots.
He is interested in sports.

11. Have you seen the fox there?
Have you seen the forks there?

12. It was just a small cot, you see.
It was just a small cut, you see.

13. Have you seen the collar of my new shirt?
Have you seen the colour of my new shirt?

14. His lock is very good.
His luck is very good.

15. The bun is too big.
The barn is too big.

16. I left my but in San Francisco.
I left my heart in San Francisco.

17. We asked Tom to come down.
We asked Tom to calm down.

10. The zoo's luck was a popular talking point.
The zoo's lark was a popular talking point.

19. Look at those peas in your garden!
Look at those bees in your garden:

20. John liked the peach very much.
John liked the beach very much.

21. He has got a pike.
He has got a bike.
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22. The man is Ted.
The man is dead.

23. He used to write when he was young.
He used to ride when he was young.

24. They built the house very well.
They build the house very well.

25. The boys spent too much money at weekends.
The boys spend too much money at weekends.

26. You've got writings on your back, haven't you?
You've got writings on your bag, haven't you?

27. I picked it up and it really was cold.
I picked it up and it really was gold.

28. His coat is very old.
His goat is very old.

29. Where is your class?
Where is your glass?

30. She is looking for her cherry.
She is looking for her Jerry.

31. He talked about his chain.
He talked about his Jane.

32. Is your chin strong enough?
Is your gin strong enough?

33. Let's try it.
Let's dry it.

34. John liked the trips very much.
John liked the drips very much.

35. When I was sitting in the boat I started to sink.
When I was sitting in the boat I started to think.

36. He has not got the same face as before.
He has not got the same faith as before.

37. He is washing the baby.

He is watching the baby.

38. England is famous f its ships.
England is famous its chips.

39. Tom doesn't understand his friends at all.
Tom doesn't understand his French at all.

40. His tulips are red.
His two lips are red.

41. I saw the meat.
I saw them eat.

42. They have got peace talks there.
They have got pea stalks there.

43. That princess is our friend.
That prince 5 is our friend.

2.
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44. 1 know the way to cut it.
I know the waiter cut it.

45. Her doll has got a grey tie.
Her doll has got a great eye.

46. It was at our house.
It was a tower house.

47. This nitrate is expensive nowadays.
This night-rate is expensive nowadays.

48, That's our milk.

That's sour milk.

49. It is a name.
It is an aim.

50. They free Danny.
They freed Annie.

51. I've got twenty-six ones.
I've got twenty sick swans.

52. My newer dress is here.
My new address is here.

53. Have you seen the 'White House?
Have you seen the white 'house?

54. 'Flyina aeroplanes can be dangerous.
Flying 'aeroplanes can be dangerous.

55. John gave her dog 'biscuit
John gave her 'dog biscuit

56. They are 'hunting dogs.
They are hunting 'dogs.

57. The 'book-case was a special One.
The book 'case was a special one.

58. 'Visiting friends can ve dangerous.
Visiting 'friends can be dangerous.

59. They are 'playing cards.
They are playing 'cards.

60. They are 'frying chickens.
They are frying 'chickens.
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APPENDIX 2. The scores achieved by the informants in the discrimination,
identification, vocabulary and production tests together with

the subjects' background information. The symbols used in

the table are as follows: U stands for the discrimination,
I for the identification, V for the vocabulary and P for

the production test. MN, E and M give the informants' mean
for all the school subjects, their mark in English and
their mark in music.

Informant no Tests School marks

V P MN E

1 39 54 109 7 5.7 5 8

2 37 60 89 4 6.5 5 8

3 41 69 115 5 6.7 9 8

4 41 59 101 7 7.6 8 5

5 43 69 106 12 7.6 7 8

6 36 70 106 9 7.8 8 8

7 43 63 111 10 7.7 8 9

8 36 62 991 8 8.1 7 5

9 44 97 127 14 8.8 9 9

10 31 67 111 8 7.3 8

11 46 72 108 9 8.5 9

12 33 69 119 10 8.3 7

13 35 67 109 14 8.2 8 9

14 40 74 111 15 8.7 9 9

15 33 47 377 6 6.7 6 7

16 39 75 115 11 8.3 8 8

17 38 62 67 6 5.7 6 6

18 36 52 95 7 6.5 5 8

19 49 58 64 7 7.1 7 7

20 45 74 115 11 8.3 8 8

21 30 73 103 8 7.8 8 7

22 38 53 105 11 7.9 9 7

23 47 60 107 9 7.3 7 8

24 3$ 60 98 4 7.0 6 8

25 36 37 106 3 6.6 5

Maximum 60 120 131 15 10 10 10

Mean score 38.3 64.1 103.0 8.6 7.47 7.28 7./2

Stdev 5 02 11.51 14.59 3.19 0.87 1.37 1.14



APPENDIX 3. The results of the discrimination, identification and vocabulary tests. The letters IT stand for
the item tested. D stands for the discrimination test results divided into DN, the number of the
item in question on the answer sheet; DFC, the frequency of correct answers; and DPC, the percentage
of correct answers. I stands for the identification test results, the subgroups being IN = the
number of the item on the answer sheet), IPC (. the frequency of correct answers), IFO ( the
frequency of answers gathered by the opposite member), IFT (- the frequency of answers gathered by
distractor alternative), IPC (= the percentage of correct answers), IPO ( the percentage of the
answers gathered by the opposite member). IPT (- the percentage of answers got by the distractor
alternative). The letter V stands for the vocabulary test results and is divided into VFC ( the
frequency of correct answers in vocabulary test), VPC (= the percentage of the correct answers).
The letters PT stand for the mean percentage of the correct answers in all the tests (ie. the
discrimination identification + vocabulary test) in the case of each item.

IT V PT

DTI DFC UPC IFC IFO IFT IPC IPO IPT VFC VPC

fill 20 80 7 8 14 3 32 56 12 18 72 61.33
feel 20 80 24 18 6 1 72 24 4 24 96 82.67
hill 16 64 34 19 2 4 76 8 16 23 92 77.33
heel 16 64 13 6 19 0 24 76 0 13 52 46.67
live 11 22 88 18 16 5 4 64 20 16 23 92 81.33
leave 11 22 88 21 13 12 0 52 48 0 21 84 74.67

2



IT 0
I V PT

ON DEC DPC IN IFC IFO 1FT IPC IPO IPT VFC VPC

ship 17 18 72 29 4 4 68 16 16 25 100 80.00
sheep 17 18 72 33 19 5 1 76 20 4 23 92 80.00
will 8 21 84 14 19 5 1 76 20 4 21 84 81.33
well 8 21 84 10 5 17 3 20 68 12 9 36 46.67
disc 10 16 64 15 0 22 3 0 88 12 0 0 21.33
desk 10 16 64 17 20 0 5 80 0 20 24 96 80.00
pins 5 14 56 8 1 17 7 4 68 28 20 80 46.67
pens 5 14 56 5 22 1 2 88 4 8 19 76 73.33
bid 7 22 88 9 13 8 4 52 32 16 7 28 56.00
bed 7 22 88 12 21 2 2 84 8 8 24 96 89.33
tea-pot 3 16 64 11 15 8 2 6Q 32 8 23 92 72.00
tea-port 3 16 64 3 4 20 1 16 80 4 14 56 45.33
spots 4 21 24 4 2 17 6 8 68 24 16 64 52.00
sports 4 21 84 16 22 1 2 88 4 8 22 88 86.67
fox 12 12 48 22 20 4 1 80 16 4 25 100 76.00
forks 12 12 48 19 9 16 0 36 64 0 19 76 53.33

a



IT 0 V PT

ON DFC DPC IN IFC IFO IFT IPC IPO IPT VFC VPC

cot
cut

2

2

10

10

40
40

,'

6

9

4

6

9

10

12

36

16

24

36

40
48

13

22

52

88
42.67
48.00

collar 16 10 40 28 4 21 0 16 84 0 7 28 28.00

colour 16 10 40 31 22 2 1 88 8 4 24 96 74.67

lock 18 24 96 36 13 9 52 36 12 16 64 70.67

luck 18 24 96 32 23 2 0 92 8 0 22 88 92.00

bun 1 22 88 1 5 2 18 20 8 72 19 76 61.33

barn 1 22 88 35 2 9 14 8 36 56 8 32 42.67

but 13 12 48 23 1 19 5 4 76 20 4 16 22.67

heart 13 12 48 20 22 0 3 88 0 12 21 84 73.33

come 14 17 68 25 23 0 2 92 0 8 120 100 86.67

calm 14 17 68 27 2 21 2 8 84 8 6 24 33.33

luck 15 13 52 26 10 3 12 40 12 49 22 88 60.00

lark 15 13 52 30 1 110 14 4 40 56 21 84 46.67

peas 41 11 44 79 17 3 5 68 12 20 17 68 60.00

bees 41 11 44 83 13 11 1 52 44 4 8 32 42.67

peach 46 14 56 90 11 11 3 44 44 12 21 84 61.33

beach 46 14 56 86 15 18 2 20 72 8 18 72 49.33

pike 54 11 44 96 2 23 0 8 92 0 9 36 29.33

bike 54 11 44 100 23 1 1 92 4 4 25 100 78.67

Ted 43 21 84 116 22 3 0 88 12 0 . 86.00
dead 43 21 84 81 22 2 1 88 8 4 23 92 88.00

write 42 13 52 80 12 12 1 48 48 4 25 100 66.67

ride 42 13 52 115 14 9 2 56 36 8 25 100 69.33

2 3



sr
PT

ON DFC OPC IN IFD 1F0 IFT IPC IPO IPT VFC VPC

built 45 20 80 117 15 8 2 60 32 0 22 88 76.00build 45 20 80 85 5 13 7 20 52 28 22 88 62.67
spent 47 10 40 119 8 15 2 32 60 8 23 92 54.67
spend 47 10 40 87 13 11 1 52 44 4 23 92 61.33
back 49 22 88 91 8 15 2 32 60 8 23 92 70.67
bag 49 22 88 111 20 5 0 80 20 0 25 100 89.33
cold 58 19 76 107 14 10 1 56 40 4 25 100 77.33
gold 58 19 76 103 19 6 0 76 24 0 25 100 84.00
coat 59 10 40 106 23 2 0 92 8 0 25 100 77.33goat 59 10 40 1119 8 16 1 32 64 4 17 68 46.67
class 60 20 80 112 10 15 0 40 60 0 13 52 57.33glass 60 20 80 122 14 9 2 56 35 8 25 100 68.67
cherry 53 14 56 95 6 15 4 24 60 16 20 80 53.33Jerry 53 14 56 104 21 1 3 84 4 12 -0.00
chain 55 14 56 102 3 22 0 12 88 0 15 60 7.57Jane 55 14 56 98 23 0 2 92 0 8 4.00
chin 56 22 88 99 7 18 0 28 72 0 12 48 54.67gin 56 22 88 105 18 4 3 72 16 12 19 76 78.67
try 48 4 16 89 22 3 0 88 12 0 23 92 65.33dry 48 4 16 118 10 15 0 40 60 0 22 88 48.00
trips 50 12 48 92 0 10 15 0 40 60 21 84 44.00drips 50 12 48 110 10 14 1 40 56 4 15 60 49.33
sink 44 18 72 88 17 4 4 68 16 16 10 40 60.00think 44 18 72 84 24 1 0 96 4 0 24 96 88.00



IT

face
faith

washing
watching

ships
chips

French
friends

tulips
two lips

the at

then eat

pea stalks
peace talks

princess
prince 5

way to
waiter

grey tie
great eye

at our house
a tower house

0 PT

ON 01-C UPC IN IFC IFO IFT IPC IRO IPT VFC VPC

52 15 60 94 20 2 3 80 8 12 25 100 80.00
52 15 60 97 5 14 6 20 56 24 9 36 38.57

51 23 92 114 24 1 0 96 4 0 23 92 93.33
51 23 92 93 17 3 5 68 12 20 24 96 85.33

57 10 40 113 17 6 2 68 24 8 23 92 66.67
57 10 40 101 10 13 2 40 52 8 25 100 60.00

40 9 36 82 16 q 0 64 36 0 25 100 66.67
40 9 36 78 20 5 0 80 20 0 23 92 69.33

19 5 20 37 17 7 5 52 28 20 18 72 48.00
19 5 20 50 22 3 0 88 12 0 21 84 64.00

20 18 72 38 15 7 3 60 28 12 20 SO 70.67
20 18 72 51 3 17 5 12 68 20 25 100 61.33

21 20 80 39 11 7 7 44 28 28 17/7 68/28 57.33
21 20 80 52 13 6 5 52 24 24 16 64 65.33

22 24 96 40 22 3 0 88 12 0 25 100 94.67
22 24 96 53 23 2 0 92 8 0 20 80 89.33

23 9 36 41 21 22 2 84 8 28 21 84 68.00
23 9 36 54 4 21 0 16 84 0 15 60 37.33

24 21 84 42 21 2 2 84 8 8 25/23 100/92 88.00
24 21 84 55 20 4 1 80 16 4 16/23 64/92 80.67

25 18 72 56 1 17 7 4 68 28 25 100 58.67
25 18 72 43 IQ 0 6 76 0 24 21 84 77.33



IT

nitrate
night -rat

our milk
sour milk

a name
an aim

free Danny
freed Annie

six ones
sick swans

newer dress
new address

'white House
white 'house

'flying aeroplanes
flying 'aeroplanes

'dog-biscuits
dog 'biscuits

'hunting dogs
hunting 'dogs

'book -case

book 'case

'visiting friends
visiting 'friend$

D V PT

ON DFC DPC IN IFO IFO IFT IPC IPO IPT VFC VPC

26 9 36 57 8 8 9 32 32 36 20 80 49.33
26 9 36 44 8 6 11 32 24 44 18 72 46.67

27 15 60 45 13 8 4 52 32 16 25 100 70.67
27 15 60 58 14 8 3 56 32 12 12 48 54.67

28 15 60 46 25 0 0 100 0 0 24 96 85.33
28 15 60 59 2 23 0 8 92 0 10 40 36.00

29 17 68 47 18 5 1 72 24 4 22 88 76.00
29 17 68 60 10 13 2 40 52 8 22 88 65.33

30 17 68 48 19 0 6 76 0 24 - - 73.00
30 17 68 61 0 18 7 0 72 28 19/12 76/48 43.33

31 12 48 49 17 8 0 68 32 0 25 100 72.00
31 12 48 62 10 14 1 40 56 4 24 96 61.33

32 7 28 63 6 18 1 24 72 4 23 92 48.00
32 7 28 120 15 8 2 60 32 8 23 92 60.00

19 76 64 20 0 5 80 0 20 23 92 82.67
19 75 71 3 14 8 12 56 32 23 92 60.00

34 16 64 65 16 8 1 64 32 4 24/13 96/52 67.33
34 16 64 72 15 8 2 60 32 8 24/13 96/52 66.00

35 17 68 73 22 1 2 88 4 8 23/24 92/96 72.67
35 17 68 66 14 10 1 56 40 4 23/24 92/96 72.67

36 17 68 67 6 16 3 24 64 12 9 36 42.67
36 17 68 74 4 4 17 16 16 68 10 40 41.33

37 24 96 75 19 1 5 76 4 20 22/23 88/92 87.33
37 24 96 68 2 14 9 8 56 36 22/23 88/92 64.67



IT
V PT

DN DEC DPC IN IPC IFO IFT IPC IPO IPT VFC VPC

'playing cards
playing 'cards

'frying chickens
frying 'chickens

38 19 76 69 11 13 1 44 52 4 24/20 96/80 69.33
38 19 76 76 19 3 3 76 12 12 24/20 96/80 80.00
39 18 72 70 6 7 12 24 28 48 15/16 60/64 52.67
39 18 72 77 13 6 6 52 24 24 15/16 60/64 52.67
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